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Listserv debacle floods inboxes From Iraq
Tuesdaynight with an innocuous e-mail ResLife listservs.
sent by GenevieveKimberlin, LSOE TO,
"When I started typing this e-mail, I
requesting housing near BC thatwould thought I coulduse thelistserv to choose
What started out as a single e-mail fit inwith her boyfriend's schedule.
individualpeopleI wantedto sendthe esnowballed into a campuswide moveWhat can be referred to as nothing mailto within the list.When I realizedI
ment this week, spurring the creation
other than an unfortunate mistake saw couldn't do that, Iredrafted the e-mail,
of Facebook groups, YouTube videos, this e-mail forwarded to 13 listservs but onlyto my direct contacts. But I was
T-shirts, and an inside joke that all of belonging to various groups, ranging really tired,and sent the wrong e-mail. I
Boston Collegecould appreciate.
from clubs and organizations to an had no ideawhatkind ofbacklash that
The Internet phenomenon began orientation group to classes to three would have," Kimberlin said.
By

Alexi Chi

News Editor

to BC: Alum

The original e-mail, which Kimberlin had no intention of sending, read,
"Forgive me for exploiting the many
listservs I'm on, but I wanted to reach
as many people around BC as possible,"
and asked students to respond if they
had Boston housing available on a flexible basis.

donates flag
BC graduate stationed
in Iraq reconnects with
flag donation

See Listserv, A4

Textbook prices move Congress to act

By Thomas Keane

Heights Staff

By Steven Liv
For The Heights

Lieutenant Colonel John B. Atkinson
of the U.S. Marine Corps and BC '92,
donated an American flag that had been
flown in Iraq to Boston College.Commissioned in May of 1992, Atkinson said he
donatedthe flag in an effort to establish
a relationship between himself and the
BC community.
While still a major, Atkinson served
as a Marine Advisor to the 3rd Brigade,
7th Iraqi Army Division in the Al Anbar
Province. He was joinedby 14 other Marine Advisors while living and working
with the Iraqis.
"Our mission was to assist the Iraqis
in taking the lead for counterinsurgency
operations andrender them an effective
and professional force that was capable
of defeating the insurgency, serving the
people of Iraq, and defendingtheir nation," Atkinson said. In addition to the
flag donated, a BC footballflag also flew
at Atkinson's forward operating base.
BC's football success this past fall led to
a friendly rivalry betweenAtkinson and
a fellow officer who was a fan ofVirginia
Tech.
"My commitment to BC was a source
of fun for the Marines, and even some of
the Iraqi's as we shared our cultures,"

Economics: $124. Biology: $159. Calculus: $87. The sight ofstudents fainting
when they get their textbook receipt:
priceless.
For students at Boston College and
universities around the country, high
textbookprices are an unwelcomeburden
on top of tuition, room and board, and
incidentals. Unfortunately, the problem
is only getting worse. According to Make
TextbooksAffordable(MTA), a campaign
launchedby the Student Public Interest
Research Groups, collegestudents spend
about $900 a year on textbooks and
prices haverisen by more than four times
the inflation rate since 1994.
MTA offered severalpossible explanations for this disproportionateincrease.
Publishing companies are coming out
with new editions of textbooks more
frequently. These editions are more expensive andrender oldereditionsobsolete, but contain few significant content
changes. A MTA study found that 76
percent of professors felt revisions were
justifiedonly "halfthe time or less."
Companies are also packaging CDROMs and workbooks with their text-

Atkinson said.
RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTS STAFF

See Textbooks, A5

Textbook publishers, who frequently bundle textbooks with CDs to increase their price,face criticism from students, who struggle to pay.

See Flag, A4

Snow, sun a

Pulitzer winner relates love of literature

clandestine
skin hazard

MatthewDeLuca
Asst. News Editor

By

Tomas Oliva

For The Heights

By

Inquisition andthe NaziParty. The book

The SarajevoHaggadah, a ceremonial
book used at Passover, was created in
Moorish Spain in 14th century Barcelona. The Haggadah then found its way
to Italy, and finally to Sarajevo. Along
the way, the book faced numerous close
calls, including thebook burnings of the

was protected though, and passed along
by an unlikely cast of characters, people
struck by thebeauty and meaning of the
book.
However,the Bosnian War in the early
1990s brought the treasured manuscript
to the brink of destruction yet again.
The Haggadah had rested in National
Museum of Bosnia and Herzegovina for

This winter, throngs ofBoston College
students will flock to the slopes in search
of thrills and fun in the snow. While the
dangers of skiing are well documented,
it's time to add a new threat to that list:
UV radiation. It hasbecome increasingly
apparent that even on the snowy trails
and windy ski lifts, the sun's rays pose a
dangerousthreat, andprotectionagainst
it is ofutmost importance.
On Thursday, Dr. Peter Anderson of
San Diego State University gave a lecture
to a packed auditoriumof BC students.
He discussedhis involvement in the Go
Sun Smart Campaign, and the group's
goals and methods. His main point over
the course of the presentation was the
necessity of wearing sunscreen, hats,
and sunglasses when skiing or snowboarding.
Andersonpresenteda stark collection
of statistics about skin cancer. This year,
LAN THOMAS / HEIGHTSEDITOR
there will be an estimated 1.2 million Candidates
contended on hot issues in both the Elections Committee, and ALC / GLC debates.
new cases of skin cancer diagnosed, and
nearly 10,000 of them will end in death,
Anderson said. Of the 9,900 fatal cases
ofskin cancer in the United States, 7,700
of them will be caused by the most dangerous form of skin cancer, melanoma.
Anderson also pointed to a 9 percent
increase in diagnosedcases ofmelanoma
from 2000 to 2001. One in 71 Americans,
Andersonsaid, face therisk of developing
By JenniferRoach
creating a one-night event that forced
melanomaoverhis or her lifetime.
the candidates to cover a wide range of
Heights Editor
According to.Anderson, the correlatopics.
tion between skin cancer and skiing is
The five teams present at the debate
Five teams running for president and
rather simple. First, he said, engaging in
any outdooractivity over longstretches of vice president of the Undergraduate were Chris Denice, CSOM '09, and
Government of Boston College (UGBC) Alejandro Montenegro, A&S '09; Rhick
time puts the participant in danger. Secin the first debate of the Bose, A&S '09, andAnand Savani, A&S
participated
ond and less intuitively the smooth
surface of the snow reflects the UV rays, campaigning season last night, sponsored '09; Phil Dumontet, CSOM '09, andMike
Sokolowski, CSOM '09; Michael Foley,
by the UGBC Elections Committee. Imsending themback towardthe unsuspect'09, and MichaelFox, CSOM '09;
CSOM
the
teams
took
mediately
following,
part
ing skiers and snowboarders.
in a second debate sponsored by the andKatherine Buck, A&S '09, andFrank
AHANA Leadership Council (ALC) and
See Skiing, A5
the GLBTQ Leadership Council (GLC),
See Debate, A5

UGBC hopefuls face
off in primary debate

almost a century, but the shelling of the by birth, she spoke of the experience
city posed a new threat to its safety. In of reading her first book in the sort of
the destructionand chaosofthe shelling, visceral terms most often reserved for
the book was spirited away to safety by thosemost intimate ofrelations. "It is the
the efforts of a few dedicatedbibliophiles experience of the first book that utterly
once again.
transports you," she said.
Geraldine Brooks was in Sarajevo as
Last night, Brooks sharedher experia war correspondent during the shelling ences in Sarajevo and her contact with
of Sarajevo, stationed in a hotel that
See Literature, A4
underwent frequent attacks. Australian

Building a just society:
Students offer service
Volunteers, Arrupe International
Solidarity Program, 4Boston, Best
Buddies, and many more.
In response to students' interest,
BC Orthodox Christian Fellowship
organized a panel called "Love Thy
Neighbor: Building a Just Society." The
panel, co-sponsored by BC Campus
Ministry, the Office of the Dean for
Student Development (ODSD), the
Church in the 21st Century, theInterfaith
Initiative, the Office ofResidentialLife,
the Undergraduate Government of BC

Park
For The Heights
By KyooLee

In 1973, Pedro Arrupe, S.J., delivered
his address titled, "Men and Women
for Others," which was concerned
with the importance of building a just
society through service. As a Jesuit
university, Boston College has been
encouraging students to reach out to
local communities, and to practice the
fundamentalJesuitideologiesofloveand
justice. A large number of BC students
are currently involved in community
service activities, including Appalachia

See Service, A4

RYAN JOYCE / HEIGHTSSTAFF

Panelists discussed whatfactors are essential in the construction of a justsociety.

Arts & Review
SASA presents
traditional South
Asian dance
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Lift on banned scarves
in Turkish universities

The Heights
Boston College - McElroy 113

On Saturday the Turkish parliament
voted overwhelminglyin favor of a measure
to change the constitution to guaranteethat
all citizens may go to collegeregardless of
their apparel. Since the late 19905, women
at universities havebeen bannedfrom wearing head scarves, because authorities said
the increasing number of covered women
threatenedsecularism, accordingto The New
YorkTimes. The Saturdayreversal must first
be approvedby the president andpublished
in theofficial state newspaper before groups
can takethe amendmentsto thepro-secular
Constitutional Court, which is predicted to
overturn it. Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogan hasbeen a proponent oflifting the
ban on head scarves, and some worrythat he
andthe Justice and DevelopmentParty will
impose conservative values on Turkey. Some
worry that the lifted ban on head scarves
could evolve into a ban on uncovered hair.

BURHAN OZBILICI / AP PHOTO
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Editor-in-Chief(617) 552-2223

Pyschology professor has a
new approach to emotions
Recently featured in Pyschology Today, Boston Collegepsychologyprofessor LisaBarrett has created anew
conceptual-act modelof emotion that challenges years
of traditionalpsychologicalthinking. Unlike the former
model, which says that people have a standard set of
emotionscorresponding to a specific brain activity pattern and behavior,Barrett argues thatindividuals also
distinguish emotions based on experience and context.
Barrett, who won a $2.5 milliongrant from theNational
Institutes of Health in 2007 for work, suggests that
people expand their emotional vocabulary and avoid
generalized statements in order to better understand
theirfeelings.

Clark sets example for AllstonBrighton
and universities
A number ofresidents of Allston-Brighton met with
community developmentprofessionals, HarvardUniverity officials and those headingtheir plannedexpansions,
and Boston City Councilor Mark Ciommo on an organized bus trip to Clark University and its surrounding
neighborhood. Clark Vice President Jack Foley gave a
presentationregarding the university's effort to improve
the surrounding area and work with the community to
their mutualbenefit, includingbuildingaffordablehousing, giving full scholarships to neighborhoodresidents
accepted to Clark, and founding a public school. The
trip was meant to serve as an exampleofhow universities such as Boston College and Harvard couldwork in

partnership with local communities.

NATIONAL

UNDER REPORTED

The stereotypical 'criminal'
outfit is so overrated anyway

The alert system at the University of Kentucky was
activated on Thursday morning regarding a shooting
that occurredin an off-campus apartment. The incident
was first reported at 7:37 p.m. on Wednesday, and the
Office ofEmergency Managementsent its first alerts at
12:34 a.m. The delay was attributedto a number offactors, including conflicting accounts initiallyreceivedby
the police andthatit was determinedto be an isolated
incident, UK spokesman Jay Blanton told reporters.
Blanton said the police and university wanted a more
complete account before notifying students.

Authorities in Portland, Maine, are searching for a
cross-dressing motorist whopulls in front offemale drivers andthenjumps out ofhisvehicle. Therehavebeen six
reports since last spring regarding the perpetrator, who
is describedas a man with a mustache,wearing women's
underwear,a garter belt, andblack high heels. The most
recent incident occurredlastweek. CumberlandCounty's
Sheriff Mark Dion told reporters that while the man's
choice of apparel is not criminal, there is still cause
for concern, as the man is apparently targeting women
who are alone andcould potentiallycause accidents by
jumping out in the middleof theroad.

Top

Men's Hockey
Beanpot

"Assessing the
'Super Primaries'"

Monday
Time: 8 p.m.

Wednesday
Time: 4:30 p.m.

3. Will Ferrell: Funny UGBC primary
or Die Comedy Tour elections

Thursday
Wednesday
Time: 6 p.m.
Time: All Day
Location: TD
Location: Gasson 305 Location: Conte Forum Location: Online
Banknorth Garden
Professors of political Come see funnyVote online through
Boston College plays
Agora on Thursday and
science Marc Landy, J. man Will Ferrell and
Harvard University in
Joseph Moakley, Kay featured comedians
Friday for one of the
the second game of the Schlozman, and Alan Demetri Martin, Nick
six candidate teams
annual men's hockey Wolfe, founding direc- Swardson, and Zach
running for UGBC presiBeanpot tournament.
dent and vice presitor of the Boisi Center Galifianakis as the
BU will play Northeast- discussthe 2008
come to BC in their col- dent in the primary
ern.
primary elections.
lege comedy tour.
elections.

Relay for Life
Friday

Time: 6 p.m.
Location: Flynn Recreation Complex
Teams take turns walking or running laps in
the 12-hour overnight
event to raise money
for the American
Cancer society. Participants can join for a
$10 donation.
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Obama wins three states,
cutting Clinton's lead
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sen.BarackObama

things to do this week on campus

Editorial

News Tips
Have a news tip or a good ideafor a
story? Call Alexi Chi, News Editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@

UNIVERSITIES

Delays in alert messaging
system of U. ofKentucky

140 CommonwealthAye.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

swept the Louisiana primary and caucuses
in Nebraska and Washington state Saturday

night, slicing into Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton's slender delegate lead in their historic race for the Democratic presidential
nomination. The Illinois senator also won
caucuses in the Virgin Islands, completing
his best night of the campaign. "Today, voters from the West Coast to the GulfCoast
to the heart ofAmerica stood up to say 'yes
we can'" Obamatold a cheering audience of
Democratsat a party dinnerin Richmond, Va.
He won roughly two-thirds of the vote in
Washington state and Nebraska, andalmost
90 percent in the Virgin Islands.

....

The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and offcampus - including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. Call Jo-

seph Neese,Arts andReview Editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mailreview®
bcheights.com. For future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its

readers with complete, accurate,
and balanced information. If you

believewe havemadea reporting error, have information that requires a

clarificationor correction,

or questions about The Heights standards
and practices, you may contact
Pilar Landon, Editor-in-Chief, at
(617) 552-2223, or e-mail editor®
bcheights.com.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter

Voices from the Dustbowl

2/4/08 - 2/6/08
Monday, Feb. 4
10:50 a.m.

-

A report is filed regarding lost

2:04 p.m.

- A report is filed in Flynn Recre-

ation Complexregarding a larceny. A detective
will follow up.

property

2:50 p.m. - A report is filed in McElroy Hall
11:13 a.m. - A report is filed regarding an ill regarding a terminatedhigh school employee
party who was transported from Lyons Hall to who
came to receive her last paycheck. She was
a medicalfacility by ambulance.
uncooperative and was issued a trespass
is
in
p.m.
12:27
- A report filed the Com- warning.
monweath Avenue parking garage regarding
10:11 p.m. - A report is filed in NewtonLaw
a minor motor vehicle accident.
Library regarding a suspicious person. He
3:30 p.m. - A report is filed in More Hall was identified.
regarding a past employee who was making
unwanted telephone calls to some former 10:58 p.m. - A report is filed regarding an ill
party who was transported to a medicalfacility
co-workers.
by ambulance.

Tuesday, Feb. 5

Wednesday, Feb. 6

1:26 a.m. - Areport is filed in Corcoran Commons regarding lost property.

12:31 a.m. - Areport is filed in a Mod regarding a fire alarmactivation.

2:05 a.m. - Areport is filedoff campus regarding a suspicious motor vehicle.

9:01 a.m. - Areport is filed in a Modregarding
a storm drain cover which collapsed causing a
sink hole. Facility services responded.

11:58 a.m. - A report is filed in Rubenstein
Hall regarding an injured party who was transported to a medicalfacility by ambulance.

"What are your plans for Valentine's Day?"

?

Source: TheBoston College
Police Department

"I actually just called my
grandma and toldher I'd have

dinner with herfor Valentine's
Day. It saves me the trouble of
asking someone out."
?

Matt Grover

A&S '09

"Working. Ihave two jobsand
I need to work."
?Liz Kamacho,
A&S '10

"To spend a nice evening at
home with my housemates."

?Anna Kupchik,
A&S '09

"I'm going on a surprise date
with my boyfriend."
?Megan Albon

Delivery
To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Michael Kindrat-Pratt,
General Manager at (617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified,
Display, or Online Advertisement,
call our Advertising office at (617)
552-2220 Monday through Friday.

The Heights is producedby BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays during
the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2007. All rights reserved.

CORRECTIONS

Please send

corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line.
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BC'S 95 Theses

Hike Jlartm Hutljer's; mfamoug dmrd) -boor postftngg, tt% not tougl) to nnb
95 problems; - big anb sfmall - PC stfubents; Ijabe tottl) tljetr gdjool
Reeves Wiedeman
1.

You already forgive loans for law students who go
immediately intopro bono work. Forgive loans for students
who participate in Teach For America, Peace Corps, and
other organizations that support the Jesuit ideal of "Men
and Women for Others."

2.

Change the printing policy to count pieces of paper used
rather than printed. Don't tell us you're trying to save trees
if it actually doesn't matter whetheryou print double-sided.

3.

Add "class diversity" to cultural diversity in the core
curriculum. Too many people at this school thinkpearls,
Uggs, and iPods are available to everyone if they just try.

4.

5.

A police officer, sumo wrestler, lifeguard, ANYTHING to
enforce the 40-minute time iimit on cardio machines in the

Ratherthan plant new tulips each year,BC should develop a
more cost- and environmentally friendly landscaping plan.
Design some landscaping that will last longer and allow
money to be spent more wisely elsewhere.Too often I feel BC
is more about image thansubstance.

6.

Allow registered parties to go on longer than Late Night in
Lower.

7.

Set, and publicize, a reliable bus schedule.

8.

Add more year-long classes like many European schools,
whichallow students to get to know professors better and
become much more proficient in the subject.

9.

Warn freshmen not to buy BC sheets or make BC sheets
remotely comfortable.

10. IfBC is going to allowSmart Movers exclusive access to its
students, it should play a more active role in enforcing its
insurance policy for lost boxes, which rarely gets paid.

11. Have theOffice of Community Affairs do more than just
piease the neighbors: Start with pressuring Campus
Convenienceto stop its price gouging with $5 gallons of
milk.
12. Feel free to charge extra, but put a color printer in the
Campus Technology Resource Center.

13. BC should make an effort to supplement its Catholic
teaching on sexual health by promoting the safe use of
contraception.
14. CSOM should shrink its core and add a few classes on
corporate responsibility. There are a few classes thatcould
be replaced with a chance for CSOM students to understand
I he many waysthey can positively impact theworld with

their skills.
15.

Make the process for creating anew club or organization
on campus easier: Ifthere are students that want it, why
prevent it?

16. There are plenty ofpianos on campus for students to use.
Let's get a few more drum sets.
17.

When it comes to rape education,BC should talk more
publicly about it. It's simple: "Enthusiastic consent, every
time, no matter what."

18. BC can't wait for the new arts center to provide more space on
campus for performing arts groups. If the basketball team has
to practice in the Plex once a week so Dance Organization can
use the Power Gym to practice, I would hope that's not a huge
sacrifice.
19. BC should have more pep rallies like the one before the Notre
Dame game - consistency breeds tradition.And every pep
rally should have a fog machine, no excuses.
20. Avocados should be a topping choice at Hillside when creating

personalized sandwiches.

21. Chipotle and Dunkin' Donuts should take Eagle Bucks.
22. There should be more TV shows on BCTV starring BC
students. Having five channels without any BC-produced
content seems a bit of a waste. Air movies fromBC
fitm students, amateurs, or evenrecorded shows ofBC
performance groups.

23. Currently there is no place on campus where students can get
specialty coffee items before noon on Saturdays or all day on
Sundays. There should be.

i 24.

Dining shouldconsider charging for "to-go" containers, or
at least keeping them behind the counters so students have
to ask for them specifically instead of justlazily foregoing the
more eco-friendly plates.

At the risk ofplaying to my audience, my final column in
The Heights isn't mine.
It's yours.
This was going to be about all the things I wanted changed
at Boston College but never got around to write about. The
list would be long. Then, I realized, you don't care what I
want. You want what you want.
So instead, I asked friends, classmates, acquaintances,
and strangers in the Mods what they wanted to change at
BC. Some of the 95 ideas - or theses, in the vein of Martin
Luther's demands of the Catholic Church - listed on this page
have been mentioned before. Most have not. Many are simple,
but they are what comes to mind when BC students want
something done.
One thing is certain: Few administrators who get paid, or
members of the Undergraduate Government ofBC (UGBC)
who get a sparkling line on their resume, have made the effort
to go out and find these concerns. The response I got makes it
clear that students have plenty of concerns, but I've celebrated as many BC national championships in my four years as the
number of times I've had a UGBC elected official or administrator ask me, unprompted, what I'd like to see changed at BC.
But as I paid for $7 beers along with my fellow seniors at
the Roxy Friday night, I came upon a revelation: I am 100
days from getting my voice heard.
I don't see a six-figure salary in my near or distant future,
but already I'm being asked to contribute to the Senior Class
fund. Accounts from recent and distant graduates say the
requests won't stop any time soon. With a gazillion- dollar
campus plan already on this side of the horizon, it's clear that
BC is going to need my contribution. BC needs me.
I've loved most of my time at BC. I have always planned to
donate to BC in thefuture. But with my newfound power, I've
got an ultimatum: I will not donate a cent until the printing
policy is changed to an environmentally and cost-conscious
per-piece-of-paper system. Reward students for being both
environmentally and cost-conscious by squeezing multiple
PDFs onto double-sided pieces of paper.
Is this the single most important thing I would like BC to
do? No, but I'm going to let the monorail dream die. This is
something that is easy to do, is the right thing to do, and is
the only way BC's going to get my money.
I encourage every graduating senior to do the same. Whatever issue you pick - condoms in health services, more financial aid - take your stance and stick to it. Imagine what could
get done if every senior made an ultimatum of their own.
BC needs to remember not to, as one student pointed out,
"insult our intelligence and think we don't care about what
goes on at this school."
We care what you do, and how you act, BC. There's a blank
check with my signature on it just waiting for you. Now get to
work.

37. Buy backtextbooks at a price St. Ignatius would approve of.
38. During football season, BC should allow seniors living in Hillside
apartments to have regulated grills outside.
39. Run buses until3

a.m., even if they're less regular, on weekend

nights.
40. Put hand-dryers in freshman bathrooms so they don'twaste so
many paper towels.
41. Replace the dining hall plates with ones that have more depth, so
thatthe food doesn't pile over the edges when you're eating. People
tendto get plastic containers to avoid this problem, and changing
the plates might reducewasted plastic.
42. All seniors shouldhave access to senior housing with their BC ID. If
a computer system is getting in the way, get a new one.

31.

Make less soggy fries at Lower, especialty during Late Night.

63. A semester should be added to the cultural diversity core.
64. There shouldbe more pub series events, like the BCVirginia Tech football game.
65. Require two meetings with an advisor: once during
registration, and once at the beginning of the semesterto
discuss more long-term class options.
66. Set up a schoolwide mentoring program between upper and
underclassmen.Consider making it mandatory.

67. Let us substitutelettuce for a bun in the dining halls
without charging for a salad and a sandwich.
68. Make the McElroy Bookstore a bit less like a stale Borders,

and a bit more unique.
69. Replace the old desks in Gasson, Lyons, Campion, and
Cushing.
70. Ifthe bus stops aren't going to be fully heated, heating
lamps or doorswould be nice.

71. Lower the cost of replacement IDs. A 3x2 piece of plastic
can't possibly cost thatmuch.
72. Get rid of the Stafford Loan requirement in financial aid
packages.

73. Protect students who have to walk to Brighton Campus at
night forrehearsals.
74.

Add more study days.

75.

Have a parking spot lottery to give a few spots up forfree.

76. Addcleaner workout areas on College Road.

77. Create a closerlink with alumni and current students.

t

underground personality.

80. Give more decisive power to BC students, or at least to the

- what has happened since the '70s? We're the ones
attending now, and eventually we'llbe the ones who donate
- why not let us take charge of our own lives in preparation
for being responsible adults in our University community?
UGBC

81. Tuck the "Jesuit Ideals" front away to make the school a
better place for students, not wealthy contributors or the
studentsthat will one day undoubtedly be those wealthy
contributors.
82. Girls, it's okay to have a regular Coca-Cola. Guys, it's okay
to drink Coke Zero.

83. BC needs better response time by various administrators

- the athletic department should not be the best run
department at the university.

85. Girls should not ref guys' games, not because they can't do

45. IfRAs are here to support us, make them our friends and not our
enemies: Give their disciplinary authority to someone else.

doesn'tmake sense.

49. Spend a few extra bucks for some Charmin in the bathrooms.
50. That tree in the Quad smells like woah. Plant another, different,
eco-friendly tree. Did we mention the tour groups notice it?

51. Air conditionthe smoldering fourth floor of Lyons.
52. Hillside, expand so your busy line doesn'tmake students late to
class for a latte.
53. Charge students only for what they buy. If you don't want sides,
you still get charged the full price. Make a separate price for a meal

without sides.
54. Provide wireless Internet in residence halls.

33. Allow professors to add to students' printing aitotments if
they know the class willrequire an inordinate amount of
printing. Ditto for students writing a thesis.

56. Students are told that Father Leahy must approve this or that
proposal,yet few students know what he looks like, let alone have
the opportunity to speak withhim. There's a barrierbetween the
students andthe administrationthat impedes us from being a
betterUniversity, which may contribute to apathy among students,
and Fr. Leahy's absence is the epitome of it ait.

55. Install an ATM in one of the Hillsideresidence halls.

4

friendly design possible.

44. Serve breakfast food at Late Night.

32. Put print stations around campus in piaces other than the
CTRC - including one on Newton Campus - and make one of
them a Mac.

34. Havefresh mozzaretta,artichoke hearts, feta, and beets in the
saladbars all the time.

62. BC should focus less on varsity athletics and more on
overallrecreation.

84. More students should get involved with service and the
things that truly matter when going to a Jesuit school like
BC, instead of partying and more partying.

48. Reffing intramurals is hard, but many ref's are consistently poor,
and it wouldn'thurt for the Plex to require a more stringent
training session.

more ergonomic chairs.

which part of being a Catholic University it is after:
appealing to its homogeneous alumni base (the Catholic
part), or rising in therankings (the university part).

43. The jokehas gone on long enough. Spend 20 bucks at SherwinWilliams and paint new numberson the Mods that go in some
logical order.

27. At BC, all study-abroad locations are not created equal. BC
should not charge the same to go to Oxford as the American
University in Cairo, and if it does, then each iocation - not
just Madrid and London - should receive the same on-site

30. If students are supposed to study there, O'Neill Library needs

61. Among two superficial goals, BC needs to decide

79. Bring back deliciousfood to the Rat, and restore its

47. Make asking girls on real dates a requirement for malegraduation.

like the centralpath.

60. Lower managers: Follow the precedent of one of your coworkers, roll up your sleeves, throw back your tic, and help
when the Taqueria line is busy. Gracias.

36. Do something to make the Duchesne Hill less of a death trap in icy
weather.

26. Put honey mustard in McElroy.

29. Make sure all the paths in the Dustbowl have red brick borders

59. BC should buck the nationwidetrend toward non-tenuretrackprofessors. BC professors that are invested in their
institution, rather than scrambling to make ends meet, are
investedin their students.

78. BC should set a national standard to match its growing
national reputation: Make the campus plan the most eco-

46. Provide an entrance from the CTRC to the second floor of O'Neill
Library. Going up, over, around, and back down to move 10 feet just

28. Change the yellow light bulbs in the lampposts outside of
Devlin so they match the whitebulbs around Gasson and
Bapst, for aesthetics' sake.

58. Make a more efficient waffle line at Lower thatleaves fewer
burnt breakfasts and more servedwaffles.

35. Sell Starbucks coffee beans at Hillside.

25. From December to February, it would be nice to have an
entrance to the Plex thatdoesn't involvewalking all the way
around the building in freezing temperatures.

support.

57. With AZN going out of business, add the Disney Channel
andABC Family. BC students shouldbe able to watch ABC
Family's 25 Days of Christmas.

it, but because guys are terribly mean to refs.
86. The BC administration should work on innovativeways to
make our campus more eco-friendly and our student body
more intellectually unique rather than justengaging in
money politics.

87. Get nicer bookshelves in O'Neill.
88. The phrase "I love being a girl 'cause I

never have to pay" is

lame. Girls, payfor the beer you drink at parties.

89. A class on how to beat Nintendo games. For three credits.
90. The cheerleaders who dance at the basketball games, go
ahead and dance. Just don'tdo a striptease thatmakes
men your fathers' age drool. Less pelvis, more feet.
91. Replace the safety hazard thatis the incredibly awkward
stairwelldoors in Ignacio and Rubenstein.

92. Add aBC bus stop next to the B Line station so students
can decidefor themselveswhether the B or D Line willbe
quicker into the city.
93. Career Services needs a better answer than "Google" when
students ask where to find jobs that aren'tin accounting or
finance.
94. Allow BC students on financial aid to apply those
scholarshipsto non-affiliated study-abroad programs, like
the Casa dc Solidaridad.
95. End the sexism that pervades the Campus Ministry office.

Reeves Wiedemanis a columnistfor The Heights.
He welcomes comments at wiedemar@bc.edu.
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E-mail mishap causes confusion across campus
Listserv, from Al

saying things like 'don't worry.' I

had afeeling something bad had
happened,"Kimberlin said.
It was not the massive
amounts of e-mailthat flooded
students' inboxes on Wednesday
and Thursday that stands to be
remembered, however. It was
BC's response.
Since Wednesday night, at
leastfive Facebook groups have
been created in response to this
cyber-phenomenon. As of Sunday afternoon, the sum of their
membership totaled 2,119 BC
students.
One group has advertisedthe
sale of T-shirts; the front of the
shirts reads, "I was listserved by
Genevieve," and the back, "RE:
Housing near BC," multiple

The original e-mail reached
only those who belonged to the
13 listservs, but another mistake
sent multiple copies ofthee-mail
to a large portion of campus.
Some students received upward
of900 e-mails.
CaitlinMaguire,A&S TO, and
herroommate, sent aresponse to
allofthe e-mail's originalrecipients, claiming thata friend didin
fact have an extra room available
in her off-campus apartment.
"My roommate and I hit 'reply-all' as a joke. We sentout an
e-mail saying our friend Lizzie
had aroom, but she didn'treally,
which sparked all the replies,"
Maguire said. "I don't think a
lot of people recognized it was times.
us at first, but a few came up to
Another group, called "Genme and said, you were the first
evieve ruined my Blackßerry,"
torespond. Then, people started has acted as a soundboard for
hitting 'reply-all'andthat's when the laments of students who
people started saying 'take me were charged for each e-mail in
off the list.'"
accordance with their cell phone
Some students,believing that services' data package.
the e-mailswould be discontin"As aBlackßerry user, I got all
uedif theyrequested to be taken these e-mails on my cell phone.
offthe listserv,beganresponding At first I started deleting them,
to all of the e-mail's recipients, but I'd leave my phone down,
and thus, many studentsreceived come back, and there'dbe hunmultiple copies of every e-mail dredsofe-mails. I ended up just
sent on the chain.
turning off my data,"said Ronald
"The first e-mail was sentout Kenny, A&S TO. "I'll definitely
Tuesday night. On Wednesday, see a difference in my phone
I received a few e-mails and bill. This is unfortunate, and I
responded to them personally, calledthe help desk and I'm sure
apologizing for the mistake. On these problems will get resolved,
Thursday, I woke up and saw but I'm surprised about BC's
post-it notes from my roommates response. They haven't sent out

a tech alert or anything."
After she viewed one of the
various groups surfacing on
Facebook, Kimberlin opted not
to subject herself to the flurry of
Internet activity that sprung up
aroundthe incident.
"I deactivated my Facebook
almost instantly," Kimberlin
said. "I would appreciate if
people would take themselves
out of [the Facebook reaction],
and deal with their frustrations
in a civilizedmanner."
She couldnot, however, delete
the comments and questions
fromBC's students on Thursday,
when she felt the campus reaction in full force.
"A few more people recognize
me. It's disconcertingthateveryone knew it was me," Kimberlin
said. "I haven't really been confronted, but therehavebeen afew
incidents with people coming to
my room and shouting things,
but by the time we answer the
door, they'verun away."
Though Kimberlin said she
didn't feel she was in danger,
threatening e-mailsstirredalarm
in administratorsinvolved in the
incident.
"Asfar as any policeinvestigation, she was concernedwith the
nature of some of the responses
and a report was filed," said BC
Police Chief Robert Morse.
Kimberlin, though, coolly dismissedthethreat. "The Internet
provides a barrier, and people
say things they wouldn't necessarily say to me in person. I never

policy on use of technological
and informationresources is a
clause that states, "University
technological and information
resources are not to be used in
amanner that is invasive or that
diminishes their efficiency. One
example of such usage involves
thebroadcastfunction. Although
ment (ODSD).
current technology enables users
"With regard to student reto broadcast voice, e-mail, or
action, it is understandable video messages to all members
that students are frustrated and of the University community
angry," said Judy Robinson, insimultaneously, the use of this
terim assistant dean for ODSD.
technologyis restricted."
"Vindictive and threatening
"The Universitywill consider
responses are of great concern the intent, effect, and seriousand we hope that BC students ness for the incident in levying
would express their frustration sanctions for violations of this
in appropriate ways. Threatening policy," however.
e-mails are not acceptable and
Students who responded to
will not be tolerated."
the e-mail may be in violation
In response to the e-mail of the policy as well. Those who
sent by Kimberlin, however, the distributed pornographic Web
administration took a softer sites under the guise of a link
stance.
thatwouldremove studentsfrom
"In a really general sense, the listserv violated a clause
there are InformationTechnolothatprohibits offensivebehavior
gy Services (ITS) violationsthat by users of the BC network or
we hold students accountable information technology infrafor. Clearly,this was inadvertent. structure.
There was no malice," Robinson
Robinson echoed this statesaid. "Our approachis an opporment: "According to ITS, the
tunity for educating the entire student who originally sent the
messages clearlyviolatedthe IT
campus for understanding and
kindness. She's been vilified. It use policy, but it is important to
was a mistake. We don't want to
recognize that all those students
minimize that this was an enorwho "repliedto all" violatedthe
mous issue. It happened, and
policy as well. Their collective
we'll deal with it from an ITS, response perpetuated the probadministrative, and educational lem andindeedthis iswhat made
this incident so problematic,"
standpoint."
Included in the University's she said. "The appropriate way
felt unsafe," she said.
Retaining this upbeat attitude,Kimberlin said, "I never
anticipated this response. You
just have to laugh about it; you
can't take it too seriously."
Such threats, however, will
not be toleratedby the Office for
the Dean of Student Develop-

to handle spam e-mail is to forward thee-mail to abuse@bc.edu.
ITS will not tolerate misuse of
the system in this way and will
terminate access to BC systems

for those studentswho abuse the
system."
With the student concerned,
however, "We're taking an educational approach. All of this
has not been lost on her. It's
been challengingfor her as well,"
Robinson said.
BC is not alone in this experience; Villanova University
underwent a similar incident in
February oflast year.
According to Villanova's student newspaper, The Villanovan,
an e-mail regarding changes in
the school's dining services sent
over university distributionlists
generated over 200 responses,
resulting in complications with
using Villanova's e-mail service.
University InformationTechnologies, Villanova's computing,
information, and networks services provider, was able to close
downuse ofthe distributionlists,
preventing students from sending
further reply-allmessages.
To those at BC who were affected by the e-mails flooding
their inboxes, Kimberlin offered
an apology.

"I'm so deeply sorry for upsetting the campus and I feel
badlyabout everythingthathappened," Kimberlin said. "I'm a
student and a human being, what
I'd appreciate most from people
is compassion." \u25a0

Bookstore prices put pressure on students strapped for cash
University should factor discounts into its budget.
books to increase the price, but
Such criticism has prompted
often times professors and stuCongress to take action. On Feb.
dents do not utilize these sup7, the House of Representatives
plements. Bundled textbooks passed the CollegeOpportunity
are also harder to sell back to and Affordability Act in an efbookstoresbecause many do not fort to control prices.
accept books with missing CDs
The bill has three major
or used online passwords.
provisions. First, publishers
Some BC students blamed will be required to disclose the
the Bookstore. "They're defiwholesaleprice and major connitely overpriced because you tent revisions to faculty. Second,
can get them off Amazon for
they will also have to unbundle
much cheaper," said Emily Krol, supplementary material from
A&S '08. Krol spent $200 on textbooks. Finally, colleges
books this semester, which she will need to list required and
says is low because she is only recommendedbooks in course
taking four courses.
catalogs so students know the
Krol said the Bookstore is cost up front and have time to
often more convenient for stushop forbetter prices.
dentsbecause they can get their
The bill, however, has its
books for the first day of class. skeptics. Publishers argue these
"The Bookstore capitalizes on new requirements willonlydrive
them," said Krol. She believes up their costs and make textit will take student activism to books more expensive.
bring about significant change.
Colleges are also worried
"I feel like we should get a about driving up costs. In addiscount. I feel like the college dition, the National Associais like a business and their main
tion for College Stores points
goal is to make a profit off us," out that many schools publish
said Disha Robinson, A&S '11.
course catalogs before faculty
Robinson spent around pick their textbooks,thus mak$300-400 on textbooks this ing it infeasible to list required
semester, but she said shewould materials.
have spent more if a few of her
Tom McKenna, BC Bookbooks had not carried over from store Director, echoed these
last semester. She said that the sentiments. "I don'tbelieve that

Textbooks, from Al

legislation designed to place
additionalrequirements on publishers willbring downtextbook
prices. If I had to guess, I'd say
the publishers wouldpass along
any new costs required by any
legislation right on to their
customers."
There are also concerns that
lists would deter students from
taking nursing and science
courses because of high textbook costs. "I get the best of
both worlds," saidKristina Cotter, a bio-chemistry major and
A&S '11. "Each of my science
books is $150, if not more."
Cotter's biology book was
particularly expensive because
the Bookstore only had new
copies. She said she would not
switch majors because of textbook costs, however. "Next year
I'll probably just look online,"
she said.
McKenna saidthe BC Bookstore sets its prices based on an
industry standard.
The wholesale price it gets
from publishers is nonnegotiable, so it has little control over
prices. Some collegebookstores
now add an additional freight
charge for textbookbundles, but
BC does not.
"We are fair in our pricing
policies for textbooks and work
towardsreducing textbookcosts

by having a strong used-textbook program. The best way to
reduce textbook costs for students is to sell back your books
at semester's end," McKenna
said.
McKenna encouragedfaculty
to submit their textbookorders
by Oct. 15 and April 15th so the
Bookstore can pay students
more for books that have been
ordered.
Incidentally,usedbook markets may be the ultimateculprit.
In a column written in The Academic Observer by Washington
University in St. Louis, professor Henry Roediger 111 blamed
the online used-book market
for cutting into publisherprofits
and author royalties.
"The same text might beused
by threeto four students, but the
textbook company and author
profit the first time a book is
sold and not thereafter.It stands
to reason that textbooks must
be priced aggressively, because
the profits from the repeated
sales will not go to the authors
and companies that actually
wrote and produced the books,"
Roediger wrote. Frequent revisions are another tactic to try to
make used books obsolete.
McKenna agreed. "I do believe that the used-book program has played a role in driving

up textbook prices. The more markrentedbooks andface fines
publishers raise the price, then for late or damagedbooks.
the more attractive the book is
McKenna said that BC has
as a used textbook. It becomes explored rental programs in
the past, but found it then una cycle."
Aside fromAmazon.comand feasible.
used books, students, faculty,
He pointed out that most
and colleges have tried several schools with rental programs are
creative waysto ease the burden largepublic schools with lots of
of textbooks.
students taking the same classProfessor Susan Mattis of es, and even then the economic
the CollegeofArts and Sciences benefits are unclear. "Most
honors program will sometimes importantly, rental programs
require faculty to make a two- or
photocopy pages for her students for a few dollars instead three-year commitment to one
of requiring them to buy the book," he said.
entire book.
Solving the problem is all the
"We're only reading small more complicatedby the strange
portions so cost would've been economics of the textbook inquite prohibitive," she said. dustry.
Mattis does not allow price to
The textbook market is
dictatewhichbooks she requires unique in that the consumer's
for her students, but because purchasing decisionis dictated
many ofher books are works of by a third party - the faculty.
literature published by several
Professor Darren Kisgen of
companies, she goes with the the finance department said he
cheaper editionunless there was does not takeprice into consida "strong reason" not to.
eration when choosing a textSeveral schools in the Unibook. "I focus entirely on the
versity of Wisconsin system quality of the text," he said.
Kisgen does empathize with
use a textbook rental system.
Students pay $130 to $240 each his students but he does not
see this as a new phenomenon.
yearto rent out their textbooks
and return them each semes"I thought they were pretty
ter.
expensivewhen I was in college
While it is a lot cheaperthan as well," he said. I think it's a
buying new or used textbooks, burden on students in any genstudents cannot highlight or eration." \u25a0

Panelists encouraged students Flag brings soldier back to BC
to serve, 'love thy neighbor 5
Flag, from Al

Assistant Secretary ofState.
who had been victimized by
Pope saidthat her Christian injustice and harshness of so(UGBC), BC Bookstore, and faith has played a big role in ciety, believe in anything? We
her career. "I have always tried all want quick remedies, and we
the theology department, included five panelists, invited to follow my faith in God and want some assurance that our
to discuss their perspectives the teachings of the church gesture of philanthropy and
on therole of faith in building
as my guidance. I know that I love has reached the others.
received a lotof giftsfrom God, But sometimes it requires a
a just society.
"Before answering the and I tried to share them with lot of patience," Sitaras said.
"They will test us, feel the
question, 'how do we build a others," she said.
The panelists emphasized security, and eventually grow
just society?' we need to first
ask ourselves, 'Who is our the necessity to stress the to accept God and love him."
Dr. MariaKakavas, adjunct
neighbor?'"said Dr. Demetrios philanthropic aspects of
Katos, assistant professor Christianity as the basis for professor in the classical
of religious studies at Holy building a just society, and studies department, said that
she tries to spread ChristiCross Greek Orthodox School shared their personal endeavof Theology. "We can find ors to exercise the Christian anity through her teaching
the answer in the gospels, teaching of love in their lives. profession.
Rev. Constantine Sitaras,
"I find it very pleasurableto
as well as the parable of the
good Samaritan. To me, my executive director of Saint teach, because I know that the
neighbor is whoever comes Basil Academy and director students will go into society
into my presence. If we do not
of family ministry for the and teach others," Kakavas
love those who surround us, Greek Orthodox Archdiocese said.
of America, explained that
"But most importantly, we
we do not love our God, for he
who does not love our brother he has been trying to practice need to be able to recognize
the Christian teachings the hunger and pain of our
cannot love God."
All panelists agreed that throughout his life, citing his neighbors. Many of us are
unconditional love toward role in developing the Center blessed with abundance of
neighbors, demonstrated by for Family Care at Saint Basil food, and we fail to see those
who are less fortunate," said
JesusChrist himself, is a crucial Academy.
"Of course not all my His Eminence Metropolitan
factor in a just society.
"Justice without love and attempts are successful. I Methodios, leader of the
understanding is not justice. heard a youngster, whom I had Greek Orthodox Metropolis
Love, so often stressed by taken into Saint Basil Academy of Boston. "Kindness has a
Christ, helps us understand three weeks earlier, saying that ripple effect. Let's start by
the differences and also make he does not believe in God. taking small steps. They may
the differences," said Barbara But I couldn't blame him. have larger impact than you
Why should this young boy, think." \u25a0
Spyridon Pope, former U.S.

Service, from Al

spct the school, history, and
mission of BC in a way that he
didnot when he was an under-

Even though his post in Iraq
has taken him far fromBoston, graduate.
Lt. Col. Atkinsonhas been able
"I have grown to respect,
to follow the football successes appreciate, and cherish BC
and setbacks of the Eagles. more and more as time has
Updates on the Internet proved passed, my experiences have
to be an invaluable asset in
shaped and focused me and
helping Atkinson follow the I have matured," Atkinson
football season.
said. "My desire to donate the
Atkinson was ableto attend flag to BC was not so much the
the game against Miami in resultof an existing connection
November.
between BC and me, it was
He initially was unable to more theresult ofmy desire to
purchase tickets for just the reconnect with BC, and albeit
Miami game, since they were in a small way, recognize BC's
being sold as part of a threeextraordinaryintegrity, examgame package, but he was ple, reputation, and traditions
aided by Jamie DiLoreto, the in a manner that I failed to do
associate athletics directorfor as an undergraduate student.
external operations for BC.
"I guess one could say ma"Not only did DiLoreto turity, life's experiences, and
and the athletics department frankly my service as a Marine
help me with complimentary have enabled me to more readtickets, they provided me with ily recognize the relationship
a parking pass," said Atkinson
and common values that dewho was able to enjoy the final fine my upbringing, my faith,
home game at Alumni Stadium. my education [at BC], and my
"My family, friends, and I had service as a Marine," Atkinson
a wonderful time watching BC
said.
beat Miami, tailgating, and
He said his experiences
trying to get a quiet crowdfired at BC have helped him in his
up,"Atkinson said.
career as a Marine officer, a
The decision to donate a profession, that has taken him
battle flag to BC was not moall over the world.
tivated by a desire to obtain
In addition to his service in
free football tickets or to win Iraq, Atkinson said thathe has
favor with the administration, participated in a wide range of
Atkinson said.
operations from non-combatHe said he has come to reant evacuations in West Af-

Rica, humanitarian assistance
operations both at home and
abroad, peace implementation operations in Bosnia, and
provided forward presence as
a part of a Marine expeditionary unit.

After Sept. 11, Atkinson focused his work on the Middle
East, working in Afghanistan
and participating in Operation
Iraqi Freedom in 2003.
His work in these different
areas of operation and his more
recent service in Iraq resulted
in Atkinson's promotion to
Lieutenant Colonel on Jan. 1,
2008.
He is now stationedat Camp
Pendleton, in California, where
he is the Plans Officer, Ist
Marine Division. He will be
taking command of an Assault
AmphibianBattalion this summer.

Atkinson also has three
children, Ashley, Laura, and
Nathan, who accompaniedhim
on his visit back to BC. "They
truly were excited to see the
campus and run on Alumni
field - I hope that is ok - after
all they had heard about BC
through the years," Atkinson
said.
The flag he donated will be
put on display soon, DiLoreto
said. Ideally, it will be located
in a high-traffic area, although
a particular spot has not yet
been chosen. \u25a0
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Potential UGBC execs contend on campus issues
Debate, from Al

that they would topic addressed by current
implement if elected, titled UGBC President Jenniffer CasNasso, CSOM '09. Candidates "Students as Good Neighbors." tillo, A&S '08, when she asked
Paul Lilek, A&S '09, and Matt The initiative, which the team the candidates whether they
intended to improve studentMarshall, CSOM '09, did not has been working on with Uniadministratorrelations.
versity Spokesman Jack Dunn,
attend the event.
All the candidates proposed
In their opening statements, wouldworkto highlight student
the candidates acknowledged volunteerwork and positive in- different means of attaining
differences in their areas of involvementwithin
stronger lines of
communication
volvement during their years at the greater Bos"We're being treated between
stuBC, but all stressed a common ton and Newton
as commodities as dents and the
strength of experience.
communities to
Members of teams Denice improve student students right now by administration.
and Montenegro, Bose and image among
Along with
the administration. weekly online
Savani, and Dumontet and BC's neighbors.
Foley and Fox We need to show them blogs,Dumontet
Sokolowskiall have a history of
and Sokolowspast and current involvement in stressed a need
that we're here.
the UGBC, while Fox and Foley for direct inki proposed a
said they gained their experivolvement and
newsletter writence through the JenksLeaderinteraction with
ten by the UGBC
Rhick Bose,
president and
ship Program. Buck gained her the neighborA&S '09
vice president
experience from her service on hoodby sitting in
on neighborhood
the Student Organization Fundto update the
ing Committeeand the Student meetings to better understand community, as well as a more
how to remedy off-campus reinteractive and sophisticated
Admissionsprogram.
The first contended issue of lationship problems that have UGBC Web site.
the UGBC debate concerned swelled in the Allston-Brighton
Co-sponsorship and coloff-campus student and neighcommunity. They also argued laborationon events with other
bor relations, a topic that has for a need for a more clearly organizations on campus was
also a major aspect ofDumontet
become a pressing matter in outlined and defined punishment protocol for off-campus and Sokolowski's platform.
recent months with the UniDumontet and Sokolowski
versity's unveiling of its Master students, which they said has
Plan.
beenthe root of many off-camand Denice and Montenegro
pus issues.
Bose criticized the adminboth said they support the conistration for not allowing stuDenice emphasized the need tinuation of the current UGBC
initiative to increase student
dents' voices on this issue to be for better student-administraheard more prominently in the tion communication. He proawareness of events on campus
posedadding the UGBC "Know through the use of LCD flatpast, and hopes to increase studentinvolvement in off-campus Your Rights" document to every panel televisions.
welcomepacketsophomore year
Deniceand Montenegro said
protocol.
to increase students' awareness that their experience in the
"We're being treated as comUGBC gives them a better unmodities as students right now of their rights.
by the administration," Bose
Michael Reer, news editorof derstanding ofwhere the issues
said. "We need to show them The Observer andA&S TO, asked stand currently with administhe candidates if they would trators.
that we'rehere."
"We know what the arguBuck took the opportunity support the placement of the
to discuss the problem of offUGBC budget online. All teams ments are, and we know where
theyare and where to pick them
campus safety, stating that she agreed that as the governing
and her running mate, Nasso, voice of the student body, the up where they left off," Montesupport the implementation of UGBC should be transparent; negro said.
Emergency Call Boxes, better students should be informed as
Bose and Savani also sought
recognized as the blue safety to where their money is being to increase student-administralights around campus, at every spent.
tor communication with their
"You the students should "I SAW," or Student Awareness
stop along the Commonwealth
holdus accountable," Dumontet Watch, initiative, which would
Avenue bus route.
Dumontet and Sokolowski said. He also proposed a weekly allow students to speak more
endorsedtherecommendations online blog for not only the easily with the UGBC officers
made last week by the UGBC president and vice presidentbut on issues that they face on a
Senate, which recently released also for each department in the frequent basis.
a report outlining the current
UGBC. These proposed blogs
Foley and Fox stood in favor
facts surrounding off-campus wouldinclude a weekly outline of smaller, less drastic changes
of the department's spending.
that will cause less friction bestudent life, from police presence to discipline protocol
Communicationwas the matween the students and adminjor thread between all topics istrators but still allowfor goals
to student behavior history.
The team also announced a addressed, and was the first to be met. The team suggested
new initiative

?
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The Go Sun Smart campaign,
which started at ski resorts in
the Rockies and spread east
across the United States and
Canada, targets an audience
that includes ski-lift operators, ski instructors, and other
outdoor workers at ski resorts,
Anderson said. The campaign
used a technique called "soft
fear," which combines humor
and fear in an effort to convince
the target audience to utilize

study
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sun-safety products.
Another key audience were
children participating in ski

school programs traditionally
offeredby ski resorts, Anderson
said. The motivation behind this
initiative, he said, was to teach
children sun-safe practices
while they're young so they can
grow up practicing safe habits
regularly.
The most difficult demographic to convince of the necessity of practicing sun safety,

Anderson said, was women.

Womenoften declinefrom wearing hats, which can play a large
role in fighting UV radiation.

Also, young white males

are

typically averse to wearing sunscreen - they believe they are
indestructible.
When I ski, I generallydon't
use sunscreen," said Marina
Pardee, A&S '11. Many BC students engage in winter sports
regularly, and could come to
serious harm if they don't take
precautions against skin cancer
when they hit the slopes. \u25a0

Books a precious commodity

Take them with you. Share them with others. Whenever

'

?

Skiing, from Al

material in an easy to use format then transfer them
to your

find

Winter sports pose danger

1 his is -Liesel
can

the implementation of cam"We need to keep the spirits placing a link to the document
eras in the Plex so students can of these groups true," Foley through Agora. Buck and Nasso
monitor levels of activity from said.
agreed that the main issue surtheir residence halls instead
Dumontet and Sokolowski rounding hate crime protocol is
of having to wait in long lines. outlined more specifically the increasing awarenessby making
Theyalso calledfor more printimportance of the ALC and it more visible to students.
ing stations around campus for GLC's current semi-autonoThe value of the school's
mous state, acknowledging current cultural diversity core
better student accessibility.
Buck discussed the importhe need for these groups to requirement was also discussed
tance of student-to-student be elected by the people they briefly at the debate.
represent.
communication, especially beDenice and Montenegro were
tween the ALC and the GLC,
Denice and Montenegro caucritical of the current requirement, saying that students see
both branches of the UGBC. tionedagainst an overly powerNassoalso proposed to split the ful UGBC and the importance it more as something to "get
activity fee by semester. This,
of these two groups having out of the way," rather than as
he said, would help clubs and their own voice in the governa learning experience.
The team suggested a manorganizations on campus better ing system.
"It can't beUGBC on top and datory full-year program for
regulate their funding.
While the candidates did ALC and GLC beneath them," freshmen on diversity in an efhavethe opportunity at the end Montenegro said. "We all need fort to make it a more integral
to ask questions of one another to be united." The need to impart of BC's academic goals.
Bose and Savani said lengthconcerning their previous reprove the hate crime protocol,
sponses and other issues, the one of the most heated issues
ening the core was not the
debateremainedtame.
from last year's elections, re- answer, but rather, seeing that
Buck brought up the controturnedagain this
cultural diversiversy surroundingBose and Sayear. The topic
"We really need to ty permeates all
vani's campaign slogan, "What became a major push
throughand stress this courses
can brown do for you?," asking
factor in recent
out a student's
issue. We need to
that if the team was running months after
four years at
on such a stance, how did they
the incident of
BC.
provide AHANA
intendto helpthe AHANA comhateful speech
A major community? Earning a rise from the caused an outcry students with positive ponent of Buck
audience for their answer, Bose across campus role models, so that's and Nasso's
cited his involvement in the last spring.
platform called
South Asian Student AssociaFoley and Fox why we've approached for turning Afcalled for a more administration to
rican studies,
tion (SASA).
The team turned the question clear definition
Women's studout how to do this"
back on Buck. Nossa answered of hate crimes
ies,Latin Ameron
question
campus
team,
the
for the
who
and
ican studies,
admitted that they need to on student disAsian studies,
Katherine Buck,
learn with other students about ciplinary punand JewishstudA&S '09
AHANA issues to better "bridge ishment, though
ies into majors;
the gap."
they outlined no
currently, they
are offered only
Despite the Elections Comspecific plans to
as minors. They did support,
accomplish this.
mittee'sefforts to increase audience turnout for the ALC/GLC
Foleyand Fox admittedtheir along with all the other candebateby holdingit on the same lack of knowledge in the realm didates, reaching out to Dr.
night as their own debate, the of AHANA and GLBTQ issues, Anderson Franklin, the Nelson
audience dwindledfrom almost being the only team present to Chair at BC to encourage the
a full Devlin 008 to roughly 50
have not attended any ALC- or administration to hire a more
students.
GLC-sponsored events on camculturally diverse faculty.
Nevertheless, the candidates pus within the last year.
"We really need to push and
faced difficult questions on
Montenegro and Denice stress this issue," Buck said.
behalf ofboth the the ALC and called for more pressure to be "We need to provide AHANA
GLC concerning their efforts as placedon the administrationfor students with positive role
potential presidents and vice more frequent updates on the models, so that's why we've aphate crime protocol and a more proached administrationto find
presidents to improve communication between the governing
definedoutline of what BC Poout how to do this."
branches. All the teams agreed lice Department and ResidenWhile it was apparent that
that it is important for the ALC tialLife's responsibilities are in all the candidateslacked a level
and GLC to remain semi-authe event of a hate crime.
ofknowledge and concrete ideas
tonomous in their involvement
Bose and Savani said the in the ALC/GLC debate,all said
in the UGBC so they can keep current hate crime protocol that learning more about these
their own presence within the needs to be made more visible issues was a major goalof theirs
governing body.
for all students, and suggested during the campaign season. \u25a0

STUDY

The sound of study.

the Haggadah that ultimately
led to the formationof her most
recent novel, People of the Book.
The book presents a fictionalized account of the Sarajevo
Haggadah.
Brooks spoke of the importance ofbooks in her childhood
and adolescence. "The library
loomed very large in my family. My parents went each and
every Saturday without fail,"
she said.
Once, when worried that the
cost of a collectionofbooks she
wantedwouldbe prohibitivefor
her family, she said she discovered something significant. "I
learnedthatbooks were a special
class of things, like food, that
you somehowfound money for,"
she said.
She said that these early
experiences were formative in
cultivating her passionfor writing, as well as her passion for
the history and loreof the books
themselves.
Created during a time of

peace, tolerance,and intellectual
exchange in Spain, the book of
the Haggadah is itself a testamentto somethingenduring and

as we move

together through

time," she said.
Today, the Haggadah is once
again in Sarajevo, a city whose
human, she said. Its labyrinthine people have long held the book
andperilous history has a mysteand its history dear to their
rious beauty of its own.
heart. A long restoration proIn her book, Brooks tried to cess has repaired some of the
bring some fragments of this damage that the centuries have
history to life. "I didn't know piled on the fragile pages. The
how I was going to tic together book is still a beautyto behold,
the stories I wanted to tell," Brooks said.
Brooks said. The book is filled
Asked of the effect that the
with beautiful illuminations, war had on Sarajevo, Brooks
rare in Judaictextsfrom the time
said that much of the structural
period, and Brooks saidthat she damageto thebuildings hasbeen
wanted to explore some of the repaired, but she senses that
there are deeperwoundsthat will
figures and scenes depicted.
She said that she struggled take longer to heal.
with the presumptions involved
"Whether the city's soul will
in inserting herself into a time
ever recover is another quesperiod, 14th century Spain, so tion," she said. "The parks are
differentfrom her own. "It does all cemeteries because there was
take quite a bitofchutzpah to do nowhere else to bury the dead."
that," she said. Her love for the
But for Brooks, the lover of
subject, however, drove her to stories, the meaning ofthe Saralookmore deeply at her motivajevo Haggadahis powerful. "I'm
tions for writing this book.
part ofthe traditionthatbelieves
"I don'tthink that thehuman that what unites us as human
heart is anything but the human beings will alwaysbe bigger than
heart as circumstances change, what divides us," she said. \u25a0

Want to be the first to know about campus crime or schoolwide Internet phenomenons? Join 'The Heights' news team.
Write news@bcheights.com for more information.
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EDITORIALS

QUOTE OF THE DAY

Sign bill to keep
college lenders honest

"Now is the accepted time, not tomorrow, not some more convenient
season. Today is the seed time, now are the hours of work, and tomorrow
comes the harvest and the playtime."

?

Ralph Ellison

THE ISSUE: Bush threatens higher education aid bill
WHAT WE THINK: Sign it and keep universities honest
Collegetuition. These two words have
carried more weight than they do
today. Students are finding themselves
deep in debt upon graduation while college endowmentscontinue to thrive.
With tuitions rising, lawmakers have
begun to take notice. On Thursday, the
House approved legislation that would
aim to help universitiesavoid the lure of
raising tuition. The billreceived bipartisan approval, passing with a vote of254
to 58, but theWhite House has expressed
its concerns with certain aspects of the bill
and has allbut threatenedto veto. Given
the rising costs of tuition, the financial
burden it puts on countlessfamilies, and
the sometimes shady dealings between
lenders and college officials, President
Bush should sign this new bill when it
comes across his desk.
The bill would create a federal list of
the country's most costly universities
issued by the Education Department. It
would also work to preventloan agencies
from attempting to ingratiate with school
officials in an effort to find business with
their students.
Dealings betweenlenders and college
officials have long since been a key factor
in the affordability issue. Some lenders
never

entice collegesinto business through gifts,
profit-sharing, and other arrangements.
The bill would ban these practices.
Lawmakers have started paying close
attention to the issue of college tuition, especiallybecauserising costs have occurred
while colleges'finances have grown considerably. At BC, tuition 10 years ago was just
under $22,000. Now it is $35,150. Over that
sameperiod, the endowmenthasrisen from
over $700 millionto $1.75 billion.
Another amendment that would have
attacked this issue head on and required
collegesto annually spend at least 5 percent of their endowmentassets was withdrawn.But colleges must work to prevent
hoarding their funds and strive to help
keep costs down. A second amendment
that forces colleges to report the amount
of their endowment they spend will certainly help in this regard, just recently
passed in the House.
In orderfor any real change to occur,
universities across the nation must take
it upon themselvesto helpstudents. With
endowments growing, they have a wealth
ofresources to tap into and dispense accordingly for the good of their student
body. George W Bush should sign thisbill
to help ensure they do.

Books too expensive
THE ISSUE: New law aims to make book buying fairer
WHAT WE THINK: More time, thought needed on books
We've all been there: returning to BC
after a relaxingbreak, waiting in longlines
in the McElroy bookstore, finally reaching
the register, only to be slappedwith an
outrageoustextbookbill. Constant groaning over rising textbookprices has become
routine among college students across the
country, eachable to strike up conversation
over that $200 biologytext or therequired
new edition of a finance book that lacks
any major content change. This increasing
problem was addressed by Congress last
Thursday with the passing of the College
OpportunityandAffordabilityAct.
A main aim of this act is to assist more
of textbook publishers in the attempt to
lower the financial burden that students
face. This would require publishing companies to release wholesaleprices and to
disclose all content changes in new editions to professors and universities. This
information has the potential to significantly lowerbookprices, as it would give
professors a better idea of the expenses
associated with their respective classes.
Furthermore, professors would be able
to take a closer look at content changes
associated with new textbookversions,
and potentially avoid requiring updates
that are not pertinent to the class. The act
also calls for the unbundling of textbook
supplements such as CD-ROMs, which
tend to raise prices by approximately 10
percent. Becausethesesupplements often
go unused, this is yet another area where
students can save a few pennies.

Combating these rising prices, however,cannot be left solely up to publishing
companies. Theymust still aim to make a
profit, andthey havesuffered significantly
from the growing used book market.Universities, especially BC, can take many
more steps in helping students by taking
steps that wdl lower these overwhelming
prices. With textbook requirements not
being released until the weekbefore the
semester begins, students are left with
minimal time to shop for low prices and
still havetheirbooks ready for thefirst day
of class. This problem can be lessened if
professors e-mailedrequired texts earlier,
giving students ample time to scan the
book market for decent prices.
Professors can also help outby seriouslyconsidering the necessity ofpurchasing
an entire textbook. All too often, the
majority of a text is not crucial to a class,
as professors only utilize certain excerpts.
By posting pertinent readings online or
creating course packs (now that printing
is no longerfree), professors can cut back
onthe amount of time and money students
spendon getting their literature.
With textbookprices rising at more
thanfour times the inflationrate,it is clear
something must be donebeforebooks become as pricey as a second meal plan. As
imperativeparts of theeducation process,
we willalways needto pay a certain amount
for books, but withcreativity and diligence
from students, professors, and administrators, price need not continue to rise.

Cuts could result
from poor attendence
THE ISSUE: Students make paltry showing at games
WHAT WE THINK: If tickets are so important, use them
The attendance at Wednesday's men's
basketball game against Marylandwouldn't
havebeen surprising if it hadbeen on the
same day as the Will Ferrell show. It
wouldn'thave been a shocker if Maryland
were a bad team, or ifBoston Collegewere
a Division 111school. But we allknow none
of these things were true.
Less than 50 percent of student ticket
holders went to Wednesday's game. Not
only doesthis seem to connote a deficiency
of athletic interest on campus - which we
know is not the case - it represents a pathetic lack ofschool spirit by fair-weather
Superfans.As ticket holders, studentshave
assumeda dutyto cheer on theirteam. By
not showing up to a game, they are not only
fading this obligation,but they are letting
downfellow students as well.
Ifsuch poor attendancecontinues,then
it would be naive to think that athletics

The

would allot the same number of student
tickets for next year's season. It will become harderfor students to get tickets in
thefuture due to the lack of interest shown
by this year's cohort - and perhapsrightfully so. Athletics should try to pack the
house at every sporting event, and they
should sell tickets to those most likely to
attend. Unfortunately, it seems that that
no longer includes students.
Students complain if tickets are availablein limitednumbers, yet thosewhohave
them do not use them. Think back to two
years ago, whenACC tickets were in such
high demandthat students campedout to
get them. What changed? Tickets should
still be treatedlike the hot commodities
they are - and students should embrace
any chance they get to cheer on theirteam.
After all, it onlymakes sense that students
belong at college sporting events.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
A Woman's Concern not a 'positive step' Dinner for Black
A Woman's Concern, which is called tablished with the purpose of providHistory Month too
"pregnancy
support organization" in ing an alternative to abortion, with
a
Matt Hamilton's column Wednesday purely "pro-life" motives in mind. The stereotypical
("What 'Right to Life' should really organization warns women about "postmean," Feb. 7), is a thinly veiled antiabortion organization that seeks to
deterand even scarewomen away from
ever considering abortion.
This is easily discerned by reading
the violent, non-medical, biased descriptions of abortion, which include
blatantlies, such as the use of"knives"
andthe unquestionableabilityof a fetus
to feel pain at eight weeks (most scientists think that the ability to feel pain
doesnot begin untilthe third trimester,
althoughthe subject is debated).
A Woman's Concern was first es-

abortion stress" through a link to the
Hope Rising Ministry. However, this
syndrome is not medicallyrecognized,
and in fact is a term used exclusivelyby
pro-life advocates.
While I agree with your emphasis
on the necessity to be compassionate
towardallwomen's choices, partnering
withA Woman'sConcernshould not be
considered a positive step towardthat
compassion.

AliciaJohnson
A&S '11

Pro-life movement cares about women
We,

as

pro-life women, realize that

many women in unplannedpregnancies
feel like abortion is their only option
eitherbecause they are not in a loving

relationship or because they feel un-

ready for motherhood.Thefact is, many
of these womenare not supported, and
ending their child's life should not be
their only option.
Abortionharmswomen and it is only
a band-aid, covering up what Hamilton refers to as "the broader issues of
women's persistent societalinferiority,
socioeconomic pressures, norms, and

as maintaining

the abovementioned

status quo. It is for this reason thatwe
promote the culture of life, which calls
allpeople to foster relationships oflove
and respect.
We have the responsibility to bring
about a change in the culture and to
support those who have been hurt by
the present culture. While the movement sometimes falls into rights talk in
response to the pro-choice movement,
we believe that our real mission is to
compassionately support the woman

and her child.

stigmatizations."
However, to outlaw abortion without challenging the status quo on
society's lack of support for pregnant

Bdrke
CSON'08

Margaret

would also beinsufficient. Our

VeronicaRoberts

generation of the pro-life movement

A&S '08

women
cares

about women and sees abortion

Basketball attendance embarrassing
At the Boston Collegevs. Maryland
basketball game last Wednesday, I
looked around andwaitedfor the fans to
fill in. BC had already beaten Maryland
this year, and Maryland had recently
beatenNo. 1 UNC.
This game was almost certainly the best game of the student season-ticket package.
The fans did not fill in. I got a hold
of the statistics. Less than half of the
students with tickets showed up. Only
halfofthesewere at the game by tipoff.
The game was televised.
Comments were made by the opposing team, about the lack of fan
support. Players were quoted in the
news the next day saying that they felt
dead during warm-ups. Theyneed the

fans there.
I do not care if BC is 20-0 or 1-19. If you buy tickets, you made a
commitment to support your team.
The UGBC has in thepast and present,
lobbied for greater access to season
basketballticketsfor all students.
Given attendancelike this, I find it
hard to believe that athletics would issue students more tickets, and probable
that in thefuture we will receive less. If
we, as students, want these tickets, we
have to show up andbe Superfans.
Dan Sievers
UGBC Vice President

A6S'OB

Frances Jackson
A6S '10

READERS NOTE:

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200 words
and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for its op/ed
pages.

The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity, brevity, accuracy, and
to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves theright to write headlines and
choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted to the newspaper.

Submissions must be signed and should include the author's connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and columns
can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to editor@
bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights, 113 McElroy
Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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What doAfrican-Americans eat?
Fried chicken and watermelon, of
course! Well, fried chicken is exactly
whatBoston CollegeDining servedthis
week to commemorate Black History
Month, and why not? That is, after all,
the stereotypical mealof blacks, right?
However, didyou know that during
most of the slavery era in America,
this methodof cooking chicken was
not a luxury that the slaves could afford, since they did not have access to
the amount ofoil necessary to make
the food. Even after slaves took on the
role of cooks, they could onlymake
this mealfor their masters.
The fact thatfried chickenhas
becomecentral to what is known as
Soul Food serves as a testament to
justhow far our nation has come,
since now not only is it accessible
to African-Americans, but it is also
world-renowned.
My point is that this information
about the historical context offried
chicken in the slave diet is not hard
to find. Unfortunately stereotypes
and caricatures of blacks eating fried
chicken are seemingly supportedby
what is clearly visible.
Yetisn't one widely knowncliche
that we shouldn't judgebooks by their
covers? And in the case ofAfricanAmericans, this is quite clear. Looking
back at history, wasn't slavery backed
by something observable: the phenotypic differencebetween Caucasians
and Africans?
When there is a lack of educated
understanding, particularly during
a time like Black History Month,
somethingis wrong. February is a
time that our nation has set aside
specifically to take a closer look at
the achievementsofAfrican-Americans so as to better understand our
nation as a whole, and I think that
during this time we have absolutely
no excuse for buying into stereotypes,
not as an educational institution or
as individuals.
Instead, our dutyshould be to try
our best to learn the truth and to appreciate what it means. Am I saying
don't eat the fried chicken? No, but I
am saying know why you eat it.
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OPINIONS

Thumbs
Up
Obama - After duking it
out withHillary on Super
Tuesday, Obama sweeps his
way through Washington,
Louisiana, Nebraska, Maine
and the Virgin Islands.
With celebs, young people,
and blacks flocking to his
campaign, Obama has
solidifiedhis position as the
preeminent media darling.
Now, can he keep it together?
Yahoo! - That other search
engine reportedly spurned
Microsoft's unsolicited
offer to buy the company.
Though the takeover bid
was substantially above
the marketvalue for the
company, its boardrefused
to sell out to the bigger rival.
Betterluck next time.
Writers - The Writers
Guildreached a tentative
agreement withTV
production companies that
could end the writer's strike
as early as Wednesday.
Finally, new episodes ofThe

Office.

Thumbs
Down
Space travel - A German
astronaut is sick in space
delaying the delivery ofthe
already 16-years-late
European lab module.
Seems like classic European
efficiency to us.
Men's Basketball - Losing
skid reaches six in a row as
BC drops its high-profile
match-up with Duke.
After a host oflackluster
performances, theEagles put
in a good effort that simply
wasn't good enough.

Reply to All - Spontaneous
student uprising spawned via
listserv e-mail was as much
the fault of stupid people
hittingreply to all as it was
ofthe infamous Genevieve.
But did she ever find a place
for her boyfriend?
JohnMcCain - Arizona
Republican and hopeful
presidentialnominee fails his
first test as heir apparent by
losingto Huckabee in Kansas.
TheMarines - Rough week
for the fewand the proud as
a Berkeley, Calif, city council
called Marine recruiters
"unwelcomeintruders" in
the town andthe mayor
of Toledo, Ohioremoved
a squad from his city in
advance of a planned urbanwarfaretraining exercise.

Online Poll

What is your
favorite event in the
month of February?
O Valentine's Day
O Groundhog Day
O Leap Year
OSuper Tuesday

O ALC Showdown
O UGBC Elections
O Super Bowl
Submit Vote
@bcheights.com

Got an Opinionworth publishing?
Send Op-Eds andLetters to the
Editor to The Heightsby logging on
to bcheights.com.

Reply to all: Get involved
listservswith apeculiarhousing request memorating this e-mail debacle, and
that led to the frustrationand entertainonly a couple of days for the groups to
ment ofhundreds ofstudents.
boast a collective 1,855 members.
She did not predict what kind of
Student activists and dedicated
excitement she wouldstir on campus by Superfans know too well how hard it is
sending out a mass e-mail to hundreds to gain andkeep the attention of a large
ofstudents all with thepower to "replymajority of the student population at
all" to the e-mail threadandall with the any given time.
Nidia Fevry
power to make her a campus figure with
An article by BrianBuffinton attributedthe badbowlselection solely to the
a lot ofvisibility.
How cool would it be to be to see
While many found this situation and poor supports of the fans: "I was at the
a group of your peers walking around some of the conversations interesting game in Jacksonville, Fla., and it was
wearing a T-shirt or jersey with your and humorous(including myself), some pitiful. It was embarrassing to see our
name on it?
took it way too far: Among the many side of the stadium."
Widespread campus popularity is harshremarks made against the culprit,
The 2008 Genevieve listserv transsomething usually withheld to those did anyone really need to suggest that mission brought hundreds of students
with either a redeeming talent as in she transfer?To leave classes andfriends together at the expense of a girl who
the case of our student-athletes,vision and go through the application process wanted nothing more than to find
as in the case of our student leaders,
just because of an ehousing for one week
or questionable social behavior as in
mail issue? Give me a
out of every month for
the case of people who shall not be break.
Genevieve inspired herboyfriend. Sure, we
mentioned(what I like to call the Paris
In any event, Gencan agree that despite
evieve, without too hundreds of students the humor this situHilton effect).
The kind of popularity I'm refermuch effort, inspired to act by joining the ation brought to our
hundredsof students to
ring to is not easy to achieve, espeWednesday night, it
Facebook group,
cially at Boston College, where most act by joining the Facewas an irrational use
of the individuals are highly social, book group, signing up
of the listserv that she
signing up for Thighly attractive, and highly talented for T-shirts, and postprobablyregrets.
shirts, and posting
(what I like to call the double-edged ing on Facebook group
If this insignificant
walls. This spontanetransmission can spur
BC effect).
on Facebook group students to distort her
It's the kind that eliminates the ous reaction can serve
need to introduce yourself since evto teach us a lesson
walls.
pictures, create a Youeryone knows your name, or thekind
about the nature ofthe
Tube clip, and post on
that incites others to create and join a BC student body.
the walls, those same
Facebook group aboutyou or evenput
The good news is that the student students can certainly take time to rebody is not as easily distracted and spond to the issues around campus of
your name on a shirt.
It takes student-athleteslike Matt dispersed as we would like to think and actual value.
After asserting that it is in fact posRyan several years ofpractice andhard we are capable of reacting fervently to
work to get in a position to secure issues that move us; thebad news is, we sible to have a unified and spontaneous
that kind of visibility. And still then, clearly do not know how to apply this reaction at BC, every single person that
even after you become a widely known
power to the issues thatactually matter took the time to act on this situation
campus figure, it becomes almost imon campus.
should take the time on Feb. 14 and 15
It tookJen Castillo andDan Sievers a tovote for our new UGBC president/vice
possible to get dedicatedsupportfrom
this stagnant BC community - good couple ofweeks of campaigning, dozens president and take a stance on the imluck trying to get a sizable crowd to of T-shirts, and a lot of schmoozing to portant issues of our day.
attend an event or sign online to cast get them the 1,535 students that voted
a ballot.
them in from a pool of 2,447 votes in Nidia Fevry is a Heights staff columnist.
On Tuesday, Feb. 5, a now infamous 2007. It took only a couple ofhours for She welcomescomments atfevry@bcheights.
Genevieve sent out an e-mail to 14 BC students to start several groups com- com.
_j
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1

Overreaction in listserv incident
unless they hoped that someone would we should probably expel her straight
go there? You do not know these angry
away. Because every e-mail I getpertains
people, why would you not think they exactly to my interests and needs. In
MaybeI don'thave enough of asense might actually act on their anger? It is fact, thise-mailmarksthe veryfirst time
ofhumor. Maybe I am oversensitive to incredibly scary when angry strangers I have ever received junk mail, and I am
Internet attacks. Or maybe,I'm right. gain access to your housing information. sure the same can be said for all 2,000
Late Wednesdaynight, a single in- That is why we generally try to keep it members oftheseFacebook groups.
nocuouse-mailfrom a girl namedGene- private.
Let us not forget that Genevieve sent
Second, the pictures, first from out only one e-mail. It was the hundreds
vieve createdan incredible outcry. Genevievesent out one e-mail to 13listservs Agora, and then from Facebook. This is
ofstudentswho insistedon hitting "reply
(though many haveclaimedthat totalto first a violationof our Agoraprivileges, all" every time they felt that their onebe 17). Sending this e-mailprompted a which clearly state that thepictures may liner was worthy, or that their insult was
disgusting display of threats, calls for not be distributed. Then, the Facebook necessary, who clutteredyour inboxesand
her to transfer, posting of her private pictures wereposted, despiteher private killed the batterieson yourBlackßerries.
pictures and housing information (she profile. Combine this with her housing If everyone had simply ignored and dehad a private friend-onlyFacebook long information, and we have reached a leted the e-mail (very similar to the way
before last night), and editing those whole new level of creepy. Think about you deletethe e-mailofthose groupsyour
pictures to give her the mustache that how this might make someone feel. I roommates signed you up for on Student
is associatedonlywith German dictator can tell you: It is scary. Online threats Activities Day), then there would have
may seem funny to those not involved, been no problem.
and war criminal, Hitler.
Maybe the creators of the Facebook but when strangers go through the effort
We live in a world where junk e-mail
groups - I have counted six with a comhappens. It is annoying, and nothing
to find pictures and housing informabined membership over 2,000 - intended tion and publicize them, an uninvolved worse. When we ruthlessly and publicly
these groups to be a joke.Fine. But the person saying "it seems unlikely to me attack one of our own for something as
moment someone goes onto Agora to that this person neither of us know
minor as sendingout one e-mail, we all
steal her directoryphoto and post it on would act here" does not even resemble look foolishand immature. Ifyou joined
the group page, lines havebeen crossed. encouraging.
the groups because you thought theidea
When some students post her housing
Perhaps herrequest may come offas a was funny, it is now time to leave the
information, a lot morelines are crossed. bit strange,butwho arewe to judge. If you groups, because they have become disIt stops beingfunny, assuming someone have never met her before, you are hardly gusting forums for despicable behavior,
found it funny in the first place, and in position to be judging the legitimacy and staying in them only encourages
becomes incredibly frightening.
ofher relationship with herboyfriendor those acting in the wrong.
First, the housinginformation. Imag- what his housing desires are.
"Do unto others as you wouldhave
ine that you have unintentionallypissed
So Genevieve may have used some done unto you."
off hundreds of people. What possible listservs inappropriately. Sounds like
reason could a stranger have for pubample reason to crucify her to me. In AlexRikleen is a junior in theLynch School
licly posting yourresidence information fact, we shouldn't wait for her to transfer,
ofEducation

Alex Rikleen

Find happiness in shades of gray
Kevin

Ryan

I've noticed a trend in the past few isof The Heights - a number of articles
have questioned the overly competitive
spirit ofeveryone from BC students("Students make happy campers," Jan. 31), to
college-age kids ("Students addicted
to life," Feb. 4), to Americans in general("Bringingback the Dream," Feb. 4).
While I found it amusing that one ofthese
items was printed alongside a poll asking
students which local burrito joint stands
above the rest ofthe competition, each of
the articles did strike a chord with me.
The three pieces share a common
theme: It is unfortunate that we live in
a society that rewards those who will do
anything to come out on top. The classic
movie Citizen Kane and the more recent
There Will Be Blood show us examples of
men whose extreme senses of competition
initially drive them to monetary success,
but eventually leadto lives of narcissism,
sadness, and isolation. And while we
should certainly take lessons from these
examples, we must also keep in mindthat
competition in itself is not necessarily a
bad thing.
There are always going to be some
aspects of life in which competition is
sues

commonplace, if not inevitable. The

job market and the college application
process wouldbe impossiblewithoutit.
Even dating is a form ofcompetition - a
modern-dayversion ofDarwin's theory
ofnatural selection. FollowingDarwin's
lead, psychologists and sociobiologists
have further established the idea that
competition is part of our nature, and
has been since humans' earliest days
on earth. Our most ancient ancestors
perished if they weren't competitive
enough. Granted, we will not perish if
we don't get Will Ferrell tickets or a
prime study spot in Bapst Library, but
thebasis is embedded deepwithin us. It
is in our genes to be competitive.
But let's go back to the three previously mentioned Heights articles. They
each express an aversion to our society's
competitive nature, but they offer no
solutions for how we can fix it on an
individual basis. If you are disgusted
with the competitive nature oftheworld
aroundyou, thereis a solution.
Stop. Stop comparing yourself to
other people. Stop trying to keep up
with theJoneses.Easier saidthan done,
of course, but it really is possible. If
your friend gets a new BMW, don't tell
yourself you need to match him when
your '99 Hyundai runs just fine. Ifyour

classmatehas joined eight extracurricular clubs, be satisfied with thoroughly
enjoying the two you participate in. If
yourpeers are applyingto Princetonand
Vale, don't push yourself harder than
you have to when you know that Boston
College suits you better than any Ivy
League school would.Life is inherently
competitive, but thatdoesn't mean you
have to let it get the best of you.
In "Students addictedto life," John
Gregory nails it when he refers to the
"black or white, win or lose" mentality that we have been conditioned to
accept. Between the black and white
lies the grey area that many of us tend
to miss - an area that is composed
of mental victories and personal triumphs. A loss is not necessarily a loss.
If we fail, but gain something from the
experience - whether it be an ideafor
how to succeed next time, a deeper
knowledge of ourselves,or just afunny
story to share with our family - thenwe
did not fail at all. We cannot forgetthat
success is relative. Personal triumphs
do in fact exist, and they usually involve no competitors besides with our
own selves.
Kevin Ryan is a juniorin theLynch School
of Education.

Making
free trade
a virtue

Kevin Boland
Globalizationis transformingthe
world as we know it. Scholars, economists, politicians, and commentators
agree on that much. The direction in
which globalizationis leading the world,
however, is the subject ofmuch more
contentious discussionand debate.This
subject, which is all the more pertinent
in light of the upcoming election, divides
largely over the issue of tradeand economic competition.
I do not believe that globalization
is so much a "clash of civilizations," as
Samuel Huntington has argued, as it is
an empowerment ofcivilizations. In a
pre-globalizedworld,people's lives were
determinedby where they lived. Someone born in rural India or China would
not have the same economic opportunities or political freedom as someone
born in America. The forces of globalization - free markets, politicalliberalization, andthe Internetrevolution - have
leveled the playing field. If you have an
idea and the entrepreneurialspirit to
pursue it, you can go anywhere you want.
Moreover,the increasingly "flat
world" we live in (a term coined by
ThomasFriedmanof The New York
Times) has brought political empowerment as well.Universal values ofpolitical
freedom, human rights, and economic
liberty are being realized more now than
at any otherpoint in human history.
Globalization,because of the Internet
revolution and free trade, empowers the
individualto liberate himselffrom the
shackles of location, corrupt government, middlemen, and culture.
The free market is the embodimentof
democraticvirtue. In it, one "votes" with
one's wallet. It offers consumers the ability "to buy products from companies who
make the best of theirkind ratherthan
from those that enjoy cozyrelationships
with governments," as John Micklethwait
and Adrian Wooldridge wrote in their
landmark essay, "The Hidden Promise:
Liberty Renewed." Micklethwait and
Wooldridge add that free tradeenhances
individualismand creativethought since
"the best communities are the spontaneous creations offree individualsrather
than the products ofbossy politicians,
and one ofthe many cases for globalization is that it lets a million of these spontaneous communities bloom."
Larry Kudlow ofNationalReview
echoes these points. He states that,
"The Heritage Foundation/Wall Street
Journal2008 Index of Economic Freedomreveals how free-market economics
is spreading like wildfire while state-run
socialism is on the decline.And it's no
wonder why. The free-market countries are prospering mightily whilethe
least-free economies are mired in poverty. We're talkingNorth Korea, Cuba,
Zimbabwe, and Iran. Also noteworthy
is Venezuela. As the neo-socialist Hugo
Chavez attempts to adopt Fidel Castro's
failed economic model, he's sinking his
nation towardCuba-type poverty."
Perhaps no candidate for president
spoke with a better understanding of
the world we live in thanformer Massachusetts Governor Mitt Romney. With
Romney out ofthe race now, it is up to
John McCain - a lifelong advocateof
free trade - to take up the mantleforfree
trade in pressing for improving America's
competitiveness at home and abroad.The
United States currently has the second
highest corporate taxrate among developed nations (it stands at 35 percent).
McCain proposes to reduce it to 25
percent, while extending the Bush cuts
on dividendsand income. These are both
good steps toward maintaining American
prosperity. The Democrats, meanwhile,
are for raising taxes on income and dividends, offer no plans for the corporate
taxrate, and have completelyacquiesced
to the union's protectionist call to oppose
any new free-trade agreements.
America will always be the world's
economic superpower as long as we
remain true to our first principles:
individual liberty(which yields creativity
andrisk taking), personalresponsibility
(which promotes frugality), and therule
oflaw(which enablesfair play). We can
continue to lead the worldif the politicians in Washington release the American people from the oppressive taxation
and regulation thatthe government has
imposed on the economy. Economic
growth means more American jobs at
higher wages with more disposable income. That's good for everyone.
Kevin Boland is a Heightsstaffcolumnist. He
welcomescomments atkboland@bcheights.
com.
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A SPECIAL KIND OF

FAMILY

By Timothy Mooney

Heights Editor
At Boston College, students come
and go every four years, but some
faces stay the same. For 10 years, Joel
Taubman's face has been a constant
presence in the Eagle's Nest, always
striving to keep it clean as part of the
Dining Services Team.
Hard-working and proud ofhis job,
Taubmanhas a developmentaldisability
andworks in the dining hall as a part of
BC's Supported Employment Program.
This program provides adults with developmental disabilitieswho may have
other disabilities, such as blindness,
deafness, and various ambulatory difficulties, with the opportunity to work
in a part- or full-time job. Now in its
20th year, the Supported Employment
Program providesdevelopmentallydisabled adults with the job coaching and
support services needed to performjobs
in a competitive work environment.
As part of the program, employees
are trained by and meet regularly with
professional job coaches. Taubman

meets multiple times each week with a
job coach in McElroy to make sure he is
performing as expected. He is glad to
have the job, he says, and enjoys being
part of the BC community.

option that isn't always open to adults

with developmentaldisabilities.
"The idea of hiring a person of disability into any job is to bring pride
and quality of life to their daily rou-

"It's a good job. I like workingin the tines," Brown says. "Mentally retarded
Eagle's Nest. I do all sorts of different adults who do not have a real job in
jobs and I root for the sports teams," the workforce tend to bewarehoused in
he says.
workshops wherethey wouldbe working
His mother, JoanTaubman, spoke of side-by-sidewith a lotofother mentally
how important the job was to her son.
retarded adults. They get special proj"He works in a lively, supportive ects from employers like Goodwill to do
environment with job coaching availas piecework. They are not, however,
able when he needs it. He gets to work going to be side-by-side with other nonaround young people and be out in the disabledworkersand they are not doing
community," she says. "He knows this is a job that is allowing them to interact
his job andhe is veryproud of that fact. with the public. It's not as ideal [as the
He takes great pride in working at BC. SEP program].
This job is probably the most important
"They want to work for all the same
thing in his life. Now he even watches all reasons that anyone else wants to work.
the [BC] sports teams on TV."
Aside from making money, they want to
Mary Brown, whodirects theprogram makefriends andhave associations with
and works as one of threefull-time job people from all walks oflife. You really
coaches, says high levels of job satisfaccan't do thatin a workshop."
tion is typical of the program and that
In addition to providing pecuniary
wages paid to the SEP employees are benefits and a sense of pride, Taubman
simply one part of the satisfaction that found that his employment also had
goes with beinga valuedemployee - an some side benefits in his development.

"When he started, he was working
with students and after some time, we
found his speech had really improved,"
his mothersays. "He speaksmore clearly
and more understandably. That was a
side benefit that has turned out to be
very important in his life."
Brown described how the program
started as part of a masters-level program in the Lynch School ofEducation
that has since become a University program after the Masters program ended.
While she says she was unaware of
how many other universities hadsimilar
programs, Brown says that she felt hers
was one of the biggest. "We seem to be
the program most people think ofwhen
they think of a SupportedEmployment
Program at a university. I get applications from Georgiaand all sorts ofother
far-awayplaces," she says.
The program searchesfor placements
on campus that wouldbe willingto take
a developmentally disabledworker.Once
a department agrees to, the Supported
Employment Program provides a job
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She aid
S
"Last night my roommate and I were watching an episode of Grey's
Anatomy when I casually remarked that Meredith Grey gets on my
nerves. My roommate identifies very strongly with this character.
After she broke up with her boyfriend she loved to tell everyone how
"dark and twisty" she is (much to everyone's annoyance). I didn't
mean to offend her - really I was just referring to the character and
not her - but she stormed out of the room and is still mad. I don't
feel that I should apologize for what I said but I can't put up with
this irrational behavior much longer."
?Grey's Is Making Me Blue

Ryan Responds:

Lisa Says:

Dr. Grey is not my favorite either. She derives pleasure from antagonizing
You know, I can't put up with you much longer. I can'treally decide what is
worse: your friend taking offense to a meaningless comment made about a fictional
gorgeous men andthen bemoans her loneliness. Ihope the writers have had time
televisioncharacter or you caring so much about it that you felt the need to write
during their threemonth sabbatical to think abouthow they'll reworkher characin. It's times like this when I am happy to be a guy.
ter. I often mention how I will quickly turn off the TV ifMeredith turns down the
elevator kiss one more time. Point being, you don'tneed to justifyyour dislike of a
There are a few other things that disturb me about your question. First, why
fictional character.
does yourroommate identify with a fictional character? She doesn't evenrevere the actual actress,
You made a comment with honest inten"Your roommate clearly understands that she is but rather therole she plays on TV.
tions and (a little bit) with the aim of calling
becoming an echo of Meredith. Now she may realize
Also, she idolizesthis character so much that
your friend out on her annoying habit. You
probably cringed everytime she described
that, by extension, she is getting on your nerves, too, she is genuinely offendedwhen herfriend critiherself as "dark and twisty," and ifshe called
cizes this character. Does your roommate believe
and will hopefully tone down the histrionics."
herself "just the girl in the bar" once more
that she actually is Meredith Grey?
- Lisa, on Meredith woes
you would have reallylost it. Your roommate
She also might think that she is a qualified
clearly understands that she is becoming an
physician. I can see her now parading around
echo ofMeredith. Now she may realize that, by extension,she is getting on your
your room, diagnosingeveryone. She may also try to perform surgery on you when
you're sleeping.
nerves, too, and will hopefully tone down the histrionics. Good jobfor having that
talkwithout actually confronting her.
I also wonderabout why she tells people that she is "dark and twisty." I don't
You could apologize again, but don't take allthe blame. "I'm sorry that you
know what that really means, but it sounds inappropriate.
Helping your delusionalfriend is possible, but I am guessing that she is not gotook my comment the wrong way the other night. But, you know, being dark and
sinister isn't exactly thebest wayto advertiseyourself," could work. Make sure you ing to want to leave this alternate state ofreality. Ifyou insist on doingsomething,
suggest thatyou're not lettingher un-endearingquirks off the hook. And then pick
you can tellher how you feel and see where it goes from there; however, there's a
a new show to watch. Or rejoice that Grey's Anatomyprobablywon'tbe airing any
good chance that the loonyou live with probably won'tcare.
new episodes for a goodlong while.

...

"My best friend at school has been hanging out with this guy that I hate. She thinks he's wonderful, even though the two of
them fight all the time - he always apologizes - and I don't know how to get it through to her that he isn't good for her. It's a
well-known fact that he's a jerk and all of her friends think so, but she refuses to listen to us and says that we haven't given him
a chance. I love her but I can't sit around while she gets treated this badly. I wish there was something I could do to make her
see that he isn't right for her. The question is, what?"
Single Is Better Than Being With That Boy
?

Lisa Responds:

Ryan Says:
Why is it when a girl hates her friend's boyfriend she exaggerateshow bad their
situation is? In your case, you said this guy dating your friend fights all the time
with her, is a notorious jerk, and all of your friends think this a bad guy for her to
be dating.I am guessing he also cheats on her,beats her, and doesn'tlet her talk
unless she is spoken to.
Girls always like to intervene in the love affairs of theirfriends. They feel it's
necessary for them to take initiative andfix any injustice there may be in their

Unless he is physically treating her badly and you fear for her safety, then yes,
you can sit around and watch the relationshipplay out. You should, in fact.
You have told her (and told her and toldher andtold her?) that you don't approve of this pairing and think she's going to get hurt. She isn't listening. You can
not make her dowhat you want; instead she must navigate this situation by herself.
She is a big girl and she can do it.

RyanLopez is a staff columnistfor The Heights. He welcomes comments at lopezr@
bcheights.com.

Lisa Cook is a senior staff columnistfor The Heights. She welcomes comments at
cooklb@bcheights.com.

Many afriendship has been ruined by one's hostile attitude towardthe other's
friends' relationships, as if they are performingthis great public service by standsignificant other (Lauren and Heidi, anyone?). The love is blind cliche survives
because it is true (and because of people like your
ing up for theirfriends.
friend), and right now she doesn't want to see
Guess what?Your friend doesn'tneed
"Guess what? Your friend doesn't need you to stand his negative side. She will takeyour concerned
you to stand up for her. She is a big girl and
up for her. She is abig girl and can determinefor herself remarks as signs ofjealousyor resentment, or acshe can determinefor herselfif this guy is
cuse you of trying to control her.
good or bad for her.
if this guy is good or bad for her."
If you are right aboutthe jerk-likequalitiesof
All couples argue, and I am guessing you
- Ryan, on impracticalfriendships
are exaggerating when you say they "argue
this boy, trust that your friend is smart enough to
allthe time." Also, justbecause you think
realize it sometimesoon. The veil can only cover
he's a jerk doesn'tmake him one. What you need to do is throwyour biases about
her eyes for so long.Eventually, maybe soon and maybe not so soon, she will come
this guy out the windowandbe happy for your friend. Maybe you are lonely and
to an epiphany and see the error in her ways. Or, she won'tand there's not too
much you can do. At least look on the bright side: He does apologizefirst.
want company, or maybe you are in an unhappy relationship yourself?
Play therole of friend, offering advice ifshe asks, but stop trying to be her
If it turns out that this guy is abusive or is actually treating your friend badly,
counselor or her mother.If her boyfriend offends you so much, don't hang out with
then yes, you need to intervene. But that's probably not the case. Growup andbe
the two of them together. By respecting her decisions, you'llkeep her trust. Now go
happy for your friend.
enjoy your own social life.

"He Said/She Said" welcomes questions for future columns as well as comments
about this week's responses. All printed questions remain anonymous. Send any
comments to Tula at batanchi@bcheights.com.
COLLEGE CONNECTIONS

Two separate nights, two

Dave Benoit
The tiny restaurant in the North
End packs in its 50 or so patrons, sliding tables just close enough that pulledout chairs collide as people come and
go. The place could have once been a
hallway, but no one seems to care.
The two waitresses care for all six
tables, a man stands at the door with a
portable landline phone, taking reservations and determiningjust how long
the couple at the end is going to take on
their chicken ptarmigans.
Wehave a table against the wall
under a soft light. Some red wine at the
moment. We chat, nothingimportant,
just chat, over wine andbread. She
loves the bread. I like the dipping od.
The wine, of course, makes everything
better, more Italian.Those Italians
know the secrets. Forget the French, the
Italiansknow how to make a dinner.
Wehave decided to dress up, making
us overdressedfor the restaurant but it

different dinners, onefeeling

makes us different. She looksbeautiful across the table, carefully pulling
herbread into tiny pieces fit for a small
child. I just try to keep my white shirt
and tic from getting splashed.
The waitress comes with our meals
andthe conversation slows. We eat.
We make eye contact. We smile at each
other. It's a slow-paced meal. The way
it should be.
We order another glass of wine. We
want to linger. We have nowhereelse to
be but across the table from each other.
Theline outside is small and an old
couple is about to leave anyway. They
aren't goingto throw us out. The food
is too good to eat quickly, and the wine
is perfect for a sipping-slow pace.
When we finally decide to go, we
slowly stand andput on our jackets,
f take her hand and lead her down
Hanover Street with a brief stop for a
cannoli at Mike's, the only place for a
cannoli. We get on the MBTA and even
this destroyer of romance fads to wreck
the night this time. The train is there. It
takes us to our destination. It does the
only job we ask it to.
We head back to my room for the
cannolis and a nightcap. Still we linger
reluctant to end the night, but we do.

The commonroom is ours for at
least a little while, we think. We turn
the lights down to a dim.The pizza
(Presto's, if you must know) sits on the
coffee table in its box. She hands me a
plasticplate and a napkin, whileI make
sure the pizza is cut enough to get a
piece out.
A large pizza, halforderedwith
"light cheese," drawing snickers from
the pizza people. They just put more
cheese on the other side apparently, not
a problem with me. I'm not so sure she
is pleased she didn'tget less, though.
Tonight, I'm just in a hooded sweatshirt and jeans. I'm comfortablenext
to her. She's in a T-shirt and jeans and
slippers. I'm a bit jealous of the slippers.
We know we aren't going anywhere,
we have everything we need.

She hands
me a beer for accompaniment, andthen
she goes to put the movie on. We chose
Superbad, since both of us missed our
chance to see it in the theaters.
We sit next to each other on the
couch, my arm around her, her head
on my chest. We eat our pizza, and
drink a few beers, and laugh. We don't
eat as slowly, and thereisn't really any
eye contact whatsoeverbecause we

are watching a movie. But we laugh

together and that's the secret here.
She cries at too many movies. That
would not be good now. We want to
have fun together.Relaxing home fun.
We are tiredofhaving to go out andbe
special all the time.
We don'thave to wear nice clothes
or be the couple everyonein the restaurant is looking at. We can be the couple
on the couch, drinking beerand watching a movie.

TonightI don'thave to eat slowly,
it makes the pizza cold. I can't see her
blue eyes facing me, but I can run my
hand through herhair instead. Wehave
fun together. We don'tneed the soft
lighting or the expensivebill or even the
Italians. Well, that's a lie; we need their
pizza.

What we reallyneed tonight is
McLovin and thekid from Arrested Development. We need a few beers and to
sit on a couch with my arms around her
and her head on my sweatshirtedchest.
And I guess, we need some Italiansto
help me out a bit.
DaveBenoit is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at benoitd@bcheights.com.

HUMOR

Double Your
Pleasure

Ryan Kagy

Many of the best things in life
doubles. There's Double
Mint Gum, Double Bubble, and
Double-O-Seven; the last one isn't
even a gum. Sir lan Fleming created
the classic spy character James
Bond 007 in a year that I could have
easilyresearched but didn't.Over
the yearsBond has had numerous
adventures throughoutFleming's
series ofbooks which are really
more for British people.Luckily they
were alsomade into a series of movies staring British people, marketed
towardAmericans who want to enjoy
their spy stories with less effort and
come in

...

more popcorn.

I grewup on these movies. They
of the many things I fell
in love withlong before I was old
enough to really understand what
was going on, like my early childhood affection for SNL, The Simpsons, and soft-core porn. Like every
American child I was desensitizedto
violence within thefirst two weeks
of life and so I never really made
the connection that JamesBond
was killingpeople.I thought there
was a differencebetween henchmen
and people, like we grow them or
something. What reallywent over
my obviously detachedhead even
more than the shoot-'em-up parts of
the movie were Bond's interactions
with women.
To say that JamesBond "gets
jiggy with" a lot of ladies wouldbe
an understatement...and a grossly
inappropriate choice ofwords. He
is the definitionof a suave, sophisticated sex symbol (fun game: try
saying that sentence with a lisp).
Women seem to flock to him and
he always knows just what to say to
melt their hearts. He makes it look
easy, but at the same time he generally has to kill at least 200 henchmen and escape some sort ofshark
or laser-relatedtrap in order to be
with her.
My first instinct is to say that
I'd bebetter offas my normal self;
without theBritish charmbut avoiding having to kill an entire Russian
battalion just for sex. Like I said,
this was a first instinct. Upon closer
considerationI arrive at thefact the
current ladies score is JamesBond:
four million, RyanKagy zero million
or just zero. I guess I wouldbe
better off in the sharktank.
He also has allthese sweet
gadgets courtesy of a really coolguy
named Q, then subsequentlyby a
less cool guy named R. The head
of his organization is a man, later
a woman, named M. Sometimes
after he drinks T he has to P. He has
a Hispanic friend named SA. He
would never touch a J or do special
K.
The bad guy's go-to henchman
is always an evenmore extremely
maniacaland/or deformed social
pariah. He's always some freak of
nature like an 8-foot-tall guy with
metal teeth or a little person with
an indestructiblebowlerhat. These
are people who obviously had much
more upward momentum in the evO
than the corporate sector. I wonder
what allthese henchmen's families
think about the fact that they work
for an evilmadman. I wonderif it's
like:
"Oh hi, I'mPeggy Sue. What
does your husband do?"
"He's a real-estate lawyer, mostly
corporate stuff. He has to work lots
of late nights in the city which is
rough, but he likes it. Yours?"
"He's a super-laser operatorfor
the Spectre worlddominationorganization. It's on that island shaped
like a skull across the way, so the
kids and I like having him closeby."
Nothing about JamesBond is
realistic in the least. That'swhat
makes it fun. Theidea of being a
super-spy who saves the world on
a daily basis is almost universally
appealing especially in a world
where our real spies can't seem to
save even parts of the world.
were one

...

...

RyanKagy is a staff columnistfor The
Heights. He welcomes comments at
kagyr@bcheights.com.
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Boston College bond transcends avalanche
By Jacquelyn Herder

For The Heights
The bond that ties together
all past and present students of
Boston College is somethingthat
is strong yet intangible. This
past December at The Canyons,
the popular ski resort in Utah,
however, this bond was visible.
During what was supposed to be
just another great day of skiing,
the unthinkable happened: A
massive avalanche down one of
the slopes caused skiers to be
buried in snow.
The effect of the Utah avalanche extended to Boston, as
some ofBC's own were involved.
Brothers Brian Meenan,A&S '11,
Dan Meenan, A&S '08, andKevin
Meenan, GA&S '08, were all on
the mountain skiing and saw the
aftermathof the slide and heard
peopleshouting.
"It all seemed absolutely surreal, and still does to some extent," Kevin says in an e-mail.
There were two victims of the
avalanche: 11-year-oldMax Zilvitis and Jesse R. Williams. Max is
the son ofBC grad Brian Zilvitis.

Max and his father were skiing
off an expert slope when the avalanche was triggered. According
to a preliminary report released
by theresort's ski patrol, the slide
was approximately 600 vertical
feet long and the depth of the
snow averaged about 3 to 4 feet.
Brian Zilvitis was caught in the
movement of the avalanche, but
fortunately he was onlypartially
buried and was able to dig himself
out. Tohis horror,it was his young
son who was completely covered
by the snow.
"We didn'tactually see moving
snow," Brian Meenan says, "but
we got there a few seconds afterwards andheard [Brian Zivilitis]
yelling for help. We skied down
to the bottomof the slope to try
and help."
"None of us had any experience or training in how to handle
avalanches, [so we] began to
quickly think about the most
methodological way of going
about looking for Max," Kevin
says.

While waiting for ski patrol to
arrive, the brothers, along with
other skiers who also arrived to

help, began to probe the snow
where Max was thought to be
buried with their ski poles. "We
began to 'grid out' small swaths
of mountainside, poking a series of closely bunched holes in
the snow that would allow us to
either locate Max, or make sure
that he wasn't in a given area,"
Kevin says.
While looking for Max, another skier who had been caught
in the avalanche skied down and
asked if anyone could perform
CPR because a friend of his a
littlefurther up the slope was also
caught in the slide and was not
breathing. Dan Meenan has been,
according to his brotherKevin, a
senior ocean guard in New Jersey
for severalyears andis CPR certified. He accompanied the man to
the other victim, Williams, and
proceeded to try and resuscitate him. Williams, a resident of
Colorado and a volunteer on the
ski patrol, was the one fatality of
the avalanche, and the avalanche
report declaredthe cause of death
to be severe head trauma.
The ski patrol response was,
according to the avalanche re-

port released by The Canyons,

extremelyfast. Once theyarrived
on the scene, they were able to organize the volunteers into a more
orderly line to more efficiently
look for Max. They handed out
long metal poles, and continued
the probing that they had begun
with the ski poles. About 30
minutes after the initial slide, a
girl next to Brian Meenan found
something, which turned out to
be Max.
"I helped to dig and pull him
out of the snow. He was purplish
and not breathing. I initially
thought he was dead, but it was
all very surreal," Brian Meenan
says."The severity of it all really
didn't hit me until I was told to
go and clear a landing zone for
the helicopter."
Max was found about 30 feet
from the bottomof the slide, and
whenhe was pulled from the snow,
he was not breathing. Ski patrol
members preformed CPR and
were able to revive him before he
was loaded into the helicopter.
"At one point, just before he
was brought into the helicopter,
which landed a bit further down

the slope, and with great effort,
Max actually signaled a thumbsup while still lying in the snow.
It was an absolutely amazing
moment to see him revived like
that from the state thathe was in
when we first found him. He had
been under the snow for around
30 minutes - what seemed like
then, and now still, to be a very
long time - and to see him dothat
whilestill on the mountainside,I
think it was a great relief to his
parents and to all of us," Kevin
says.

"It was a weirdfeeling to think
that we were walking over him
the entire time we were looking
for him," Brian Meenan says.
"His dad was pretty composed
throughout it all. We tried to
stay calm too so that we could
help out as much as we possible.
It was pretty exhaustingbecause
of all our equipment, but all the
adrenaline and the thought of
helping this dad look for his kid
kept us going."
According to The Salt Lake
Tribune and The Deseret Morning News as well as an interview
aired on ABC, Max has made a

remarkable recovery. Max described the avalanche as a "snow
roller coaster," telling TheDeseret
Morning News that "it felt like
I went upside down I moved
aroundfor awhile, butthenI don't
remember anything until the next
day," he says.
Despite such a terrifying experience, Max's love of skiing
has not been shaken, andhe has,
according to the The Salt Lake
Tribune, told his parents that
he will be back on the slopes as
soon as his doctors give him the
all-clear.
In the meantime, Max is being treated as one wouldbe for a
concussion, and both he and his
father Brian are being treatedfor
limited flexibilty in their hands.
Theyare both expectedto make a
full recovery, however, and ifMax
has his way, they will be back on
the slopes very soon.
It may have just been chance
thathadtheMeenans on the same
slope as Max and Brian Zilvitis,
but the students did not pass up
the opportunity to put whatever
skills theyhad to use and to help
save the trapped skiers. \u25a0
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Supported Employment Program finds home in dining
absolutely fabulous placements
that have treated my workers
coach for training and suppleincredibly well."
Though the SEP program has
mental services on an on-going
basis. The department pays the found employment for its clients
salary of the employee on its in a variety of departments inregular payroll while the program cluding humanresources,campus
mail, and grounds, it has formed
covers the costs of the supplementalhelp through funding from a particularlysymbiotic partnerthe Massachusetts Department of ship with Dining Services. Of the
Mental Retardation (DMR) and 24 employees working through
the MassachusettsRehabilitation SEP, 16work in Dining (including
Commission(MRC).
eight in McElroy Commons).
Brown says it is alwaysa battle
From the beginning, the SEP
to find funding and jobs for her and Dining Services have been
partners in the effort to bringjobs
clients, but she is always encourfor disabled workers to campus.
agedby her successes.
"It's an ongoing battle to get Mike Cunningham, the former
funding, but the DMR has been director of Dining Services who
had an autistic daughter of his
really good to my program. The
biggerbattleis to get jobs,"Brown own, helpedspearhead the effort.
says. "I've had a hard time finding Brown says it was a naturalfit.
new jobs for people, though the
" [Dining] is probably thelargest department on this campus.
ones that I have got have been

SEP, from Bl

They have a lot ofjobs and a lotof ergy goes even deeper than task
jobs that my workers are capable level.
"Dining by the nature ofwhat
of doing. It really made sense to
start in food service," she says.
we do creates an environment
Beth Burns, Dining Servicwhere people are working interes human resources manager, dependently. No one is working
on their own. This createsa wonagrees.
"The nature of the work is derful family-like environment,"
Wechsler says.
very applicable for these individuals," Burns says. "They can
"There is a sense ofkindness
easilyadapt to the types oftasks among our staff for employees in
- repetitive tasks. They could the SEP program that is above
learn and be coached easily in an and beyond. They watch out for
environment that is friendly. They them. They make sure they are
can interface with our employees havinglunch with them. They are
and the students.
talkingabout theirhome environ"It was a natural fit because ments. They make sure they are
we had a number oftask-oriented readyfor theirbus on time."
The job coaches help provide
jobs that we were having a hard
time filling and that naturally reinforcementfor these employjoinedwith their need for these ees,patientlygoing over rules and
ensuring that the workers are foltypes of tasks."
lowing their proper routines.
Helen Wechsler, Dining Services director, says that the syn"The job coach is the bridge for

us to make sure

that when things

get hectic and busy, that the
Supported Employment person
is being helped and has someone
to turn if they need assistance,"
Wechsler says. "That's not to say

that when a coach isn't there,
isn't looking out for
them, but they are often the ones
that help reinforce really important practices like sanitation and
safe food handling."
For Brown, Dining Services is
a plum job for her clients. Though
entry level starts at minimum
wage, the positions provide full
benefits and offer cost-of-living
and evaluation bonuses. Burns
says many SEP employees have
been with the program in Dining for its entire duration and
this year received their 20-year
pins. "After all these years, they
are making a very good living,"
someone
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Summer Session at Northeastern is your opportunity to
get ahead. Whether you want to transfer credits into
your current degree program, stock up on science
courses, or enroll in a master's degree program,
we have over 300 graduate and undergraduate
courses to fit your needs.
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EARN EXTRA CREDIT

Brown says.
With the size and longevity of
the program, it has made an impact on theculture and feel ofthe
Dining Services Organization.
"Our SEPs are so much a part
ofeach operation. We needthem.
They are very important links.
No one wants to sit down at a
dirty table or come to a saladbar
that doesn't look freshly filled,"
Wechsler says. "They also start
to get to know students and their
students start to get to know
them. Students come back, and
they look for JoAnn at the salad
bar in Lower. Students come back
and theyknowPaul Hunt fromhis
Special Olympics success."
"They are viable, productive
workers. They put in a full day."
Burns says. For workers like
Taubman, that's all they really
every wanted in the first place. \u25a0
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Relay to be held at Chestnut Hill
Last year, as a freshman, she signed
up on a BC team with her friends to
participate at Harvard's all-university
Root-beer beirut, dodgeball, and a relay event. A week later, McAuliff was
team called "That's What She Said." diagnosedwithHodgkin's lymphoma.
"I had just found this lump on my
Not exactly what you would expect at
a fundraiser for cancer. But this year,
neck and had no idea what it was, and
Boston College is hosting its first very my pre-med roommate diagnosedit as a
own Relay for Life event from 6 p.m. to 6
swollenlymph node. So hearing that you
a.m. in the Plex on Friday, Feb. 15, and it
have cancer when you feel totally fine is
is not going to be your typical American just like, woah," McAuliff says.
While undergoing chemotherapy
Cancer Societybenefit.
Four BC upperclassmenhave worked treatments and dealingwith allthe pressures and dynamics of college, McAuliff
tirelessly to set up a night where hundreds of BC students, faculty, families, maintained a superhuman 3.9 GPA and
and neighbors can celebrate cancer managed to make all classwork deadsurvivors, support those dealing with a lines, which is quite a feat for the typical
diagnosis right now, and memorialize BC student. After finishing radiation
friends andfamily who havedied. This is last November, McAuliff is feeling great
the first year that the American Cancer again, and is able to go for long runs and
Society has allowedBC to host its own play sports like she did before she was
Relay for Life event. In the past, several diagnosed.
Boston-area colleges and universities
"The differencefrom last semesterto
had to attend an all-universityrelay at this one is just tremendousbecause over
Harvard University in Cambridge,Mass. break I really noticed getting my energy
Due to the overwhelmingpresence of BC back... I can go out for a run now and not
students and BC-affiliated relayers year havetroublebreathing, and it is the most
after year, the Heights will kick off what liberatingthing ever," she says.
During her treatments, McAuliff lost
will hopefullybe a longhistory as a Relay
no time raising money for Relay for Life.
for Life host.
To participate in the relay, you can She is currently the top fundraiser at
BC, bringing in over $2,000. McAuliff
joinor start a team, andafter youregister
team
and
is also responsible for recruiting Denise
relayforlife.org,
pick
name,
on
a
set a fundraising goal, you can round up Desimone as the opening speaker for
friends or colleaguesandraise money for Friday night. A late-stage lung cancer and take time to remember," says Kevin
the American Cancer Society through survivor, Desimone was told that if she Benacci, LSOE '09. Benacci, whois also
donations to your team. Then on Friday, survived, shewouldpermanentlylose her a chair of the event, got involved with
head over to the Plex and get ready to voice. Desimone not only survived, but Relay for Life as a freshman at BC, and
do some walking or running around the is a regular appearance at Fenway Park, his team, Eagles for Life, will be making
singing theNationalAnthemfor Red Sox an appearance at the relay. Luminaries
track.
Shannon Sullivan, a chair for BC's games. Thanks to McAuliff, anyone who are on sale for $5 from Wednesday to
Relay for Life and A&S '08, talks about attends the relay on Friday will get to Friday in McElroy this weekbetween 10
a.m. and 4 p.m.
the event with enthusiasm. "It's an allhear her speak.
A brand new part of Relay that is
The other chairs of the event couldn't
night fundraiser in the tennis court area,
the nets will be taken down and teams be happier to have McAuliff in their taking offthis yearis the Fight Back cerwill createcampsites, and thepremise is arsenal. "At last year'srelay she had just emony. Bickford started a branch of the
one person from a team is always walking undergone her third treatment, and now Colleges Against Cancer program at BC
and organized theFight Back event.
or running around the track," she says.
she's such an integral part of our com"It's supposedto be education-based
"You can do shifts, take turns, we have a mittee," says Jennifer Bickford, A&S
DJ, two studentbands are playing, dance '08. McAuliff's team, BC: Beat Cancer, to teach our population ways to prevent
ensemble is performing." And for all the is one of the top fundraisers for Friday's the cancers that typicallyhit us. I'll give
romantics, there will also be a Valentine's event, and she willbe speakingduring the a short speech, and everyone willbe given
littleflags on which you can write a pledge
Day dating game.
luminary ceremony.
The undisputed favorite part of the to be healthy," Bickford says. Pledgescan
Everyone has different reasons for
getting involved with Relay for Life.
evening is the luminary ceremony at 10 say almost anything, even "I pledge to
ceremonies
which is a tribute to those lost to wear sunscreen every day" is legitimate.
p.m.,
McAuliff,
Kate
the chair of
this year and A&S '10, first relayed as a cancer and anyone participants would "Everyone will have a chance to come
senior in high school. "My sister goes to
want to honor. The luminaries are small up and say what their pledge is at the
paper
Colby College, and when I was a senior
bags on which you can write the microphone, so other people can watch
she asked me if I wanted to do Relay name to whom you are dedicatingit. "We and get inspired," Bickford says.
Unsure about sacrificing a precious
and I said sure let's stay up all night," put a glowstick in them - because it's
inside the Plex - turn all the lights off weekendnight?"Go out Saturday night,"
McAuliff says.

Hudson Berry
For The Heights
By
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PROFESSOR PROFILE

Sarah Holmes
For The Heights
Professor Neil Wolfman is what fairytales are made of.
Throughout the infamous college
search, small liberal arts collegestry to
enticepotential students with storiesof
intimate classroomsettings, professors
who know every student's name, who
care enough to talk to their students
outside of the classroom, who invite
their students to dinner.
Wolfman accomplishes this in a
slightly larger setting. With almost
every seat in Devlin 008 full (at least
on an exam day), Wolfman might call
on you, by name, when you're sitting
in the second to last row, to ask if you
understand.One day, he might throw a
scary-sounding chemical on the crowd
to make sure they're still awake (or
maybe to demonstratehow it evaporates when it comes in contact with
air). Wolfman might even send you an
e-mail one dayinviting you to his house
for dinner.
Wolfman graduatedfrom NYU and
thenwent on to get his doctorateat Cornell University,which is where he met his
wife six weeksfrom getting his degree.
Wolfman tellsabouthow he wentto visit

a friend, who was out jogging when he give him. He notes the constructive
arrived.Her roommate let him in, they criticism hehasreceived on some ofthe
talked, and she eventually gave him course evaluations as ways his students
her number, which "she assumed [he] have helpedhim improve. He addedthe
wouldn'tremember" because he didn't point values beside his exam questions
write it down. But, being the "math after a student suggested this would
geek" that he is, he did remember, and be helpful in deciding which questions
calledher later.
wouldbe the most important to answer
In his eighthyear at Boston College, whenthere is a time constraint. Another
Wolfman claimsthatit "has not lost any student suggested he only write on the
luster." He elaborates, "The materialis board from left to right because that
no different, but what changes everyyear wouldmake notes easier to follow. Wolfare the students, which is what makes it man hasalsoreceived many evaluations
regarding his choice of ties, which he is
exciting... it's you guys that make it different." Wolfmanis realistic. He knows more hesitant to follow.
that chemistry at 9 a.m. is probably not
Sitting in his class, you can just tell
first on everyone's "things I wouldlove that he loves chemistry. "As bizarre as
to do on my Monday, Wednesday, and it may sound to some people, I think
Friday" list. "If I'm not enthusiastic, I it's interesting," he says. What Wolfman
have no chance," he says.
does change about his class every year
One strategy he uses is actively tryis the supplementarymaterialhe brings
ing to relate to his students; "Youhave in to show the class, such as journal
to show them your human side, that articles and news stories that connect
you have foibles, flaws." Wolfman is to chemistry.
also open in talking about his family;
He stresses that chemistry is in fact
he tells stories about his children, who something thatrelates to all of us, and
are college-aged, and his wife, in the
has an impact in our lives, naming
hopes that this willmake us able to see stem cell research and global warming
him as a real person, one that we can as examples. "If you understand the
relate to.
science behind it, you can say, 'Is this
He listens closely to what students real andwhat can we do about it?' If we
have to say, and to the feedback they understand,we can decidefor ourselves,

BLAST FROM THE PAST

Jason Ng
I read a piece the other day on the
Net. A blog, rather, set up by an expatriate in HongKong, calledBatGung
(to make a long story short, it's a play
on Chinese words; one interpretation of
BatPor is a lady who's really nosy, and
Gung is sort of the male equivalent of
Por). The writer, who doesn't actually use his real name online, keeps a
blog about a number of issues, from
the different school systems in Hong
Kong versus Britain, and how to employ
domestic workers. In a way, I find the
blog very interesting, as I see it almost
as a reflection ofmy own identity as an
internationalstudent here at Boston
College. While I'm from Hong Kong, my
hybrid upbringing makes me an expat,
RYAN LITTMAN-QUINN/HEIGHTS EDITOR
if not an American, in the eyes of most
locals.
suggests Benacci, who relays for his dad,
But I digress. You probably aren't
whodiedofleukemiafour years ago. The
very interested in the HK education
reality is, mostly everyone at this school
system and want to move on.
has somekind ofclose connection associWhich brings me to back to Batated with all types of cancer.
Gung. The blog entry that I found
"It really can happen to anyone. I was particularly intriguing
was on how
healthyand Iplayedsoccer, swim, tennis
is something
"care
This
people
locally."
since I was 5 years old. Ialwaysexercised,
is awakenedto when returning
that
one
I ate pretty healthfully, you know, and
home afterbeing away -to Hong Kong,
even when my body wasn'ttelling me that
for
example - for a long stretch oftime.
I was sick, I was," McAuliff says.
Brimming with excitement and stories
And, if you have any doubts that the
to share, these expats are originally
moneyraised from Relayfor Life efforts
greetedwith great attention andtell
benefits cancer research andprevention,
tales ofbizarreand new experiences,
just visit the American Cancer Society's
only to see theirfriends fade away into
Web site. You willfind articlespublished
disinterest.
with headlines such as "Birth Control
Personally, I've gone through the
Pill Use Cuts Ovarian Cancer Risk," and
process numerous times. Despite my
stories from CURE Magazine that demover-20-hour travel home, during which
onstrate the prevention methodsthat onI can never sleepproperly - it's drier
cologists andresearchers are constantly
on a plane than a desert - I would
fighting to find.
always be ready to call and meet all
Over 40 Nobel Peace Prize winners
of my friends once I get offthe plane.
have been researchers for the American They
would respond by telling me how
Cancer Society. So round up your sleepit was to have me back, how they
great
ing bags, dodgeball skills, and a lot of
missed me, andfinally ask how I am
energy and come out to Relay for Life
doing - my cue to start talking about
this Friday. \u25a0
the States.
I beginby sharing stories ofhow
Americans play silly drinking games by
flipping a Solo cup upside down; how I
was handed a shotgun to shoot at flying
orange clay discs during Thanksgiving;
that the Boston Marathon was more
than a running event. But before long,
the "mmhmms" and "wows" I got would
'Is it mumbo jumbo or isNew YorkCity turn into awkwardly timedresponses
going to flood?'" he says.
and gazes into the distance - I would
Another strategy is to show genuine losetheir attention. My amazing
interest in a student. When you're in a experience abroadwouldbegin to bore
class ofaround 200, it's surprising when them. Disappointed, I would try to
a professor remembers where you're emphasize theridiculousness of certain
from, and almoststartling when he picks experiences - people can take up to
you out of a crowdand asks ifyou went three solid minutes ordering a single
to the Thanksgiving Day Parade over sandwich - only to meet the same rebreak, or almost a year later asks how sponse: an unresponsivenod, extended
your younger brother is.
glances as they checked for a nonexWolfman triesto stay in contact with istent text message, or a newfound
some of his students. A student who interest in their hair. Then theywould
was in his class five years ago came to bring up stories aboutour friends in
see him last week, having decidedthat Hong Kong.
she was going to go to medical school.
When I came backfrom my first
He's even been invited to a couple of winter break, I realized that this wasn't
weddings. Next fall, the two students limited to my friends in Hong Kong, but
who sat in the front of his classroom also happened here. Stories of amazing
holding hands under their desks (and New Year'sEve parties would bounce
who have becomefamous in Wolfman's off people like raindrops on a windmore recent classes) will be getting screen, wiped aside and quickly forgotmarriedhere at BC, andWolfman hopes ten. They wanted me to know about
to attend.
theirbreak and what we were doing this
You don't want to skip one of Wolfweekend.While this wasn't always the
man's classes, lest you miss a story case, the recurrent nature of the issue
about him drinking a bottle of Pepto- reallybothered me. Do they not care
Bismol to calm an anxiety-induced about my experience, the fact that I
stomachache while waiting up for his was seeing different things than they
daughter to get home, or learningabout were that contributed to the definition
a Mycell, which he hints will be on his of my identity?
next exam. \u25a0
I guess it's not solelyapplicable to
internationalstudents. Caring locally is
something thathappens to most people
- it's hard enoughto wrap your mind
around your experiences,let alone
having to develop an interest for every
single detailof someone else's life. But
I feel that it, arguably, has more of an
impact on international students, who
crease, admissionsofficials feared that
are far removed from home, andhave to
economic recession and fears resulting
is
from the Sept. 11terrorist attacks would deal with what often a very different
culture here in the U.S. It only serves to
drive applications further down.
further alienatehomesickand culturally
Increased applications can present
shocked students, who are discouraged
problems for the University. A consisfrom
sharing stories about where they
tent difficulty is deciding how many
are from and who they are, which could
students to admit in order to fill 2,200
identity crisis over time.
places. BC regularly accepts more than lead to an
Sohow
should one go about dealing
6,000 applicants, hoping for a 30 to 35
with
this?
I
don't really have an answer.
percent yield.
What
I've
been
doing is refraining from
Misjudgments regarding how many
trying to show my friends photo albums
students choose to matriculate could
and offloading a semester'sworth of
result in more forced triples in freshculture-shock stories, but rather, to
man housing.
Since the same number ofstudents is share meaningful tidbitshere and
there - I once met a guy in a Pikachu
accepted everyyear, increased applicain Tokyo, flanked by two catcostume
tions allowBC to be more selectiveand
maid-mans
(long story).
raise its standardsfor admission.
all,
After
if they want to know my life
Selectivity is a major factor in dethey can read my autobiography.
story,
termining a university's ranking in polls
conducted annually by publications Jason Ng is a
staff columnistfor The
like US News and World Report and Heights. He welcomes comments at ngj@
Newsweek. \u25a0
bcheights.com.

Applicants and test scores rise for class of 2007
By

Tim Czerwienski

Heights Senior Staff

Published in The Heights on Sunday,
June 1, 2003
Boston College received almost
22,500 applications for about 2,200
places in the class of 2007, according
to the Office of UndergraduateAdmissions. This applicationpool set arecord
for BC, topping last year's application
total by 6 percent.
For the third time in four years, BC
has received over 20,000 applications.
The class of2004 had 20,743 applications and the class of2006 had 21,133.
The class of2005 represented a 1 percent decline in applications from the
previous year.

TheOffice ofUndergraduateAdmission's Web site characterizesthe class
of 2007 as "the most talented group
of young people ever admitted to the

University." The mean SAT score ofaccepted students was 1362,up from 1345
the previous year.
The diversity of this year's class has
also increased, both ethnically and
geographically.Applicationsfrom students of African-American, Hispanic,
Asian, and Native American(AHANA)
descent rose by 16 percent this year.
BC received 5,500 applications from
AHANA students.
"We identify top AHANA students
through PSAT results and write to
them aboutBostonCollege.If students
respond, we send literature to them
and maintain in contact," said Director of Undergraduate Admissions John
Mahoney, Jr. in arecent Heights article
(Nursing, AHANA Numbers Rise for
2007, Feb. 25, 2003).
"We also visit high schools with significant AHANA populations, and we
have connections with Upward Bound
and Talent Search agencies as well,"

Mahoney said. "Each year we host many
groups on campus so they can learn

about the offerings of the University."
Four states experienced significant
increases in applications to BC. Since
last year, applications from Florida
increased by 20 percent, Texas by 17
percent, California by 16 percent, and
Illinois by 15 percent. Mahoney cited
aggressive recruiting in thesestates, as
well as increasing populations ofyoung
people, as reasons for the increase in
applications.
The Connell School of Nursing
(CSON) experienced the biggest increase in applications among undergraduate schools at BC, 50 percent
since last year. CSON's class of 2006
represented a 42 percent increase over
the previous year's applications.
The University's two-year streak
of record-breaking applications has
helped to ease fears of areduced interest in BC. After the class of 2005 dc-
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Professor's knowledge surpasses chemicals
By

ABROAD AT BC
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Looking for extra cash? Who's On
First is looking for club promoters.
Call Mike at 508-326-0580 between
12 and 8 p.m.
Check www.bcheights.com/classifieds for even MORE job opportunies.

Parking Spot Available. 25 Gerald
Rd. (less than 5-min. walk to campus)
$150. Please contact Mila at 513-885-6452 or viae-mail at merchan@
bc.edu.
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SPRING BREAK FROM $199.
Land price starting from $199 for 7
days. We also have an all-inclusive
hotel starting from $799 per person.
Give us a call today, it's not too late to
still getaway. 1-800-GET-SUN-1.

One-bed condo on corner Foster/

Selling/missing something? Need

Comm. $230K. Everything freshly

a sublet? Want to advertise an
event on campus? Have a friend
with an upcoming birthday? E-

painted, floors redone. New deck
and windows. Laundry, basement
storage, pet-friendly. Call Eric to

show, 508-878-5212.

Spring Break '08. Don't get left
behind. Discounts and free trips still
available for groups. Over 20 years
experience. Free parties and drinks.
1-800-426-7710. www.sunsplashtours.com.

Subletters needed for spring '09.
Undine Road. Four minutes from
campus. Double and single rooms
available. Beautiful hardwood floors
and a nice backyard. Looking to sublet to girls. Price is negotiable. Please
e-mail bradyko@bc.edu.

mail classifieds@bcheights.com to
place a FREE student classified!

Happy Birthday, Madeline! Love,
The Heights Board.
Happy Birthday, D.J.! Love, Kathryn and Julia
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The Laughing Medusa is BC's only
women's literature and arts journal.
Creative non-fiction, short stories,
poetry, and visual art of any genre
are accepted. Submissions can be
droppedoffat the Women's Resource
Center (McElroy 141) or e-mailed to
wrc@bc.edu.
Research participants needed.
Are you interested in discussing
issues of social class at BC? Then
please consider being interviewed
for a sociology senior thesis. Contact
Katherine LaTores atlatores@bc.edu
for more information.
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Tired of Windows Vista? Looking
to try something new? Contact The
BC Linux Project to find out about
the growing popularity of open source
computing! E-mail dingmant@bc.edu
for more info.

Participate in Psychology Studies in the Interdisciplinary Affective
Science Laboratory. We pay $10 an
hour. Contact bcpsychlab@gmail.

com for more information.
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INTERNATIONALPROGRAMS

intern abroad

INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Dublin Internship Program
London Internship Program
Los Angeles Internship
Madrid Internship
Paris Internship
Sydney Internship
Washington, D.C. Internship

Program

Program
Program
Program
Program

Application Deadline: March 1,2008

live

ALL INTERNSHIP PLACEMENTS ARE:
? Guaranteed for each student
? Personalized for each student
? Project-based/academically directed
COMMON PROGRAM FEATURES
? Open to all majors
? Housing provided
Organized excursions and activities
? Financial aid available

*

www.bu.edu/abroad
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OK." I was tempted to say that
Cape Town is a cosmopolitan
city that is "just like any other
city at home" and gloss over its
complexities.
I began to read South African newspapers to prepare myselffor my experience, thinking
that if I was aware of the context, I would understand the
culture. During my six-hour
layover in London - as I eyed
the price of food at the airport and seriously considered
making like Tom Hanks in The
Terminal and eating only con-

concern, mostly because South AfHeights Senior Staff
rica seemed so inaccessible, both
geographically and intellectually.
I stumbled into the back of a white Not only would I be far from home,
van and the door slammed shut bebut I would be living in a country - a
hind me. I hadn't planned for this.
continent, really - thatreceives little
Our headlights shot twin beams in the way ofbalanced news coverage
into the darkness, which had dein the United States.
scended on the entire city all at once.
Of course, my parents' initial rebarely
could
I
action - an unmake out the road
equivocal "no"
retreating behind
- only made me
us - which was
want to go more.
irrelevant, since
In fact, it may
had
little
sense
I
have been why I
of where we were
wanted to go in
anyway. The drivthe first place,
er hit the gas,
since I had been
surged up a steep
weighing other
hill, and made a
study-abroad
quick left.
locations with
I was 7,764 miles
equal considerfrom home. My
ation during my
plane hadtouched
sophomore year.
Cape
in
down
I had planned to
Town early Friday
go to Spain, or
only
morning, and
maybe France. I
14 hours later, my
had many plans:
mother's most irScotland, Denrational fears were
mark, China,
brought to life. Unmarked white van? Brazil. I would leaf through the thick
Check. Complete darkness? Check. booklet I had received from Hovey
No form of communication whatsoHouse, changing my mind each time
ever? Check.
I turned the page. I dog-eared each
studying
that
abroadhas
a
It seems
possibility until the booklet started
way of testing your assumptions from to fall apart, a pathetic origami figure
Day One - a way of reminding you of my indecision.
that you're miles away from home,
But at the study-abroad fair, I reand miles away from understanding ceived a yellow flier thatread: "Study
a culture that does not belong to you. Abroad in AFRICA!"
From the moment I decided to go to
I said, "OK."
Cape Town, these assumptions have
I think it was the exclamation
been in constant flux: When I finally point that did it for me. Suddenly, I
think I've let them go, they reappear was using all of my persuasive powers
when I'm searching for easy answers to make sure that I would be able to
to the many questions that South go. It was going to be a tough sell, so
Africa has to offer.
I began my campaign - in the form
When I began to tell my family of a 500-word e-mail to my parents.
and friends about my plans to come It begins innocently enough: "Hi,
to Cape Town, the reactions were Dad, just looking up more informamixed. My family expressed general tion on the Univ. of Cape Town (UCT)
By Jaclyn Bernstein

recently..." and then spins into 485
words that I hoped would wear my
parents down because of the sheer
volume of it all.
It's all very earnest. The subject
line is "STUDY ABROAD!" and
there are many exclamation points
- littlerhetorical nudges. I am trying
very, very hard.
I conclude: "Right now, this school
seems like the best fit for me and
I hope you and Mom change your
minds!" Another exclamation, another nudge.
My parents started to turn the
corner, but they were still worried
about my personal safety. They
sought second opinions from everyone - co-workers, friends offriends,
fiancees of friends of friends, the
dentist, the cashier at CVS. The
impressions started pouring in, all
from people whom we hardly knew in
the first place: the citing of statistics
regarding HIV/AIDS, the crime rates
in Cape Town, the news-flash images
that have historically tucked every
African country away in a thick file
labeled "strife, violence, danger."
There were the exaggerations
- the assumptions that refuse to
explore the context behind the jarring images on the news. Then there
were the overcompensations: "Well,
South Africa isn't really
Africa,"
Westernized. It's
or, "It's very

...

...

diments - I perused the world
news. I read a short piece about
countrywide power shortages
in South Africa, which explained that the government
was going to ration its supply of
electricity. Therewould be outages in various regions of the
country at pre-planned times.
To many, this news signifies an
infrastructural problem in the
country, one whose solution
must consider a range of sticky
issues: sustainability, race,
class, and above all, how South
Africa is perceived throughout
the world.
I've tried to view everything
in Cape Town with a skeptical eye.
I've tried to train myself to see
complexity in the landscape: I'm in
a Western city by all appearances,
but I know it's a world apart. But it's
easy to go too far, and I find myself
ascribing meaning to things where
there is none.
What seemed like my mother's
worst nightmare was an accidental
power outage. It's happened in New
York. It happens everywhere.
So when the lights went down on
Cape Town, we - 60 study-abroad
students in the middle of dinner - sat
in the dark for two hours, waiting for
the restaurant managers to tally up
our bill by hand.We packed ourselves
into a large white van driven by Al,
our usual taxi driver, then enjoyed a
peaceful ride back home.
"TIA," a few people joked. "This Is
Africa." They were quoting Leonardo
DiCaprio. Apparently, Blood Diamond is popular in-flight entertainment en route to Cape Town.
But how do we know if something
is "Africa"? Perhaps the problems in
Cape Town are "Africa," or maybe
they're just the growing pains of a
city that is still coming into its own.
Most likely, they don't have meaning
just yet.
On my first day here, I already felt
ill-equipped.

"I'm in a Western city by all appearances, but I know it's a world apart"
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Free Falling

Numbers to Know

21
9 Holy

Months until the
War resumes, when Notre Dame will
take on BC on Nov. 8.

0-3

Women's ice hockey's season
record against Hockey East
rival New Hampshire.

2-0-2
Women's ice hockey's season
record against Hockey East
rival Connecticut.

Talk of the Heights
"Any time you play,
particularly on the
road, and you're
coming downthe
stretch, you've got to
make sure that you
execute. We didn't
consistently do that."
-Al Skinner
Men's Basketball Head

...

Coach, following the
team's sixth straight loss

ACC
Standings

Women's Basketball
As of Feb. 9
North Carolina
Maryland

Duke
Virginia
Boston College
Florida State
Georgia Tech
Clemson
NC State

Miami
Wake Forest
Virginia Tech

Overall
8-0
9-1
6-2
5-2
5-3
5-3
5-4
3-6
2-6
2-6
1-9
0-9

Games to Watch
Men's Ice Hockey: Beanpot

Boston
vs. Harvard
~
College
After a thrillingovertime defeatofBoston University last weekend, the Eagles
face the Crimson in an attempt to bring
the Beanpot Title to Chestnut Hill.
Monday, 8 p.m., at TD Banknorth Garden

helpedby a poor shooting halffrom the
usuallylights-out Blue Devils team. Duke
Heights Staff
only shot 42.5 percent from the floor,
while going only threefor 14 from beyond
Boston College came into Saturday's
the arc, and an abysmal four for 13 from
game against the Duke Blue Devils having
the free-throw line. They, too, received
lost its last five games since beating the
a lot of bench helpwith reserves Jon
University ofMiami at home on Jan. 15.
Scheyer, Nolan Smith, and Taylor King
In four out of thosefive losses, the margin
combining for 16 points in the first half.
of defeat was eightpoints or more. Duke
In the second half, Duke showedwhy
cameinto the game at the oppositeend of
consideredthe second-bestteam in
it
was
the spectrum, having justbeatenits arch
the
according to the polls. Only
country
rival, the No. 3 NorthCarolina Tar Heels,
minute into the second half, Rice
about
a
in Chapel Hill, N.C. on Wednesdaynight.
drove into the lane and scored; however,
Many believe that there is not a team in
he fell into the Duke cheerleaders and
collegebasketballthat is playing as well
twistedhis ankle after the basket. While
as the Blue Devils, especially when they
he
was only out of the game for a short
havebeen on theirhomefloor. The Eagles
time, it was allDuke neededto startrollwerelooking to getback to whatthey were
ing. The Blue Devils began the second
doingwhen they foundthemselves at 3-0
halfwith an 11-4run. The Eagles didnot
to start ACC play.
go quietly, though. After relinquishing
play
With 9:21 left in the first half of
their leadearlyon, theyeventuallyfought
at Cameron Indoor Stadium, the Eagles
back
to tic the score and even take the
werein afamiliar situation. Only 10 days
65-63, with less than 10 minutes
lead
at
prior, the BC men'sbasketball team was
go. A couple of timely 3-pointers by
to
again on the road in the state of North
big man John Oates, who started for the
Carolina, this time in Chapel Hill, and
third game in a row, alongwith an aggreswas knotted up with thethenNo. 3 North
sive attackby Rice kept the Eagles in the
CarolinaTarHeels at the same score. The
game in the second half.
Tar Heels ended the half on a 26-10 run
But the lead was short-lived, and it
and ended up winning the game 91-69.
wouldbe the last one thatBC would have
playing
time,
own,
This
BC held its
the
for the rest of the game. Dukefreshman
No. 2 Duke team to a 42-41 lead at halfKyle
Singler's 3-pointer with 9:12 to go
time. Tyrese Rice was the star for BC in
in the game gave the Blue Devils a lead
the first half, as he so often has been for
they would hold onto until there were
most of the season. The ACC's second
only zeros on the clock. Duke outscored
leadingscorer tallied18 points in the first
BC
24-15 from that point forward, which
halfand nevercame out ofthe game. The
one point included a 17-2 run from
at
bench played an important role as well
whichthe Eagles simply could not bounce
in first half. Biko Paris, who was primarback.
When the final buzzer sounded,
ily in the game for ball-handling, added
the scorewas 90-80 in favor ofthe team
eight points offthebench, while reserves
from Durham.
Shamari Spears and Josh Southern
BC's shooting numbers for the game
grabbed four rebounds apiece.
seemed
goodenough for a win. The EaBC shot justunder61 percent fromthe gles
were 55 percent from thefield, seven
field after 20 minutes of play, but they
also turned the ball over way too often,
See Men's Basketball, C3
totaling 12 turnovers. The Eagles were
By

Turnovers by men's basketball
on Saturday, resulting in an
extra 21 points for Duke.

GERRY BROOME / AP PHOTO

Despite a 28-pointperformance from Tyrese Rice, BC couldn't prevent a sixth straight loss.

The ultimatefake-out
Jessica Isner
Somewhere in Nevada, a lonely
high school football player is shoving
his Cal and Oregon hats in the trash,
abandoninghis dreams of playing
collegefootball.
Feel bad for him? Don't. IfKevin
Hart's story wasn't so unbelievably,
ridiculously pathetic, it would be
hilarious.
Our made-for-a-Farelly-brothersmovie tale begins six months ago in
the small town of Vaqueros, Nev.,
where an under-recruited offensive
lineman decidesthat he wants, more
than anything, to play Division I
collegefootball. A slight impediment
to his dream,however, is the fact that
no Division I college football program
particularly wants him. So Kevin Hart
says, "Screw that, I'll pretend they
want me, and I'll still get all of the
glory ofbeing the first kid in my town
to ever play D-I collegeball."
Good plan, right?
Kevin Hart then proceeds to
compile a list ofschools that
are interested in offering him a
scholarship, including Nevada, Boise
State, Oregon, Oregon State, Cal, and
Washington. He spends seven months
agonizing over his decision with
the help offamily, friends, coaches,
teachers, classmates, and anyone else
who will listen. Word spreads. He
becomes the feel-good,rags-to-riches
talk of the town.
By the time National Signing Day
rolls around, Kevin Hart has made
a decision. He calls his own press
conference - set to take place in his
high school gymnasium - and sits
behind what was probably abeer pong
table, ferociously staring at a Cal
hat and an Oregon hat. With every
resident of Vaqueros, Nev., awaiting
his verdict with bated breath, he
resolutely grabs the Cal hat, jams it
on his head, and receives arousing
standing ovation.
And that's where everything goes a
little haywire.
The Cal coach has no ideawho
thisKevin Hart character is. He's
absentfrom the lists of potential
recruits at all of the schools that
allegedlyoffered him scholarships.

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

Sketchy? Yes. When the town sheriff's
department questions him, Kevin
Hart sadly states that a recruiting
advisor, whomhe paid to help get
him noticed, duped him. Apparently,
the guy took the money and ran. Sad.
Heartbreaking,even.
But wait- there's more.
Upon questioning him one final
time the next day, Kevin Hart finally
- finally - admits that the whole thing
was a hoax and proceeds to issue
possibly the greatest defense in the
history ofabominable screw-ups:
"I wanted to play D-I ball more
than anything. When I realized that
wasn't going to happen, I made up
what I wanted to be reality."
Hold up - let's consider this for a
second.
Roger Clemens, you cancome
clean now. We'll all forgive you for
using illegalperformance-enhancing
drugs. We understand you wanted
to be the all-time greatest pitcher in
the history of baseball, andwhen you
realized that wasn't going to happen
legally, you just created your own
version of reality that included the
unique ability to pull a tractor with
your teeth.
Good news, Mike Vick! You're
getting out of prison early! We all
voted and we decidedthat you
desired a world that embraced cruel
and unusual torture of animals, and
when you realized that was illegal,
you just decided to pretend it was
perfectly fine to watch your dogs kill
each other! Oh, and the pot-in-thewater-bottlething is cool, too. I'm
sure plenty of people subscribe to the
alternate reality where that's legal.
Hey, OJ SimpsonSeriously? Seriously.

This is one of those sad, infuriating
times where you wonder, What in
God's namewas thiskid thinking?
What did he hope to gain from this?
Did he think the Cal coaching staff
wouldfeel bad for him and offer him a
consolation scholarship? Did he think
that the coaches would say, "Oops,
my bad, I must have forgotten to put
this kid on my list, and now I'm too
embarrassedto admit my mistake, so
here, take the scholarship! Welcome
to the family"? Did he truly, actually
think that somehowthis wouldwork
out in his favor?
It's a sad story. I feelbad for the
kid. But not because he won'tbe
lining up on the gridiron next fall.
Jessica Isner is the sports editor of The
Heights. She can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com

The Beanpot Awaits
The Eagles take to the ice tonight in hopes of
capturing the tournament title. C4

John Mayo

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Twin towers

DAVID GIVLER/ HEIGHTSEDITOR

Murphy and Swords are a prime reason why the Eagles are currentlyfifth in the ACC.
By Kiernan
Heights Staff

Collins

The Boston College ladyEagles have
been very surprising this year, with their
17-6 overallrecord and 5-3 leaguerecord
in league play, but nothing seems as
unexpected as the play of the freshman
tandemof Stefanie Murphy andCarolyn
Swords.
Theylead BC in scoring andrebounding. Murphy is averaging 16.9 points per
game and 8.6 rebounds, while Swords

adding 14 points and 7.6 rebounds.
Murphy is the leading freshman scorer
in the nation and has alreadyregistered
double-figure rebounding totals eight
times. Not to be outdone, Swords leads
all freshmen with a shooting percentage
of 63.8 percent, good for second in the
nation. They are one of the top duos in
the ACC, and easily the best freshman
duo in the nation.
It seems that their amazing start
is

See Twin Towers, C4

Devils strike twice
By Brad Zak

Heights Staff

The last time the Boston College
women's basketball team defeatedDuke
was backwhenthe first George Bush was
in the White House, Home Alone was
the highest grossing movie, and neither
Peyton nor Eli had won a Super Bowl,
andthat streak didnot end on Thursday
night.
The Blue Devils (17-6, 6-2 ACC)
claimedtheir fifth consecutive victory
overthe Eagles (17-6, 5-3 ACC) through

The primaries move to thefield

What kind ofbasketball player is Barack Obama? How
would Hillary holdup on a field? Find out on C3.

a defensive effort that might have even
brought a smile to Coach X's face. The
Eagles fell to Duke 51-41 on a snowynight
in Chestnut Hill.
Thefirst sequence ofthe game set the
stage for the rest of the contest as Duke
started the game in a half-court trap and
immediatelyforced a turnover that led to
a Chante Black bucket at the other end.
BC would go on to turn the ball over 28
times, the Blue Devils would score 21
points off turnovers, and Black would

See Women's Basketball, C3

ACC Roundup
Hockey East Roundup
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"[Smith] had a 101-degree temperature and
we gave him some medication before the
game that brought it down a little bit... But
he was quite ill."
?Tennessee VolunteersHead Coach Bruce
Pearl on the health of Senior Guard Jajuan
Smith, who ended up scoring the winning
layup with 11 seconds to go against LSU.
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BCEaglesFans: Looking forward toBC
basketball in the 2008-2009 season
BCEaglesFans: Spring footballcoming
soon! Look out for Josh Haden...
BCEaglesFans: Chris Crane will be the best
one-year starter in Boston College history
BCEaglesFans: Let's get a club baseball
team at BC. Anyoneinterested?
BCEaglesFans: Six straight losses... will
the train ever stop?
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BCHeightsSports:Didn't get a message in this
week? Send your thoughts to BCHeightsSports.
Warn

Block

Add Buddy

Cat Info

GAME OF THE WEEK
College Basketball No. 5 Kansas at No. 12
Texas
Where: Frank Erwin Center, Austin, Texas
When: Monday, 9 p.m. ET
TV: ESPN
?

Cardinals upset No. 6 Hoyas
Followinghead coach RickPitino's halftime suit switch, the
Louisville Cardinals knocked over No. 6 Georgetown,59-51.
Pitino began the game in an all-white suit to matchtheLouisville crowd, but down31-23 at the half, Pitino switched to his
customary all-blacksuit.
Senior forward David Padgett led the Cardinals with 18
points and four assists, while sophomore guard Jerry Smith
added 16 points and two steals. The first half was a disasterfor
the Cardinals, whose 10 turnovers were more than their seven
field goals.
Clampingdown on defense in the second half, the Cardinals
heldthe Hoyas to only 20 points on 35 percent shooting. Freshman guard Austin Freeman and senior center Roy Hibbert led
the Hoyas with 14 points apiece.
The Cardinals (18-6, 8-3 Big East) move into third placein
theBig East. Georgetown(19-3, 9-2) drops its second Big East
gameand ends its six-gamewinning streak, but remains in first
place in the conference.

ED REINKE / AP PHOTO

NATION

ESPN's "Big Monday" match-up will feature two of
the nation'sbestteams, No. 5Kansas andN0.12 Texas.
Texas comes into the game following a double-digit
comeback win against lowaState. This was the third
double-digit comeback the Longhorns have had to
make in their past three games. Kansas had a scare
of its own, but held off Baylor for a 100-90 victory
Saturday.
Kansas is ledby forwardsDarrellArthur and Darnell Jackson, who are averaging 13.7and 12.4points per
game, respectively. D.J. Augustin leads the way for the
Longhorns, averaging 19.7 points per game.
Look for Kansas to come out on top and keep its
national title hopes alive.

Sports Calendar
DAY

TIME

EVENT

Tues., Feb. 12

5 p.m.

Beanpot (NU)

Sat., Feb. 16

7 p.m.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

Football announces the 2008 schedule

SPORTS
BC

Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo announced the Eagles'
2008footballschedule on Friday. Highlightingthe schedulewill
be homematch-ups against NotreDame andACC rivals Clemson
and VirginiaTech.The home opener willbe Sept. 6 against ACC
foe GeorgiaTech. Filling the open schedule spot willbe Conference USA's CentralFlorida. Otherpossiblecandidates included
for the open spot were Rutgers, Kentucky, and South Florida.
Aug. 30 @ Kent State (Cleveland)

Sun., Feb. 17

2 p.m.

@

Maine

@ Maine

MEN'S HOCKEY
Mon., Feb. 11

8 p.m. Bean pot (Harvard)

Fri., Feb. 15

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

Sat., Feb. 16

UMass-Lowell
@UMass-Lowell

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Sept. 6 GeorgiaTech
BILL FEIG / AP PHOTO

Sept. 20 CentralFlorida

No. 7 Tennessee barely squeaks by LSU

Sept. 27 Rhode Island

Oct. 18 Virginia Tech
Oct. 25 @ North Carolina
Nov. 1 Clemson
Nov. 8 Notre Dame
Nov. 15 @ Florida State
Nov. 22 @ Wake Forest

7 p.m.

@ Maryland

4:30 p.m.

@ Virginia Tech

7 p.m.
1 p.m.

N.C. State

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Thurs., Feb. 14

The No. 7 Tennessee Volunteers narrowly escaped defeat
Saturday, defeating LSU, 47-45. LSU played its first game
without former head coach John Brady, who lost his job after
10 seasons on Friday.
Senior guard JaJuan Smith's steal and layup with 11 seconds
left sealed the victory for the Volunteers, who blew a 12-point
leadwhenLSU's Chris Johnsonfinished a three-pointplaywith
1:15 to go. Smith had a 101-degreefever before the game and
almost did not participate in the contest.
Chris Lofton led theVolunteers with 15 points, whileforward
Wayne Chism chippedin eightrebounds. TheVolunteers converted only 32 percent of theirfield-goalattempts and scored their
lowest amount ofpoints this season. The win brings Tennessee's
record to 21-2 overalland 8-1 in the SEC.

Oct. 4 @ NC State

Thurs., Feb. 14
Sun., Feb. 10

Sun., Feb. 17

Virginia

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TRACK
Sat., Feb. 16

11 a.m.

Tufts Invitational

2 p.m.
10 a.m.

East Carolina

SOFTBALL

Fri., Feb. 15
Sat., Feb. 16

Maine

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S FENCING
Sat., Feb. 16

TBA

New Englan Collegiate's

Nov. 29 Maryland

Your tfssgwwfcivt £Uis

Hokies finish 3-2 at FIU tourney

ACC

With an outstandingperformance from freshman pitcher
Kenzie Roark, the No. 15 Virginia Techsoftball team defeated
Texas-ArlingtonTO on Saturday at the FIU invitational.
Roark made her collegiate debut in the game. She threw
a complete-game,one-hit shutout while striking out nine
and walking justtwo batters. TheHokies had no hits in the
first three innings, but theywere able to get things going in
the fourth. Secondbaseman Erin Otabegan the inning with
a walk andmoved to second on a sacrifice bunt from Kelsey
Hoffman. Jessica Everhart, a junior outfielder, droveOta
home with a doublethat scootedinside the bag and down the
thirdbase line.
TheHokies ended up going 3-2 in the tournament, with
wins against Missouri and Florida International.
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Top-ranked Virginia keeps it up
Missing two of the country's top-three-rankedplayers, the
No. 1Virginiamen's tennis team prevailed over No. 47 Kentucky, winning 4-3 Friday night.
Senior Somdev Devvarman, the top-ranked singlesplayer
and juniorDominic Inglo, rankedNo. 3 nationally,were both
missing from action.
In doubles, Treat Huey and Michael Shabaz defeated
Kentucky's 21st-ranked team ofBruno Agostinelli andBrad
Cox to lead the Cavaliers.
The victory improvedthe Cavaliers' record to 6-0 this
season andkeeps them atop the national rankings.
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Eagles fight but Lady Eagles bedeviled at home
fall to Duke
From Women's Basketball, CI

continue her dominancein the paint most ofthe night by scoring

From Men's Basketball, CI
for 13from 3-point range, and nine for 13from thefree-throwline.
Their problem, quite simply, was turnovers, totaling 21 to Duke's
six. As a result, Duke not onlyattempted 12 more field goals, but
also had 20 more free-throw opportunities than the Eagles.
Rice showed why he was a memberof the preseason all-ACC
First Team, tallying 28 points and seven assists.
Paris added 11 points off the bench, while Spears pitched in 10
points and six rebounds.
Senior Oates played an impressive game, totaling nine points,
seven rebounds, and four blocked shots. Duke was led by Singler,
who had 24 points and 10 boards, and senior DeMarcus Nelson,
who finished with 23 points and eight rebounds. Duke proved to
have just too many options for BC to handle.
The loss drops BC to 3-6 in ACC play and 12-10 overall. The
Eagles look to regroup and put an end to their six-game slide on
Thursday. \u25a0

11 points and blocking five shots.
Despite the turnovers, the Eagles would find their offensive
groove by getting the ball inside as freshman point guard Jaclyn
Thoman began handling the pressure and moving the ball up the
floor in transition.
MickelPicco provided a spark off thebench as the lone Eagle
in double figures with three steals on the defensiveend. Thoman
showedher maturity on the court when she whipped a pass that
seemedheaded for the fifth row, but instead, found the hands of
a streaking Ayla Brown who finished off the fantastic feed with a
lay-in to give the Eagles a 19-14 lead.
The Eagleswere able to take a narrow23-22 lead into the half,
but the Blue Devils came out of the intermission motivatedand
with pressure more relentless than the BC e-mail barrage of Feb.
6. Abby Waner would start off the half with a 3-pointer and the
rest of the Blue Devils wouldfollow suit.
Black, Carrem Gay (seven points, four rebounds), and Joy
Cheek (10 points, four rebounds) began dominating the paint
and contesting every inside shot. Carolyn Swords was held to a
career-lowtwo points, wellbelowher 14.1 points per game aver-

she was frustrated by Black's presence all night.
BC wouldbe doomedby an 11-minutefield-goal drought that
saw a tic game spiral out of control as the Eagles fell behind by
13 points with only five minutes left to play. They would shoot
just 30 percent in the second half, and it would ultimately doom
their chances of knocking off the llth-rankedBlue Devils.
A Picco 3-pointer would put the Eagles' upset hopes on life
support for a littlewhile longer as the lead was cut to eight, but
it would never get any closer. Duke was able to stay composed
late in the game and finish off the win at the free-throw line.
The Blue Devils were able to overcome their shaky shooting
night (31 percent) by converting on 17 of 21 attempts from the
charity stripe.
The Eagles put up a valiant effort against the first-class Duke
Blue Devils but fell just short due to the long field-goal drought,
a plague of turnovers, and inconsistency at the free-throw line.
However, these are all signs of inexperience that should leave
fans of the BC women'sbasketball team with hope and promise
rather than dismay.
Maybethey couldn'tknock off the mighty Blue Devils in 2008,
but as the core group ofunderclassmen continue to develop, there
is no reason to think that the Eagles can't end Duke's 18-year
run of dominance at CameronIndoor next year. \u25a0
age, as

A new and improved take on how to rock the vote
Brad Zak

With the 2008 election really heating up, candidates are attacking each other maliciously on all fronts. I feel that one aspect
of the race is being overlooked more than any other, andcould be
very important in deciding our next president. That ingredient
is athletic ability. What better wayto attack a candidate than to
tell them they throwlike a girl (unless of course they are a girl)?
When you consider that GeraldFord playedcollegefootball, JFK
had his sailing, Teddy Roosevelt was an avid hunter, and that even
George W Bush attempted acareer in competitive pretzel eating,
why shouldn't athleticsbe considered?After all, sports are about
as American as politicalapathy, so why not combine the two to
form a concoction more American than apple pie?
John McCain (Republican)
A two-time varsity letterman at Episcopal High School in
wrestling, McCain excelled in the lighter weight classes. Wrestling
is a challenging sport that shows he has endurance, strength, determination,and a soft spot for spandex and tight-fittingoutfits.
There is an archivedESPN article titled, "Can John McCain Save
Sports?" that describes McCain as "a cross between Jefferson
Smith and Ted Williams. He has an ambitious sports agenda, and
he's got the power and tenacity to push it." Therefore, he has the
ability to defeat government graft while batting .400 and winning
the Triple Crown. Talk about a three-toolathlete. His anti-steroid agendabumps him up a little as well, but he loses just as
much for wanting to make NCAA and Super Bowl pools illegal.
GRADE: B
Ron Paul (Republican)
Mostly known for his cult-likefollowing and regular opposition to the normalparty platform, Ron Paul was also once known
for his Speedy Gonzalez - like quickness, which may explainhis
tough stance on immigration. Paul attended Gettysburg University

on a track scholarship after excelling in high school. He ran the
100-yarddash in 9.7 seconds when the national high schoolrecord
was 9.4 seconds, and was also a Pennsylvania State Champion in
the 220-yard dash. As a possible foreshadowing to his popularity on YouTube, Ron Paul was the Jimmy ChitwoodofDormont
High School, earning varsity letters in track and field, wrestling,
football, and baseball, serving as Student Council president,
and marrying his high school sweetheart. To add to his already
considerablelegacy, Paul was able to join the swimming team at
Gettysburg after suffering a career-endingknee injury. If Obama
is the "rock star" candidate, then Ron Paul definitelyshould be
consideredthe "all-star" candidate.
GRADE: A
Mitt Romney(Republican)
Although Romneyhas athletic genes, as his father's cousin was
a quarterback for the Chicago Bears, there are not many athletic
memories storedbetweenhis frosted temples. Despite his athletic
build, Romney didn'tfind much time for sports, as he focused
more on becoming the valedictorianofhis class at Brigham Young
University and graduating cum laudefrom a joint program between the HarvardLaw and Business Schools. He wouldlater go
on to be the CEO of the 2002 Olympic Winter Games in Salt Lake
City, wherehe helped turn the struggling games into a profitable
venture. Also, as governor ofMassachusetts, he namedbasketball
the official sport of the commonwealth,which must have been a
tough decision considering the game was founded in Springfield,
Mass., where the BasketballHall of Fame is also located. All of
that experiencebecame irrelevant,however, after Romney uttered
that he hoped the "Patriots won the World Series." How do you
expect Romney to map out a succinct foreign policy when he can't
even navigate the landscape of professional sports in his own
state?
Grade: D+
Barack Obama(Democrat)

The basketball player of the group is Obama, who sported
short shorts and high socks and pinned Julius Erving posters
all over his walls as a teenager.He was a successful high school
player in Hawaii, but never blossomed into a college-levelplayer.
However,Barack still loves to playpick-up basketball games
with his inner circle offormer collegeplayers andbrother-in-law
Craig Robinson, who now coaches the Brown University team;
his basketball exploits can even be found in a few YouTube clips.
If Obama wins the presidency, his White House pick-up games
mightbe the most sought-after game in Washington, and I hope
those games become televised. Who wouldn't want to see Ted
Kennedy trade jumpers with JoeLieberman? With the writer's
strike going on, the major networks should scoop up this reality
televisionpremise in a second.
Grade: AHillary Clinton(Democrat)
Many pundits feel that Clinton's weak athletic background may
hurt her likeabilitywhen compared to the sweet-shootinglefty
from Illinois. Hillary, however,confided in a conversation with
Billy Jean King that growing up she often played Softball, pick-up
basketball, and tennis. She evenboasted of winning a trophy in an
Arkansas mixed-doublescontest; unfortunatelyfor her, Bill was
winning some mixed-doublecontests of his own. Hillary also enjoys a goodspeed walk, which is a little alarming to me, because it
shows she'll do just enoughto stay above a strollbut not enough
to constitute a jog. To quote Stephen Colbert, "we're at war Hillary, pick a side."
Grade:C+
Bill Richardson(Democrat)
Bill Richardson was once a collegepitcher who had a stint in
the Cape Cod summer leaguewith Big League aspirations. He
also had aspirations of gaining the Democratic Nominationfor
president: neither came tofruition.
Grade: Incomplete

CHARLES DHARAPAK / RICK BOWMER / AP PHOTOS

Who's a better athlete, John McCain or Barack Obama? Maybe, when we vote for thefuture president of our nation, we should consider more than policies and platforms. After all, sports are a pretty big deal around here.
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Murphy and Swords dominating in ACC
college seemlike a walk in the park, it hasbeen slightlytougher. Murphy relates, "College life is a lot different than high school.Because
there is so much more freedom, time management is very important.
Aside from practice, we have our classes, study hall, and a regular
life to maintain."
Somehow, they are each able to keep up with a full class schedule.
Swords describeshow her teammateshave beeninstrumental in keeping her grounded. "They are always ready to give advice and support.
They have taken us under their wings, and I feel, it is a major reason
that we've been so successful as a team."
On the court, they have also had to make transitions. Swords
admits that shehas had to change her game slightly since arriving at
BC. "I never posted up a lot in highschool. The game was much more
different. Now I have to be much more aggressive and physical. But
I've learnedwhere and how to get a good shot."
Likewise, Murphy says, "I've become more aggressive since high
school. In the ACC it's a battle each and every night. To play at this
level, I've grown to be smarter and tougher."
But their determinationand strong work ethic have allowedthem
to persevere. They each earned their position and teammates' respect through brutal practice and workout sessions beginning back
in August.
Swords has started in each of the Lady Eagles' games this year,
but she notes that it was not until her first ACC game that she knew
for sure that she could succeed at this level.
Murphy has appeared in each contest, but did not have her first
start until the fourth game ofthe season. For Murphy, it was especially
rewarding because it was against the University of New Hampshire, of
herhome state. "This was great, because I played against many of my

From Twin Towers, CI
should havebeen anticipated. After all, these closefriends havemuch
in common and complement each other like peanut butter and jelly.
Asidefrom theircomparablestatistics, they were both verysuccessful high school athletes. Swordsled herLincoln- Sudbury High School
teamto two state championships,while Murphy set New Hampshire's
all-time scoring recordwhile atLondonderryHigh School. Since their
arrival at BC, Murphy has won ACC Rookie of the Week honors five
times, while Swords has won the award three times. That adds to a
combined total of eight times in 13 weeks. They each also won the
prestigious Gatorade Player of the Year Award in 2006 and 2007 in
theirrespective states. But theyhave stayed humble. Whenaskedwho
wouldhave won if Massachusetts andNew Hampshire were the same
state, theyreplied in unison thatit wouldhave been a tic.
Swords and Murphy played against eachother prior to BC in AAU
(Amateur Athletic Union) games. They were introduced to each other
through a mutual coach and were fast friends. They even practiced
together in the summer before freshman year. It was here that they
developedthe chemistry that is evident on the floor.
Despite all of their similarities, Swords and Murphy have different personalities. Murphy is the louder of the two, while Swords is
more reserved. Murphy claims, however,that this hasenhanced their
relationship on and off the court."I feel that we complement each
other well," Murphy says. "Our differences bring us together and
keep us stable. Out on the court, too, our playing styles are slightly
different, but Ithink that it keeps the team balancedand adds to our
chemistry."
While their dominance makes the transition from high school to

former teammates and opponentsfrom highschool," she says. It was
also greatbecause she logged 26 points and 11rebounds andproved to
herselfthat she coulddominate the game as she did in high school.
Swords and Murphy have a knack for having solid games on the
same night. They have each scored 15 or more points in a game seven
times already this season.
Not surprisingly, the Eagles are 6-1 in those games. Their teammates seem eager to make room for them. Murphy explains, "They
are so encouraging and supportive of us. They tellus to be even more
aggressive and assertive. I think that hasbeen abig factor in oursuccess, as individuals and as a team."
With the loss of graduating senior Kathrin Ress, the lady Eagles
were ranked No. 11 in the preseason ACC polls. They have certainly
surprised many people with their current position as fifth place in
the conference.
When asked about her feelings on the underestimation, Swords
says the team was not intimidated. "It was certainly not where we
wanted to be. We are young, be we still have experiencedplayers. It
is exciting, because we have already exceeded so many expectations,
and we have nowhereto go but up."
As the season closes, the Eagles schedule does not get any easier.
Match-ups against GeorgiaTech and Virginia will test theirtoughness.
Gamesat NC State,Florida State, and No. 4 Marylandwill determine
their postseason fate. Swords and Murphy seem confident. Swords
says, "Ifwe can get a few more good wins, steal a few tough games and
execute are game plans well, we'llbe in great shape for March."
In a season of surprises, don'tbe surprised when the Eagles make
a late-season run. Also, don'tbe surprised if you find a young freshman duo leading the way. \u25a0

One longtimefan is thankfulfor scenery change
only to fall to BU. And to be honest, I remember watching
Scan Fields, the BU goalkeeper, and being impressed. After
that, my dad and I had a tradition. Every year we would go,
and (just like at every other sport) I wouldwatch the student
section in awe and look forward to when I could be part of it.
This year, when I finally could be part of the sea of gold Tshirts up in therafters of the TD Banknorth Garden, I instead
sat in Loge 13, watching with my dad (who now lets me cheer
like a student).
I have always loved the Beanpot, from the day in sixth grade
I got in an argument with the BU fan in my class.
It is just this crazy time, when no matter what is going on in
the season, no matter who looks best on paper, all bets are off.
OK, I admit often it seems safe to bet on BU winning in a BC
vs. BU championship.
No one knows why. BC will win the head-to-headgames
outside the Garden/Fleet Center, but when it comes to the
Beanpotsomething changes. BC did win in 2004 and 2001.
But it is BU who has been in the championship 13 straight
years, BU who has won the past three tournaments.
Not this year. BC beat BU in the first round of the Beanpot this year, for only the third time in the 56 years of the
tournament. The last time BC beat BU in the Beanpot was
2004, when BC won the championship2-1 in overtime. The
last time BC beat BU in the first round: 1981, when the Eagles
em,

Diana C. Nearhos
Boston College vs. Boston Universityhockey is possibly the
best of college hockey. Somethingabout it brings out the best
and worst in people and players in a way not even the Frozen
Four could. The Beanpot is the best of BC vs. BU hockey every
year.

The Beanpot is fun because students from the four Boston
hockey schools come together for one tournament. I'm not
going to say we all come together and bond while watching our
teams, because we don't.
BC still hates BU hockey. BU still hates BC. And to be
honest, I stillkinda forget about Northeasternand Harvard.
On Monday, a bunch ofNortheasternfans stayed and cheered
against BU. Today, BU fans willprobably stay and cheer
against BC. That is the fun part: cheering obsessively for your
team and against the rivals, chanting "traitor" at the guy in
the Superfan T-shirt kissing his girlfriend in the BU jersey. It's
somehow good-natured. Not like at Fenway, where someone in
a Yankees shirt might get something thrown at him.
My dad started bringing me to the Beanpot when I was
about 14.I took the train in to meet him at his office, and we
walked over to the Fleet Center to watch the game in Loge 14.
I still rememberthat game, watching BC beat Northeast-

went on to lose to Harvard in the championship. Before that it
was 1963, and the Eagles then won the championship against

Harvard.
The only issue with finally beating BU in the first round:
Will it be anticlimatic to not play BU in the championship?Is
beating BU a bigger dealthan winning the Beanpot?
Coach X of Duke said he was more worried going into
Saturday's game against BC than Wednesday's against North
Carolina; he knew his team was ready for UNC, but were they
too psyched from that victory to play a team they should beat?
Is BC too excitedfrom beating BU to beat Harvard? They had
better not be. Whether it is in the first or second round, BC
beat BU. Boston (BC) does not need another championship
that should be won by our team to be lost.
Tonight should be an interesting game. Keep the penalties
to a minimum, control the puck (no more sloppypuck-handling), and BC couldbe the 2008 BeanpotChampions. This is
the Beanpot, the unexpected does happen, and Harvard did
really show up on Monday. BC needs to show up tonight and
play hard. I am confident they will. One thing is for sure: I will
be there with my dad screaming for the Eagles.
DianaNearhos is afreshman in the College of Arts and Sciences. She can
be reached at sports@bcheights.com
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Passing the Torch Our 2008 scholarship breakdown
Chris Bosch
Out with the old, in with the new, right?
Unfortunately, in the world of college football, it's not so simple.
Replacing a boatload of senior leaders, including the heart and soul
of the defense, Jamie Silva and Jo-Lonn Dunbar, respectively, the
feisty corner DeJuan Tribble, thebig man up front, Gosder Cherilus,
and pretty much whateverbackfield we had in Andre Callendar and
L.V. Whitworth, can't be easy. Oh yeah, and we lost a potential No. 1
draft pick in Matt Ryan. Ever heard of him?
Pick your heads up, Boston College fans. Brian Toal willbe in at
linebackernext year, andB.J. Raji will beback to add some grit to the
defensiveline. Sophomorecorner RoderickRollins made a namefor
himselflast year, landing a sack on Clemson's Cullen Harper in the
closing seconds of that Nov. 17nail-biter to force a 54-yardfield goal
attempt, which fellshort. WhenTribble went downlastyear, DeLeon
Gause was handedthe starting position and also showed greatpotential.Rich Lapham will likely fill Cherilus's shoes at offensive tackle
next year, which at 6-foot-8, 324 pounds with talentisn't a stretch.
Not too bad. But how will BC fill the voidin the backfield?
Enter the fresh facesof the2008 recruiting class. With JeffSmith's
career at BC likely over due to multiple concussions, and question
marks surroundingthe status ofA.J. Brooks, it is likely thatthe running game willrely heavily on freshmen running backs.
Headlining the freshman campaign is four-star Rivals.com recruit, Josh Haden. Rated as the third-best all-purpose back in the
nation, expect to see the speedy Haden taking handoffs, as well as
catching passes in the slot. I'll wager he has his brother Joe's blood,
who impressed many at Florida taking over the corner position as
a true freshman.
Expect Eric Reynolds, a 5-foot-10, 192-pound prospect out of
Warrington, Perm., to impress. One of the biggest sleepers in BC's
class, Reynolds didn'treceive the big-name offers of Haden, but he
blew up in his senior year ofhigh school, rushing for 2,800 yards and
39 touchdowns.Reynoldswill be champingat the bit for that starting

Following National Signing Day, the young BC football team will need some
attrition to reduce its 91 players to the 85-player maximum for next fall.
Position
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Chris Bosch is a sophomore in the Caroll School ofManagement. He can
be reached at sports@bcheights.com.
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Men's hockey dispatches UMass
By

Nick Tarnoff

Heights Senior Staff
The Boston College Eagles were able to dispatch of the UMass
Minutemen Friday night in Amherst, Mass., by a score of 4-1 in
their final tune-up before the Beanpot championshipon Monday
night.
The Eagles were ledoffensivelyby junior forwardNathan Gerbe,
who continued to put up monster numbers. Gerbe notched three
assists and a goal,for his second four-point game of the season,
the first coming in a 4-3 victory at Boston University on Dec. 1,
2007.
" [Gerbe] is as good a player as I've ever coached at BC," said
coach Jerry York after Mondaynight's Beanpot win over BU. "He's
a dynamic player. He's what college hockey is all about."
Gerbe notched two goals in Monday night's 4-3 overtime win
over the Terriers, including the game-winning goal
at 7:15 of overtime, to give the Eagles a shot at collecting theirfirst Beanpotchampionshipsince 2004.
During his three year career at the Heights, Gerbe
has been a thorn in the side of the Terriers, with 15
points (11 goals and four assists) in 12 career games.
ClassmateBennFerriero hasbeen equallyas effective
against the Comm. Aye foe with six goals and seven
assists in 12 career games, including a goal and an
assist last Monday.
Before they could get a shot at the Beanpot
though, the Eagles had to takecare ofbusiness in an
important league contest Friday night. As the season
wears on, each Hockey East game becomes of even
greater significance. BC currently clings to a point
cushion for secondplace in the conferencestandings
and sits a manageablefive points behind the frontrunning New Hampshire Wildcats.
The Eagles successfully captured two points
with the win over the Minutemento keep pace in the
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spot come springtime.
BC missed out on a few top-notch running-back prospects, with

Ryan Williams choosing Virginia Tech over BC and Terrence Robinson choosing Michigan. However, Jags and Co. certainly made a
statement, fightingtooth and nail with Virginia Tech for its in-state
talent.
At wide receiver, BC may not have brought in enough to make
this a very special class. BC needs playmakers. These are the guys
thatcreate the downfield threat, with the speed, height, and jumping
ability to stretch the defense andmake the short pass and run game
more effective. BC was in the running for Miami commit Tommy
Streeter's services until the very end, whose long frame would have
been a weapon in Steve Logan's offense.
There has been nothingbut praise surrounding New Jersey commit Colin Larmond, however, and Clyde Lee has certainly turned
some heads. Coming out ofTexas, whereBC's new coaching staffhas
really made a name for itself, you know thiskid lives and breathes
football.
Want special?Look no further than BC's secondary in this class.
They didn'tonlybring in talent. Theybrought in athletes. To mention
a few, the four-star Rivals.com safety, Okechuckwu Okoroha, may
need more than two hands to count his picks in a seasoncome senior
year. BC pulled Ugo Okpara away from Arkansas, and he will surely
be an asset. Chris Hayden-Martin has the size and speed to make
opponents think twice about trying for a Flutie moment.
Unfortunately, Flutie graduated quite a while ago (although you
can still challenge him to apick-up game in the Plex, and probably
lose), and Matt Ryan won'tbe much help either. Senior Chris Crane
is likely to step in at quarterback next year. Crane has a frame comparable to Ryan's, with more mobility but not quite the arm. Still,
don'tbe surprised if Crane is able to turn heads next year.
Jags andCo. ushered in a couple of quarterbacksin this recruiting
class. To helplink the gap betweenCrane andthe young quarterbacks,
BC picked up a JUCO transfer in Codi Bock. A determinedplayer
who madehis own path to the ACC, Bock is definitely a "BC guy."
The staffalso brought in Justin Tuggle, apro-style quarterbackwho
is shifty and mobile with a solid arm.
Is this a rebuilding year? It has to be for the offense. The season
after next willbe a rebuildingyear for the defense. BC may not have
all thepieces to thepuzzle like it had this past season for a couple of
years,but don'tfret; this staffhas the cover ofthepuzzle box, and they
made some serious progress with this incoming class. Stay tuned.

Sophomores

Juniors

VN

standings and keep hold of secondplace. In Friday's contest, the
Eagles got on the board first at 4:27 of the opening period. Freshman forward Brian Gibbons talliedhis seventh goalof the season,
with assists going to Gerbe and Ben Smith. UMass tied up the
score early in the secondperiod, when freshman MichaelLecomte
collected his seventh goal of the year at 2:47.
The teamswent into the thirdperiod stilltied at one, before BC
blew the game open. Senior forwardDan Bertram put the Eagles
on top for good at 5:21 of the third, collecting his sixth goalof the
season, five ofwhichhave come with the man-advantage. Freshman
Joe Whtiney and Gerbe tallied assists.
With that power-playgoal, the Eagles have scored at least one
power-playgoal in seven of their last eight contests dating back
to January 9th.
BC built a 3-1 lead at 15:37 as sophomore winger Ben Smith
notched his 15th goal of the season, with Gerbe assisting on the
play. Gerbe added an empty-net tally at 19:17 to finish out the
scoring. For Gerbe the goal was his 22nd of the season.
Freshman netminder John Muse played an excellent game in
goalfor the Eagles, making 26 saves for his 14thwin of the season.
UMass freshman goalie Paul Dainton played well, but could not
quite match Muse. Dainton made 30 saves on 33 shots.
The Eagles will take to the ice tonight against the Harvard
Crimson for the right to be crowned 2008 Beanpot Champions.
BC last hoisted a Beanpot trophy in 2004, and it has been even
longer for the Crimson, who have not tasted Beanpot championship victory since 1993.
BC will be the heavy favorite heading into Monday's contests,
having dismantled the Crimson earlier this season by a score of
7-2. In that game both Gerbe and Ferriero had five points each,
and freshman Joe Whitney had four assists.
Gerbe, who has been the Eagles sparkplug all season, had a
season-high four goals the last time these teams met. For the
Crimson to have any chance, they will need to find a way to shut
down Gerbe and Ferreiro, a chore thatfew teams have been able
to accomplish. \u25a0
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ACC
Roundup
MEN'S BASKETBALL

Blue Devils deny Tar
Heels

Demon Deacons roll

With six players scoring in double
figures, the No. 2 Duke Blue Devils
sped past No. 3 North Carolina, 89-78.
Duke led by three at the halfand never
surrenderedthe lead in the second half.
The victory marked the first time UNC
has lost to Duke in two seasons.
Duke shot a combined46 percent
from thefield, including 13-for-29
shooting from 3-point range. The Blue
Devils were led by guard Greg Paulus,
who had 18 points and four steals. UNC
received a monster game from Tyler
Hansbrough, who scored 28 points and
18 rebounds.

Dropping their second ACC game
of the week, theCavaliersfell to Wake
Forest, 80-64. Wake Forest rebounded
followingGeorgiaTech's ruining of their
16-gamehome winning streak.
Sophmoreguard Ishmael Smith
led the DemonDeacons in the second
half, scoring 13 ofhis 15 points. Smith's
shot to put the Deacons up 69-64 and
initiated a 13-0 run to close out the
game. Deacons forward James Johnson
scored a game-high21 points and eight
rebounds. Virginia's Scan Singletary
scored a game-high21 points as well.

Clemson smashes the
Cavaliers

Uconn holds off the
Yellow Jackets

Facing a struggling Virginia team,
the Clemson Tigers refused to let up
and ran away with a 82-51 victory.
Clemson started out fast and never
let up, outscoring the Cavaliers 27-5
over a seven-minute span in the first
half. The closest Virginia got was within
14 points.
JuniorforwardK.C. Rivers led the
Tigers with a game- and career-high 32
points, which included eight 3-pointers.
Coming into the season as defending co-champions of the ACC, Virginia
dropped to 1-8 in ACC play this season.

Despite leading 35-31 at the half,
Georgia Tech could not hang on and fell
to No. 19 Connecticut 80-68.

past Virginia

SARA D. DAVIS / AP PHOTO

Duke'sKyle Singler and Gerald Henderson deny North Carolina's Tyler Hansbrough in Duke's 89-78 victory at Chapel Hill, N.C. Wednesday.

Miami ended a three-gamelosing
streak and won its first road game in the
ACC in over a year, defeating Virginia
Tech 74-71.
Trailingby six with 18 seconds to
go, Virginia Tech's Hank Thorns hit a
3-pointer to bring it to 70-67. Miami's
Eddie Rios was then fouledand he convertedboth free throws to put Miami
aheadfor good.
The Hurricanes were led by guard
Jack McClinton, who scored 15 of his
team-high 19 points in the second half.
Rios alsocontributed 14 points and
forward Brian Asbury had 10. A.D. Vassallo led the Hokies with 24 points.

Player of the Week -Kyle Singler, Duke
In their two victories this week, Duke received huge performances from freshman forward Kyle Singler. Against
No. 3 North Carolina, Singler contributed a double-double,

scoring 14 points and grabbing 10rebounds. Facing Boston
College Saturday, Singler had another double-double, leading
Duke scorers with 24 points and 10rebounds.

Standings
School

ACC

Next Week

Overall

1. Duke
9-0
2. North Carolina 6-2
3. Maryland
6-3
4. Clemson
5-3
5. Virginia Tech 5-5
6. Georgia Tech 4-4

21-1
21-2
16-8
17-5
14-10
11-11

School

pointers.

UConn was without starting guard Jerome Dyson for thefifth straight game.

Best of the best
Canes scrape by Virginia
Tech Hokies

Georgia Tech had no answer for
the Huskies' 7-foot-3 center Hasheem
Thabeet. The sophomore scored a career-high 24 points, while grabbing 15
rebounds and blocking six shots. Junior
forward JeffAdrien also scored 23 points
and had 11 rebounds. This was Adrien's
12th double-doubleofthe season. Senior
Anthony Morrow scored a team high 19
for the Yellow Jackets, including five 3-

ACC

7. NC State
7. Wake Forest
9. Miami

4-5
4-5
3-6
9. Florida State 3-6
9.Boston College 3-6
12.Virginia
1-8

North Carolina at Virginia, Tue., 8 p.m.
Maryland at Duke, Wed., 7 p.m.
NC State at Boston College, Thurs., 7 p.m.
Georgia Tech at Clemson, Thurs., 9 p.m.
Wake Forest at Florida State, Thurs., 9 p.m.
Virginia Tech at North Carolina, Sat, 1 p.m.
Florida State at Maryland, Sat., 3 p.m.
Clemson at NC State, Sat., 3 p.m.
Virginia at Boston College, Sun., 1 p.m.
Miami at Georgia Tech, Sun., 1 p.m.

Overall

15-8
14-8
16-7
14-10
12-10
11-11

Wolfpack can't get by
Terrapins
Maryland continued its tear through
the ACC by winning its fourth straight
game Saturday, trampling NC State
84-70.
The Wolfpack led Maryland 33-31
going into the halfandled until Terrapin
senior forward James Gist hit a layup to
make it 38-36 with 18:31 to go. NC State
scored to make it 38 all, but Maryland
followed with a 12-0run and never looked
back.
Gist finished the game with a careerhigh 30 points and a game-high nine
points. Gist went 13for 18from the field.
Guard Greivis Vasquez alsotied a school
record with 15 assists.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
FSU bests NC State

Maryland tops Cavs

Florida State defeatedNC State
57-54 behind a late surge on Thursday
night. The Seminoles, who snapped a
two-game losing streak with the win,
were paced by guard Tanae DavisCain's 17points. Shante Williams
scored 10,while Mara Freshour added
nine. Forward Jacinta Monroe, held to
just two-of-nineshooting, grabbed six
rebounds andblocked six shots for the
'Noles. Khadijah Whittington led the
Wolfpack with 17 points, and moved
into fifth place on State's career block
list during the game. Her defensiveefforts were not enoughagainst Florida
State, however, which improved its
record to 15-8 overall.

The No. 4 MarylandTerrapins crept
by Virginia on Friday night, winning
86-80 at home. The Terrapins showed
no ill effects of a close game just days
before against Virginia Tech, and
jumpedout to an early 37-36 halftime
lead.Laura Harper led the Terrapins
with 25 points and 15rebounds. She
also addedfour assists and a block.
Her play complementedcenter Crystal
Langhorne, who finished the game with
17 points and six boards. Their efforts
in the paint proved too much for the
Cavaliers to handle. Marissa Coleman scored 21 for the Terrapins, while
point guardKristi Toliver added 16
points and 12 assists. Virginia center
Aisha Mohammedscored 15 points and
grabbed seven rebounds, but had little
help containing the Terrapins' front
court. Guards PaulishaKellum and
Sharnee Zollscored 23 and 13 points,
respectively, for Virginia. The Cavaliers
dropped their second ACC contest with
the loss, falling to 5-2 in leagueplay.
The win improvedthe Terrapins' record
to 9-1 in the ACC, and 25-2 overall.

Hokies fall short
Coming offof a grittyperformance
against No. 4 Maryland, the Hokies
laid an egg against Wake Forest, losing

67-50. Guard Alex Tchangoue led the
Demon Deacons with 11points, nine
rebounds, and eight assists. Her near
triple-doublehelped Wake Forest
earn its first ACC win of the season.
Brittany Waters added 15 points, while
Corinne Groves and Christen Brown
scored 14 and 12 points, respectively,
for Wake. Brittany Cook led the Hokies with 19 points and 12 rebounds,
but her efforts were not enough for the
13-11Hokies.

The U escapes GT
Miami upset GeorgiaTech on the
road, 54-52, on Thursday evening. The
Hurricanes, who entered the contest
with just one ACC win, snapped a fivegame losing streak with the victory.
Epiphany Woodson led the Hurricanes
with a career-high 16 points, including
the game-winning 3-pointerwith her
team down52-51. Woodson hit four
3-pointers on the evening. Charmaine
Clark added 12 points for Miami. Janie
Mitchell ledthe Yellow Jackets with 19
points, but her turnover with 18 seconds
left effectively ended any comeback
hopes. She threw the ball out ofbounds
after the Miami defense trappedher
along the Hurricanes baseline.

UNC destroys Tigers
GAILBURTON / AP PHOTO

Leading the No. 4 Terrapins to a 86-80 victory over Virginia, Maryland's Laura Harper soars through the lane for one of her 25 points Friday.

Best of the best
Player of the Week

- Laura

Harper, Maryland

Facing a tough Virginia Cavalierteam, Harris helped No. 4
Maryland narrowly escape defeat Friday night. The senior
forward led all scorers with 25 points, while also

,

contributing 15 rebounds. Harris is averaging 14.3 points
and 8.7 rebounds per game this season. Maryland moved to
9-1 in the ACC trailing only North Carolina by one game.

Next Week

Standings
ACC
School
1. North Carolina 9-0
2. Maryland
9-1
3. Duke
7-2
4. Virginia
6-2
5. Boston College 5-3
6. Florida State 5-4

Overall

22-2
25-2
18 6
18-6
17-6
15-9

School
7. Georgia Tech
8. Clemson
9. NC State
9. Miami
11. Wake Forest
12. Virginia Tech

ACC

5-5
3-6
26
2-6
1-10
0-9

Overall
18-6
10-14
14 8
9-14
14-12

13-11

Virginia Tech at Miami, Mon., 7 p.m.
Savannah State at Georgia Tech, Tues., 7 p.m.
Duke at Clemson, Wed.Jp.m.
Miami at NC State, Thurs., 7 p.m.
Boston College at Maryland, Thurs., 7 p.m.
North Carolina at Virginia, Fri., 7 p.m.
Florida State at North Carolina, Sun., 1 p.m.
NC State at Wake Forest, Sun., 1:30 p.m.
Virginia at Virginia Tech, Sun., 2 p.m.

Freshman point guard Cetera
DeGraffenreidscored 20 points to help
No. 3 North Carolina cruise to a 79-47
victory over Clemson. DeGraffenreid,
who had 17 points by halftime, helped
the Tar Heels shoot over 56 percent
from the field in the opening half, as
they jumpedout to an early 46-18 lead.
She also added seven assists. Jessica
Breland added 13 points, while Erlana
Larks and Rashanda McCants scored
12 and 11,respectively. Stefany Thomas
came off of the bench to lead Clemson
with 14 points. GuardLele Hardy added
11, and grabbed 14 rebounds for the
Tigers, who dropped to 10-14 on the
season with the loss. The win improved
North Carolina'srecord to 21-2 overall
and8-0 in the ACC. Coach Sylvia
Hatchell, who grew up near Clemson,
S.C. as a child, won her 500th game at
North Carolina.She hasbeen the Tar
Heels coachfor 22 seasons, posting an
exceptional 500-194 record.
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NOTEBOOK
MEN'S HOCKEY

Cats sweep Maine

Terriers rebound
against Lowell

No. 7 New Hampshire continued to
roll in Hockey East, sweeping Maine
this past weekendin a series. On Friday,
UNH defeatedtheBlack Bears 3-2 behind
Mike Radja's hat trick. Trailing 1-0 with
secondsremaining in the first period, the
center tied the game with an unassisted
goal at the 19:40 mark. Just 16 seconds
later, he scored another goal on assists
from Danny Dries and JoeCharlebois to
give the Wildcats a 2-1 lead. Following a
Maine goal in the second period, Radja
scored his third goal of the game with 12
minutes remaining to give UNH the victory. Kevin Regan made 32 saves for the
Wildcats, and saw his record improve to
15-5on the year. Anight later, UNH completed the sweep with a 4-1 win. Goals
from Radja, Dries, Bobby Butler, and
MattFornataro completedthe scoring for
UNH. The Wildcats jumpedto a 3-0 lead
before Jeffrey Marshall scoredhis fourth
goal of the season for the Black Bears.
Ben Bishop made 20 saves in the losing
effort for Maine, and saw his record drop
to 8-15-3 on the year. Reganstopped 28
for his 16thwin on the season. The sweep
helped increase UNH's lead in Hockey
East to five points over BC.

Following its crushing 4-3 overtime
loss against Boston College in the first
round of theBeanpot on Monday, Boston
University rebounded with a convincing
6-2 win over UMass-Lowell on Friday
evening. The Terriers jumped in control
early in the contest on first-periodgoals
from John McCarthy and Colby Cohen.
McCarthy's third goal of the season was
assisted by linemate Ryan Weston. Cohen's second goal ofthe yearcame on the
power play on passes from Colin Wilson
andBrandon Yip. Lowellclosed thegap in
the secondperiod when Maury Edwards
scored his sixth goal of the season, but
Terriers' captain Pete MacArthur scored
his 12th goal of the yearto give BU a 3-1
lead just a minute later. From that point
on, the Terriers dominated the contest
with three second-periodgoals, and one
in the third on 24 total shots against
River Hawks' goaltenderCarter Hutton.
Yip scored a goal and had two more assists for the Terriers and was named the
game's first star. Hutton fell to 4-6-2 on
the year, whileBU goaltenderBrett Bennett evened hisrecord at 8-8-3.

Huskies defeat Merrimack

PC rallies to split
Vermont and Providence split their
two-game series this past weekend. On
Friday night, No. 11 Providence fell at
home to Vermont when Josh Burrows
scored with just 12 minutes remaining in
the thirdperiod to give the Catamounts
a 2-1 victory. Burrows shot from the blue
line and it deflectedpast Friars' goalten-

der Tyler Sims for the win. Catamounts'
goaltender Joe Fallon made 36 saves to
preserve the victory. The dramaticthird
periodfollowed an intense second frame.
Providence's JonRheault scoredhis 15th
goal of the year just 34 seconds into the
second, but Wahsontilio Stacey tied the
game up just a minute later. The teams
skated to a scoreless drawfor the rest of
the period, setting the stageforBurrows's
finish. Anightlater, the Friars rebounded
with a 4-3 win over the Catamounts.
Rheault scored two goals, including the
game-winner with 14 seconds remaining in overtime. Once again, the Friars
peppered Fallon with shots, and he responded with 39 saves. Sims stopped 30
shots in the victory.

LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTS EDITOR

ReigningDefensive Player of the WeekKevin Regan of New Hampshireregistered 19 saves againstVermont on Friday night.

Best of the best
Player of the Week

- Nathan Gerbe, Boston College
in overtime. Four nights later, he scored a goal and had three
assists to lead the Eagles past UMass in a 4-1 victory. The
Hobey Baker candidateleads BC in scoring.

The junior forward tallied six points in just two games this
past week. In thefirst round of the Beanpot on Monday
night, Gerbe scored two goals, including the game-winner

Next Week

Standings
School
1. New Hampshire
2. Boston College
3. Providence
4. Northeastern
5. Boston Univ.

Pts.
29

Record

24

9-4-6
10-6-3
10-7-2
8-8-3

23
22

19

14-4-1

School
5. Vermont
7. UMass-Lowell
8. UMass
9. Maine
10. Merrimack

Pts. Record
19
7-7-5
18
7-8-4
15
5-9-5
11
4-12-3
10
4-13-2

Monday, Feb. 11, 2008
Boston University vs. Northeastern, 5 p.m.
Boston College vs. Harvard, 8 p.m.
Friday, Feb. 15, 2007
UMass-Lowell at Boston College, 7 p.m.
Merrimack at Vermont, 7 p.m.
New Hampshire at Providence, 7 p.m.
Maine at Boston University, 7 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 16, 2008
Boston College at UMass-Lowell, 7 p.m.

No. 14 Northeastern defeated Merrimack 4-2 on Friday night. The Huskies
jumped out to a 3-0 lead behind goals
from JoeVitale, Greg Costa, and Ryan Ginand. Vitale scoredhis eighthgoal ofthe
year 10 minutesinto the contest on assists
from Randy Guzior andWade MacLeod.
Aperiod later, Costa and Ginandscored
to give the Huskies a 3-0 lead entering
the third period. Matt Jones opened
scoring for Merrimackfive minutes into
the third with his 13th goal of the year.
J.C.Robitaillescoredhis ninth goalof the
season less than a minute later to bring
the score to 3-2. Brad Thiessenweathered
the Warriors attack with 31 total saves,
and 18 in the third period. MacLeodiced
the game with an empty net goal at the
18:43mark. The win improvedThiessen's
record to 13-8-3 on the season, while
counterpartAndrewBrathwaite dropped
to 6-6-1. He made 26 saves on the night.
Northeastern's Hockey East record improvedto 10-7-2.

WOMEN'S HOCKEY

Northeastern defeats
Maine

Huskies fall in Beanpot
Northeasternlost to No. 1 Harvard in
the first round oftheBeanpoton Tuesday
night by a 3-1 score. The Huskies lost
the game after jumping out to a quick
1-0 lead 42 seconds into the game on a
power play. DefensemanLindsay Berman
fired a slap shot from the blue line past
Crimson goaltender Christina Kessler
for her fifth goal of the season. Fellow
defensemanKaty Applin assisted on the
goal. The Crimson rallied immediately.
Just two minutes later, JennyBrine scored
her 11th goal of the season on the power
play to tic the score. Later in the second
period, the top-ranked Crimson tookthe
lead for good when Brine scored again
on a deflection from Katharine Chute.
Huskies goaltenderLeah Sulyma kept
Harvard at bay for the rest ofthe period,
and most of the third until Sarah Vaillancourtput the game awaywith her 13th
goal of the season. Anna McDonaldand
Sarah Wilson assisted on the goalwith
just over a minute remaining. The loss
dropped Northeastern to the Beanpot's
third-place game on Tuesday.

On Friday evening, Northeastern defeated Maine 3-1 behindLeah Sulyma's
33 saves. Sulyma, who improved to 6-14-3 with the win, did not allow a goal
untilMaine'sPamPatterson scoredwith
10 minutes remaining and putting the
game out of reach. The Huskies scored
the game's first three goals, scoring
just over a minute into the game when
Kristi Kehoe scored her ninth goal of
the season. Chelsey Jones assisted on
the score. Late in the first, Nikki Petrich
scored an unassisted goal to give the
Huskies a 2-0 advantage.Four minutes
into the second period, Jones scored a
goal ofher own, from Lindsay Berman
and Sulyma. Asrewardfor her goal and
assist, Jones was namedthe game's first
star. Sulyma was the game's third star.
The Huskies improved their record
to 6-17-3 on the season, while Maine
dropped to 2-22-3. The Black Bears
Hockey East record dropped to 2-10-3
with the loss to Northeastern.

Terriers hold on
against UVM

Black Bears skate
past Huskies

Although Boston University struggled
to put Vermont away on Friday evening,
the Terriers held on for a 3-1 victory
against the Catamounts. The Terriers openedwith a goal just 25 seconds
into the contest, when center Melissa

Anderson scored her 10th goal of the
season. Linemate Holly Lorms assisted
on the goal. A minute later, BU grabbed
a 2-0 lead on CarolineBourdeau's
sixth goal of the year. Bourdeaubeat
Vermont goaltenderKristen Olychuck
for the goal.Despite the early lead,
the Terriers could not find a way to
beat Olychuck for another 50 minutes.
At the 15:44mark of the third period,
Anderson scored an unassisted goal to
put the game away. Allyse Wilcox made
20 saves for her ninth win of the season.
The onlyCatamount goal came on an
empty net, whenWilcox left the ice on
a delayedpenalty. Olychuck made a
save, andthe shot deflectedall the way
back across the ice and into the open
net for the Catamounts. With the goal,
Olychuck became the only Vermont
goaltender to ever score in a game.

LAN THOMAS/HEIGHTS EDITOR

Boston University goaltender Allyse Wilcox backstopped the Terriers to a 1-1 tic on Saturday against Maine by collecting 19 saves.

Best of the best
Player of the Week -Chelsey Jones, Northeastern

The sophomore wing from Minnesota scored three goals
and had an assist in two games this past weekend for the
Huskies. Her goal and assist on Friday night led NU to a

3-1 win over Maine. A night later, she scored two goals for
the Huskies in their 4-2 loss against the Black Bears. Her
multi-point weekend gave her 19 points on the season.

Standings
School
Pts.
1. New Hampshire 29
2. Connecticut
21

3. Boston Univ.
4. Providence

17
16

Next Week

Record

School

14-0-1
9-2-3
8-6-1
7-5-2

5. Boston College
6. Northeastern
7. Maine
8. Vermont

Pts.

Record

14
11
7
3

6-7-1
5-9-1
2-10-3
1-13-1

Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2008
Northeastern vs. Boston College, 5 p.m.
Harvard vs. Boston University, 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 16,2008
Boston College at Maine, 12 p.m.
Boston University at Connecticut, 1 p.m.
Vermont at New Hampshire, 2 p.m.
Priovidence at Northeastern, 2 p.m.
Sunday, Feb. 17, 2008
Vermont at New Hampshire, 2 p.m.
Boston College at Maine, 2 p.m.

Maine jumpedout to an insurmountable lead early in its game on Saturday, and held on for a 4-2 win against
Northeastern. The Black Bears scored
the game's first four goals in the first
two periods behind a balanced scoring
effort. Lexie Hoffmeyer, Kirn Meagher,
VanessaVani, and Amy Stech eachscored
for Maine. Hoffmeyer opened the scoring sheet just over six minutes into the
first period, whenshe beat Northeastern
goaltenderLeah Sulymafor her third goal
of the season. Minutes later, Meagher
scored her first goal of the year on Pam
Patterson's assist. In the second period,
the Black Bears increased their lead
on Vani's goal at the 6:41 mark. Vani's
shorthandedtallygave Maine a 3-0 lead.
Stechscoredthelast Maine goal minutes
later on a pass from Vani. She allowed
the Huskies to crawlback into the game,
however, on Chelsey Jones's 10thand 11th
goals of the season in the third period.
She stopped 14 other third period shots,
though, to preserve the victory. Maine
improved to 3-22-3 on the season with
the victory.
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Perfection's not a lost
conceptfor some of us
Charles Mangiardi
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Russell Crowe kicked off the
Super Bowl XLII telecast with
the following words: "Perfection. For every one of us, it
means something different. And
that is its greatestbeauty."
Forgive me, Bostonians. By
now, you'reprobably tired of
hearing about the game. But
it's only been a week, and this
being February (also known as
the dead period in sports), it
would be foolish not to discuss
the display of perfection that
we witnessed last Sunday. And
make no mistake, the Hoosierian run through the playoffs
by the Giants, culminatingin
that game, was perfect.
The Super Bowl itself was
beautiful. Anyone who has ever
played can tell you that. It was
won in the trenches, and the
Patriots' high-powered offense
and ultra-moderndefensive
schemes proved no match for
that type of physical football,
the kind thatBear Bryant and
Vince Lombardi would have
been proud of. Watching Brandon Jacobsand Ahmad Bradshaw run over their vaunted
linebackers was perfect.
Bill Belichick's decision to
go for the end zone on fourth
and 13 has been criticizedby
some, especially since three
points wouldhave eventually
sent the game into overtime. He
should be applauded; he made
a conscious decision that his
team was the best in the world,
and he put his faith in the men
who had brought him to the

brink of immortality instead of
an untestedkicker. That decision, even though it was wrong,
was perfect.
So was Wes Welker, the
guy no college wanted, the guy
no professional team wanted,
almost single-handedlykeeping
his team in the game by tying a
Super Bowl record for receptions and coming ever so close
to being the Super Bowl MVP.
And the list goes on.
There was Tom Brady's
inevitablefourth-quarter march
down the field to take the lead
in the closing minutes of the
Super Bowl. That was perfect.
There was Junior Seau on
the sideline, so close to the
championship he has chased
for nearly two decades,ready
to tradeall of his Pro Bowls for
four more stops. That desire, so
palpable, was perfect.
There was The Play. Eli
Manning, with the spirits of
Doug Flutie and Joe Montana
infused into his 6-foot-4-inch,
225-pound frame, refused to
let the entire Patriots defensive
line drag him and the hopes of
17 million New York area residents to the Arizona turf.
David Tyree rose up from
anonymity to join Bobby Thomson, John Paxson, and Dave
Roberts as unlikely heroes in
the echoes of eternity, men who
would have been unknown in
their own time if not for single
plays that send chills down
spines years afterward. That
play was perfect.
There was Steve Smith, who
handed the Patriots a crucial

interception in thered zone

earlier in the game, redeeming
himselfby picking up a backbreaking first down on thirdand
11, one play before therainbow
pass from Manning to Burress
shocked the world. That was
perfect.

And then the end, as the
Patriots made one lastfrenetic
attempt to salvage their historic
season. No Giants fan, or Patriots hater, exhaled until Brady's
final heave, one last laser pass
thrown by the greatest player
ofhis generation, was deflected
away from Randy Moss, ensuring that the decade'sbest team
in any sport was not the best on
that day. That was perfect.
There was the redemption
for all New Yorkers, including
this Jets fan, as the demons
ofthe 2004 ALCS were finally
exorcised, and therediscovered
jealousy ofNew York sports
that many Bostonians had
forgotten during their climb
to the top, ensuring that 2008
wouldbe another unforgettable
year in the world'sbest intercity
rivalry. That was perfect.
According to Crowe, Aristotle defined perfection as that
"which is so good, that nothing of its kind can be better."
Nothing could have been better
than Super Bowl XLII, and we
should all, no matter what team
we root for, feel privileged to
have witnessedsuch perfection.
Charles is a sophomore in the College of Arts and Sciences. He can
be reached at sports@bcheights.
com.
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Don'tletthe February weatherfool you: it is tennis season, and both the men's and women's teams
have launched into their seasons. Unfortunately,
those launches were packaged with losses for both
teams. This past week,however, the women's team
hasrighted its course with a win in its secondmatchup of the season with a commanding 6-1 victory at
Columbia. The Eagles swept the doubles matches
and took five out of six singles matches to up its
record to 1-1 for the season. Just as the team set a
positive tone for the season, so didKatharine Atwell,
as she earned her first match win ofher career, defeatingNatasha Makarova,6-2,7-5 at the No. 5 slot.
Lana Krasnopolsky defeatedNina Suda, 6-2, 6-0,
at the No. 1 match-up in singlesplay. Krasnopolsky
teamed up with Gia Nafarette in doubles to defeat

Sydney Murray and Natalia Christianson, 8-3 at
the No. 3 spot. She partnered with Alma Sullivan
to defeat Stefanie Zilberman andLauren Shearer,
8-6 at theNo. 2 doublesposition. Dasha Cherkasov,
Lauren Cash, and Sara Svobodaall earned singles
wins for the Eagles. Cherkasov andCash teamed up
to win an 8-6 decision in doubles.
Perhaps the men can follow the womenas a prototype and get back on course for the season with
theirsecondmatch against Virginia Tech. The Bears
of Brown University mauled the Eagles. The Eagles
managed just one match win against the Bears,
which came in doubles play. At the No. 2 spot, Jason
Sechrist and Erik Kreutzer defeated Sam Garland
and Noah Gardner, 8-6. BC dropped the other two
doubles matches. In singles play, the Eagles were
swept at all six spots. At the No. 1 spot, Thomas
Nolan had a strong performance, but fell to Chris
Lee, 7-5, 6-3. \u25a0
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Energy emerges at SASA showcase
family and connectionthat waspresent
throughout the show was introduced
when the freshmen took the stage as
Boston College's South Asian Stuthe "Future of SASA." The energy and
dent Association (SASA) celebrated cohesiveness of their performance
its Ilth annual cultural show, titled fascinated the audience, and their mix
"Chal Nachale" ("Let's Dance") Satof traditionalHindi hand gestures and
urday night. The nearly two-hour-long modern moves give SASA fans someevent showcased Bangladeshi, Indian, thing to lookforward to.
Pakistani, and Sri Lankan cultures in an
MASTI, the official dance troupe
entertaining and informative way.
of SASA and the current AHANA
Emcees Timothy Johnson, CSOM Leadership Council (ALC) Showdown
'08, and John Marti, A&S '08, brought Champion,was up next. SimiVattakunthe audience alongwith them on a tour nel, SASA co-president andCSOM '08,
ofIndia. The first stop was the perforsaid of this troupe, "Their performance
mance ofthe BasementBhangra, a highis a journey through the ages. They start
ly energetic North Indian dance with with classic hits and choreographyand
traditionalmusic and movements.
move towards more current Bollywood
Next, the ladiesofSASA came to the rhythms and dance moves."
stage in a performance simply called
A fashion show brought the evening
"All Girls." The "All Girls" performance back to a more traditionalfeeling, exwasan excellent exampleof the original hibiting saris, the traditionalfemale
routines that packed the showcase. The garments, alongside of the traditional
next routine, "Co-Ed Hindi - Tenu male garments, sherwanis.The colorful
Leke," was a take on the modern Bolfabrics and intricate jeweled detail of
lywood dances that many are familiar the saris made them beautiful to look
with, varied by some Hindi influence. at, whilethebold colors ofthe sherwanis
The dance brought the men and women were equally striking.
together to perform the story of a catSee Culture, D2
and-mouse courtship. The theme of
By

JaNeeAllen

For The Heights
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'Release' your inhibitions and relax 24 hours
to rock
the vote

Dance Org dazzles
the audience with its
mesmerizing routines
By

Tue Tran

Heights Editor

The membersofthe Dance Organiza-

By Lauren Donatucci

tion ofBostonCollege (DOBC) unleashed
their talenton theRobshamstagein their

latestproduction, "Release."Their hard
work was apparent, as the show beautifully incorporated dance and music. The
lightingandeffects were impeccable.The
costumes usuallyrepresentedextremes,
either totallyperfect for their respective
numbers, or reminiscent of grade-school
dance recitals and Miss America pageants. Overall, the audience enjoyed the
production immensely.
The opener was a bit of a disappointment, as it lacked dazzleand synchronization. But the show took a turn for the
better during the "Chris Brown Mix,"
especiallywhen Joseph Dreeszen, A&S
'09, joined the DOBC to be the object of
two girls' affection. The dancing was fun
and the wardrobe choices captured the
funky atmosphere. The only issue was
that the mix was choppy, incorporating
too many songs in a short time frame.
A great costume decision was made
for the "Signs" portion ofthe show, where
the dancerswere split into pairs and each
pair had a specific color, wearing either
a matching tic or skirt. The ending was
a success, with each pair showing their
skills in the limelight. Then, the pairs
skirted off together, coquettishly holding hands.
The beginning of the unfortunate
wardrobe choices was with the aptly
named song "Watch This!" The dancers definitely called for attention with
their cliche glittering tops. The nextbad
wardrobe decision was for "Supermod-

For The Heights

This year's 24 Hour Theater Experiment provided more of the excellent 10-minute plays that the recent years have

What is a dance show without a
numberfromChicago1? The dance "When
You're Good to Mama" incorporated
classy black lace and red tops with
powerful moves. One of the spunkiest
numbers of the night, the dancersstrutted their stuff with sassiness.
"The Shakedown"was one of the most
fun numbers, but once again, the

seen. As the event's title implies, each
team had only 24 hours to brainstorm,
write, cast, stage, and rehearse its play
before performing for the competition.
The five participating teams were told
at 6 p.m. the night before thatthis year's
theme was "Rock the Vote" and that
they neededto use the fine "no child left
behind" in their scripts; the teams then
separated and began the mad dash to
create the excellentpieces revealed at 7
p.m. the next night.
Allfive teams tookthe"Rock theVote"
theme in different directions. "Team
Rogue Squadron"depictedthe struggles
of trying to create reality televisionshows
during the writer's strike in their play
"Minutes: Meeting #457." As the three
brainstormers came up with outrageous
history and pop-culture-laced ideas,
they wouldpause andother actors would
come out to portray a visualization of
their ideas, like "America's Next Top
Neanderthal" or "Roman Idol."
The next team up was "The Thezbos," a group of freshmen. Their play,
"As Apple Pie," revolved aroundfighting
over thelast apple pie for Thanksgiving.
The characters came from diversesocial
groups and each used a different tactic
when attempting to get the pie.

See Dance, D2

See Vote, D2
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The Dance Organization of Boston College sits this one out as they move to the sultry choreographyof Peggy Lee's classic hit "Fever."
els." The shredded blue tops over neon
pink shirts were an unsuccessful callfor
'80s punk to be brought back onto the
runway. Distracting from the dancing
and music, these articles of dress took
all of the attention.
Although many of the slower songs
left much to be desired, "3 Libras" was
one of the highlights of the night. The
brown and white tops flowed with the
movement, which perfectly captured

INSIDE ARTS

THIS ISSUE

the dark ambiance of emotion and attitude.
With the hit song, "Apologize," the
DOBC turnedit into a hit performance.
The dancing was perfect with the dynamic mix of tempos in the song. It was
hard to stay in seats and not join in the
dancing. The lighting was at its best,
especially in the end when only one
dancer remained as the lights faded to
nothingness.

Oscar Watch 2008 Continues

How do Best Picture contendersMichael Clayton and
No Countryfor OldMen stack up against each other?
Read andfind out, D2

Fool's Gold lives up to its title

Bad chemistry and worse acting plagueKate Hudson andMatthew McConaughey in this action-filled
romantic comedy, D3

iProf.
The Roving Reader
Box Office Report

D2
D3
D3
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Ever wonderedwhat's on your favoriteprofessor's iPod? Here's your chance with our new feature, iProf.

iProf

The Music Behind the Man

Now playing on Prof. O'Connor's iPod

- Derek & the Dominoes
Banner - Jimi Hendrix
Soul & Inspiration - The Righteous

WonderwhatProfessorMarkO'Connor tunes into after
wrapping up a lecture on Goethe'sFaust in hisHonors Program seminar?Bach's Sonata in C Minor? MaybeChopin's
Polonaise-Fantaisie? Guess again. From Fountains of
Wayne punk hit "Stacy's Mom" to soul classic "Soul &
Inspiration," Dr. O'Connor'splaylist of top songs, whichhe
aptly labeled"Love Rocks (Verb or Noun?)," is as eclectic
and fresh as it gets. While he admits to being a classical
music aficionado aswell, he confesses to be an enthusiast

Stacy's Mom

Star Spangled

Baltimore Use Me - PatriciaBarber
After the Love is Gone - Earth, Wind &
Fire
Over the Rainbow - Eva Cassidy
TheKind of Love YouNever Recover
of R&B, soul,rock, and even punk. Dr. O'Connor says he
From - ChristineLavin
even uses some of these songs in the classroom; when
Quand On N'a Que LAmour - Jacques Brel
teaching St. Matthew's Passion, he plays "Layla" in the
Take Me to the River- Talking Heads
exercise. He made sure to note that "I'm an iProf, with

Brothers
Come On Up - TheRascals
Hungry Heart - Bruce Springsteen
Try a Little Tenderness- The
Commitments
Heroin is so Passe - The Dandy Warhols
How Great Our Lord - James Taylor
Saint of Me - The Rolling Stones

OSCAR WATCH 2008

- Fountains of Wayne

Layla

Randy Newman

the emphasis on theProf."

?

Leon Ratz

Part 2 of a 3-part series of reviews exploringthis year's Best Picture nominees at the 80th annual Academy Awards.

Cowboys, hitmen, and lawyers are set to walk the red carpet
'No Country' fuses
brutality with
beauty

'Michael Clayton
brings law and
order to the Oscars

By Marc Cubelli
Heights Staff

Michael Clayton, the titular-named character of George
Clooney, describes himself as a
"janitor," and within thefirst five
minutes of the film, we see why.
He is a lawyer,but does not work
in a court or evenin an office very
much. His job is to have connections, know people, clean up the
legal messes of very powerful
people, and tell themwhat they
are not used to hearing in times
of peril. One look at Clooney,
with the white-collarwardrobe,
the silver hair, and the matineeidollooks(still intact at 46), you
realize that few other actors in
Hollywood could have done this
role justice. Simply put, he looks
like a man who can get things
done - a man you would want in
your corner, provided you had
the salary.
The cockiness of Danny
Ocean is nowhere to be found
here, however. The movie star
charisma of Ocean's Eleven is
replaced here by a more mature
world weariness - the weariness
of a man who is good at what he
doesbut hates it and wants out.
Beneath the confidentfacade is
a lost soul. Michael Clayton has
gambling debts, a young son he

Only one of the three male
leads in No Countryfor Old Men is
in his sixties, but the film is still
appropriately named. All of the
men in this film are worn-out in
one way or another. First there
is Josh Brolin's welder/cowboy
Llewelyn Moss, who is in such
direfinancial trouble that he resorted to stealing money from a
drug dealer.Then there is Javier
Bardem's contract killer, Anton
Chigurh, a man so ruthless, machine-like, and empty that the
fates ofhis victims are decided
by the toss of a coin. Finallythere
is Tommy Lee Jones's small-town
sheriffEd Tom Bell, a worn-out
lawmanwho has seen morethen
his share ofevil.
Take the performances, the
crisp, beautiful cinematography
ofvisualpoetRoger Deakins, the
merciless direction of Joel and
Ethan Coen, and the stark prose
of author Cormac McCarthy,
put it all together, and what do
you get? A cinematic masterpiece, an irresistible fusion of
Western and film noir, a thriller
that unfolds with such merciless

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

Javier Bardem petrifies viewers everywhere as contract killer Anton Chigurh.
worthy of the Coens's
debut masterpiece,Blood Simple.
Manyhaveaccusedfraternal filmmaking duoin the past ofvaluing
style over story and making films
far more interesting to look at
than to absorb. The good news
is that with this film, the style
is intact and the story, this time
around, is worthy of it. We actually care aboutLlewelyn Moss, a
poor simpleton who thinks that
he and his naive wife Carla Jean
(Kelly MacDonald) can put one
over some very powerful, evil men.
suspense

We respond to thebrutal, savage
indifference of Anton Chigurh,
who kills with a cattle stun gun
and will surely join the ranks
of Hannibal Lecter and Frank
Booth as one of cinema's most
unforgettable sadists. Finally, we
feel the regret and yearning ofEd
TomBell, who simply looks at the
deeds ofevil men and asks why.
His final monologue proves that
words can be just as poetic as
images in cinema, and thesilence
that comes at theend serves only
to mask the heartbreak. A

COURTESY OF ROTTENTOMATOES.COM

George Clooney shines as the title character, a world weary corporate fixer.

hardlyever sees, and a sicknessof found insanity finds the courage
wallowingin corporate muck.And to deliver a key piece ofevidence
this is before he earns the wrath to prosecutors. When Arthur is
of a very powerful corporation killed and Michael inherits his
that happens to have hitmen on role as truth-seeker, hefinds himthepayroll.
self on what seems to be a certain
The corporation is U/North, path to disaster. Michael Clayton
which is facing a serious pollution is not a message movie,but above
lawsuit. Clooney's colleague and all is a thriller, and in theconfines
fellow janitor Arthur Edens (Tom of that genre, it is hypnotic in its
Wilkinson, in an Oscar-worthy pacing and its suspense, with a
supporting role), assigned to the steelychic style that Bourne trilU/North case, has just suffered a ogy scribe Tony Gilroy serves up
in an all too promising directorial
verysudden(and verynaked) nervous breakdown, and in his newdebut. A-

Theater and politics Don't stop the dancing, 'Gimme More'
come together
Dance, From Dl

Vote, From Dl
Although the play has seemingly little to do with voting or
politics, the team managed to
work both voting and the secret
line into their script; the winner
of thepie camein preaching about
democracy and claimed the pie
after holding a vote.
AnotherCCEteam, "Creedence
Clearwater Experience," performed third with its play "Sex,
Drugs, and Raffi-role;" this team
took "Rock the Vote" into a
Scranton, Pa. Battleof the Bands.
It followed the story of a struggling folk singer wishing he had
a band to respect and support
him. In the end, he teamed up
with anotherbandandrocked the
competition.

The fourth play was "Bailiff"
from the team "Some Like It
HOT," which portrayed jurors
attempting to reach a unanimous
decision about a jewelry store
robbery. The team captured the
frustration of being stuck in a
room with a group of strangers
who included an old man, a German woman, and a man dying to
get home to eat his meatloaf.
In the final play, "Rock of
Ages," the "Committee for Conspiracy Enthusiasts" came up
with a unique idea - a pet rock
pageant. The show was complete with irritated announcers,
enthusiastic rock owners, and a
brick accidentally entered into
the competitionby a construction

worker.This glimpseinto the final
round showed theheartbreakand
excitement of the die-hardrock
show competitors.
The event combined a night
of fun theater with charity. All
proceeds were donated to CAMFED, an organization that works
to provide education to women
and girls in Africa in an effort to
fight poverty.
The event organizers brought
in three judges from the local
theater community to determine
whichplay would win the opportunity to perform at this year's
ArtsFest. John J. King, a Cambridge playwright and director,
TheresaLang, a teacher, director,
and designer at Boston College,
and Wanda Strukus, a director,
playwright, performer, and theater educator, judged the plays
based on the acting, the scripts,
andthe production.
After a period of deliberation they returned with their
decision for the emcees to read.
Anticipation hung in the air as
emcees Christina Lepri, A&S '10,
and Ryan O'Flanagan, A&S '10,
opened the envelopes.The thirdplace spot went to "Committee
for Conspiracy Enthusiasts" with
"Rock of Ages," while "Team
RogueSquadron" camein second
with "Minutes: Meeting#457." In
the end, "SomeLike It HOT" took
first place with its spectacularplay
"Bailiff." After coming in second
last year, the team will go on to
perform again at ArtsFest. \u25a0

wardrobechoice was too much. The
blue mesh shirts were bold statements thatpolarized the audience,
either invoking positive reactions
or rolled eyes in confusion.
The finale, "Release" was a
letdown as two fun songs to dance
to - Britney Spears's "Gimme
More" and Rihanna's "Don't Stop
the Music" - became a nauseous
adventure as the music went back
and forth between the two. The
choreography was lackluster and
the costuming was unmemorable.
For such a wonderful night, the
finale did not do the show justice.
But the show, despite its weaknesses, was a hit. Thehard work of
those who were part ofthe production could be sensed.
Kelsey Yarnell, a member of

DOBC and A&S '11, spoke about
howmuch time andeffort it tookto
put on this production: "Theweek
beforethe show, we hadfour to fivehour practices. Every weekbefore
that, since October, we practiced
for an hour for each dance."
Catrina Gallo, LSOE '10, a satisfied audiencemember,remarked,
"Everyone did an amazing job and
you could tell that the entire organization put forth a lot of time and
effort. It took a lotfor me tonot get
up and dance!"
Unfortunately,DOBC onlyputs
on one show a year, so the students
of BC have to wait until next year
to see the group again. Hopefully
therewillbe bettercostume choices
and the remixes of songs will be
easier on the weak-stomached,
but, most importantly, the talent
will return. \u25a0
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Robotic movements propel Dance Org through "SleepingLessons" by The Shins.

SASA spices up the stage, blends culture

COLLEEN O'CONNOR / HEIGHTS STAFF

The men of theSouth Asian Student Association band together to celebrate their culture for the community.

Culture, From Dl
The guys had their time to
shine in the next performance,
"All Guys." Their high-energy
jumping and spinning to customary Indian melodies, juxtaposed with unlikelySnoop Dogg,
was unexpected and interesting.
When asked what his favorite
performance was, Parth Desai,
A&S '10, said enthusiastically,
"Definitely Garba/Raas. It's a
traditionalreligious dance that's

performed at festivals. It's a great

dance."
This performance combined
two traditional dances - the
Garba, a dance originally performed solelyby women, and the
Raas, a traditionallymale dance
performed with sticks. When the
two dances were combined, the
circular sequences of the Garba
and the stick performances of
the Raas formed an energetic
and exciting dance that the crowd
definitely enjoyed. Before the

final dance, a classical raga was
performed. The raga, a scale or
mode used in classicalIndianmusic, was performedwith harmonic
chanting and drums to create a
unique, haunting sound.
Senior Cara Caponi, A&S '08,
admittedthat she is not the most
likely person to be a part of the
SASA organization: "I'ma senior,
and for most people that doesn't
equate to joining a new group,

especially a group whose aim is
to promote a culture that is corn-

pletely differentfrom their own,
but I lovethe fact thatI've gotten
to meet so many new and amazing people." It's the welcoming
and family-oriented nature of
SASA that truly stood out at the
end of the show, when the board
honored the senior board members before the last dance.
Jawad Ahmad, SASA copresident and CSOM '08, said,
"The last four years [with SASA]
have been stressful, fun, and
exciting. Being up there is more
than just dancing,it's being with
your best friends. I wouldn't
change it for anything." Ahmad
outlined the goals of the culture
show, saying, "I hope that the
show does two things tonight; I
hope it shows the student leadership that we have here at BC,
andthat peopletruly appreciate
the hard work it tookto do this.
I also hope that people learn
a little bit about our different
respective cultures and they see
what we're all about."
These goalswere certainly met
Saturday evening with a highly
successful, sold-outshowcaseof
the SouthAsian region. \u25a0
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Tan bodies are all that glitters in 'Fool's Gold'
By

Christine Rodrigue

For The Heights
For aromantic comedy meets actionadventure fifm, Fool's Goldfaiis to meet
even the most minimai of expectations.
Aif that viewers require from a romantic comedy is a
FOOL'S GOLD
warm, sincere
Dir. by Andy Tennant relationship, a
Warner Bros. Pictures few laughs, and
an attractive

leading duo. Fool's Gold is only able to
provide the latter. In the first 10 minutes of the movie, it becomes apparent
thatthe only thing Tess (Kate Hudson)
and Finn (Matthew McConaughey) like
about each other is the sex. This is
clearly shown by both the divorce that
occurs at the beginning of the film, and
the simple fact thatthis is the onlypositive thing she is able to say about him in
the entire two hours.
Althoughthe film continuallybrings
attention to the chemistry the two of
them possess, this does not translate
into the acting. When Finn first arrives
aboard the yacht on which Tess is employed as a stewardfor a wealthy businessman, all Hudson conveys is mock
terror and hatred. I say mock because
her screaming reaction is over-thetop and comparable to a 40-year-old
pretending to be afraid of the dark. It
is about midway through the fifm that
Tess and Finnbegin to warm up to each
other once again. This turn of events,
although predictable, left me feeling
confused. Frankly, there was nothing in
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Not even a shirtless Matthew McConaughey can save the bad chemistry between him andKate Hudson in the action comedy Fool's Gold.
the movie to present the two ofthemas a
compatible couple. Hudsonand McCo-

naugheycame acrossmorelike abrother
and a sister raised in a family tradition
of treasure-salvaging than lovers. This
perception made Tess's unnecessarily
frequent references to Finn's skilfin bed
allthe more uncomfortablefor everyone
involved.
Fool's Gold was slightly less disappointing as an action-adventure, but
this is by no means an approval. The

Go home 'Roscoe
By

fifm diddeiiverthe few crashes and expfosions expectedfrom a movie in this
genre, which were its only redeeming
qualities; however, these action scenes
ultimately came across more blandthan
exciting. In the opening sequence, while
Finn and his "Ukrainian sidekick" Alfonz are divingin searchof the coveted
treasure, the Queen's Dowry, their boat,
catches on fire and ultimately sinks with
the two of them completely unaware,
even though it lands directly behind

them and engulfs them in a powerful,
sand-filled current. The scene left the
audience thinking, "Is that it?" This
was the themefor alf the action scenes.
Tn another, when thugs working for an
opposing treasure-hopeful attempt to

drownFinn, a gunfight ensues in which
one thug is wounded in the ear and
another in the foot. Thus, the main
issue with the action sequences in
Fool's Gold is that they ail came across
as anticlimactic.It seemed as though

Jenkins'

Chase Kinser

Box Office Report
Weekend
Gross*

Title

Heights Staff

If you have ever spent time in both
the South and Los Angeles, you know
there are some huge cultural differences,
immediatelyapparent ifyou simply drink
the tea and eat the food. This difference serves as the background for the
family comedy Welcome Home Roscoe
Jenkins, in whichMartin Lawrence comes
back home to
Alabama from
WELCOME HOME
L.A. for his
ROSCOE JENKINS
Dir. by Malcolm D. Lee parents' 50th
wedding anniUniversalPictures

the director, Andy Tennant, intended
for the action scenes to be comical, but
faifed in conveying this to the audience.
Rather, theyseemed cheesy and abrupt.
Then there was the interminably long
scene in whichFinn and Tess explainto
millionaireyacht owner NigelHoneycutt
and his Paris Hilton wannabe daughter
Gemma the longand uninteresting history of the Queen's Dowry. It wouldhave
been infinitely less excruciating and
more effective hadthe treasure's history
been graduaify introduced throughout
the fifm. It soon became apparent that
the only reaf purpose of this scene was
to show that Finn was not the idiot he
otherwise came across as.
One of the fitm's fess disappointing aspects was the cinematography.
Fool's Gold features a pfethora of shots
of blue water and gorgeous coral reefs.
This madefor apleasant visual experience for the audience. Let's be honest,
though, it's nearty impossibie to make
a pristine Ftoridabeach look anything
other than beautiful.
As a romantic comedy, Fool's Gold
entirely missed the mark. As an action-adventurefilm, it left the audience
confused. This movie is essentiaffy an
uninteresting waste of two hours. The
overatf pace is painfuffy slow, leaving
youwonderingwhy two prominent Hollywood celebritieswouldchoose to be in
a movie as poorly written as this one.
But at leastit gavewomenone thingthey
reallywanted: almost an entire movie of
MatthewMcConaughey without a shirt
on, which is probably worth a lot. D+

Weeks
in release

1. Fools Gold

22.0

1

2. Welcome Home
Roscoe Jenkins
3. Hannah Montana and
Miley Cirus

17

i

ia

r

a

4. The Eye

6.6

2

5. Juno

5.7

10

6.27 Dresses

5.7

4

7. The Bucket List

5.3

7

8. Rambo

4.1

3

9. Meet the Spartans

4.1

3

10. There Will Be Blood

4.1

4

versary.

Lawrence has a successful television
show in L.A., in which he uses the name
Dr. RJ Stevens and hosts a show that
seems to be a mixture of Dr. Phil and
Jerry Springer. He is engagedto the recent
winner of Survivor, Bianca (Joy Bryant),
and has a young son from a previous
marriage. Yet when he returns to his
sweet home in Alabama, he encounters
the troublingpast that sent him away in
the first place.
Lawrence's family is odd, played by
an all-star cast including Michael Clark
Duncan, Mo'Nique, and James Earl
Jones.This cast plays this eccentric family well, andLawrence quickly becomes
the outcast. Although Lawrence comes
back with his hotfiancee andkid, he encounters his high school crush, Lucinda
(Nicole Ari Parker). She comes to the
reunion with Lawrence's cousin Clyde
(Cedric the Entertainer), yet she claims
they are only friends. Wow, like we don't
know where this is going next.
Before Roscoe left home, there had
been an ongoing battle betweenhe and
Clyde in the typicalbrotherly way,except
that Clyde won everything. But Roscoe
had mastered the traditionaland climactic obstaclecourse one time20 years
before, winning the rights to askLucinda
out. Clyde backstabbed him and asked
her out before he did, breaking their wager, and Roscoe never forgotthe event, or
Lucindafor that matter. Even thoughhe
is supposedto be in love with his "Black
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Martin Lawrence ropes in a few laughs as thefictional Dr. Phil rip-off, Dr. RJ Stevens.
ParisHilton" fiancee, he cannot get over
the opportunity he lost.
Like most "black family comedies"
(which seems to be its own genre now),
this movie has its funny jokes and its moments. There is nothingspecialabout the
movie's humor compared to any other
comedy, but it will provide a couple of
chuckles now and then. Duncan really
shouldn'tdo comedy - he's not fit for it.
Lawrencejust exaggeratesfacial expressions like he is in a silentfilm.And there
is Mo'Nique who pretty much plays
her usual self and tries too hard to get a
laugh. The funniest character is actually
Roscoe's other brother Reggie (Mike
Epps), who manages to cause most ofthe
laughterwith his clever lines.
The movie in its entirety is very corny
and boring. Too many of the jokes are
predictable, because these particular
actors do the same jokes in every one
of their movies. Mo'Nique always has
attitude and Martin Lawrence is well
Martin Lawrence. Yet, on a good

...

...

note, the best part of the movie is not
so much its comedyas it is therelationship between Roscoe and his father,
who is played by James Earl Jones (he
plays Darth Vader's voice). The movie
really gives the relationshipsome depth,

exploringwhy Roscoe left Alabamaand
why he feels like an outcast. Since it is
the father's anniversary that Roscoe is
home for, theirbrokenrelationshipdoes
play a significantrole in the movie.
That father-son relationship and a
grin here and there are all you are going to get from this movie.This genre is
specifically set up for a marketthatloves
Lawrence and maybeMo'Nique(if people
dolike her). Theyplace a couple of jokes
in the movie so they can advertise it in
thepreview and try to disguisethe movie
as funny. If MartinLawrence is in it and
that jokein the preview was funny, then
it has to be hilarious, right? Well, a few
people willthink that,andthatis enough
people to keep going to these movies and
keep the genre rolling. C-

'Weekend Gross figures in millions

Bestsellers of Hardcover Fiction

1. The Appeal,

.

John Grisham

2. Duma Key, Stephen King

3. Sizzle and Burn, Jayne Ann Krentz
4. Plum Lucky,

Janet Evanovich

5. A Thousand Splendid Suns, Khaled Hosseini
ACCORDING TO PUBLISHER'S WEEKLY

THE ROVING READER WITH TULA BATANCHIEV

Nothing is sweeter than

Tula Batanchiev
"Don't judge abook by its cover."
This cliche has continuouslyplagued
eardrumsfor what seems like eternities.
In the case of Julia's Chocolates,
however, the phrase is unnecessary. The
cover, depicting a flung wedding dress
in the trees ofNorth Dakota, provides
intrigue; the reader is unaware thatthis
is how the novel initiallybegins. The
plot only gets sweeter.
Julia Bennet, the book's protagonist,
hashad a haunted past. (How else
would one start a novelthese days,
anyway?) With the toss of a wedding
gown, she desperatelytries to let her
demonsgo. What she realizes, however,
is that she willfirst need to fet go of
who she was in order to find out who

she truly is. In Julia's Chocolates, Julia
tries to reclaim the life she had little
control over previously and begin
anew. In an attempt to
look past an abusive
childhood and an abusive
relationshipwith her
ex-fiancee, Julialooks
toward independence
in the countryside of
Golden, Ore. With the
help ofher Aunt Lydia,
her newfound friends,
and chocolate, she allows
herself to be loved, and
eventuallyfinds love
again with a certain
strapping Dean Garrett.
In what could
be referred to as a
seemingly overdone
plotline - abused
woman saved by those
around her, deals with pain of abuse,
finds love, and finally finds herself
- Cathy Lamb creates afeel-good novel
that is impossible to put down. Julia's

Julia's Chocolates'

Chocolates has thereader sitting at the
edge of their seat, frantically flipping
through pages in an attempt to reach
the conclusion faster.
The writing, a more
"colloquial"style
(warning: ifone does
not like expletives,
this is definitely not
your cup of tea) that
couldbe construed
as harsh at times,
is mostly perfect
for the characters
representedand
allowsfor an upbeat
twist to a sometimes
overly dramaticplot.
The eccentric and
altogethervivacious
female characters
COURTESYOF AMAZON.COM make the novel what
it is, specifically
Aunt Lydia. Aunt Lydia can be
consideredthe most lovablecharacter
in the novel. Her eccentric and quirky
remarks, specificallyabout the "seedy

men" in her life, provide much-needed
comicrelief. Her unconventional
personality and her wild demeanor which includes thetoilets full offlowers
and large ceramic pigs that adorn her
front lawn - make her impossible to
forget. Her role as a motherfigure to a
distraught and fearful Juliamarks her
as a caring and compassionate woman
whose loveknows no bounds.
Perhaps Lamb's greatest
achievement in Chocolates is that
her supporting characterseach have
distinctand endearing stories as well.
Julia is not alone in her struggle. She
is merely one story that runs parallel to
four other women's eloquentplotlines.
This not only adds a level of intrigue,
but also allows thereader to delve into
the livesof diverse women with distinct
problems; if a reader cannot identify
with Julia, there are other options
available.
Additionally,Lamb's characterization of Dean is alluring; he provides
support and strength to a weakened
Julia.He waits for her steadfastly,but

never plays thepart of a fool in love. He
loves her but isn't seen as a pushover.
He asserts power without being too
dominantand aggressive, yet expresses
a softer side whenthe timing is
appropriate. Altogether,Lamb creates
the perfect man in Dean Garrett.
The novel, catering to a young adult
and middle-agedfemale audience,
doeswell in pointing out the bonds of
female friendship while staying true
to the difficulties women face. Some
resemblance to a JodiPicoult novel
was noted, as both seem to cater to a
female demographicand usually depict
some sort of romantic love story in the
midst of a larger issue. Any follower
ofPicoult wouldbe tickled by Lamb's
novel; it uncovers what truly matters
and offers insight into the lives of
women, albeit strange women, but
remarkable people nonetheless. With
allthis in mind, Julia'sChocolateswould
be an idealread to any woman who
is in need of a good cry and believes
that love and friendship can survive

anything. B+
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53 Broad Smile
54 City on the
Mohawk
55 Most powerful
57 DeLuise film
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64 Clay brick
68 Fort Worth sch.
69 Archie's wife
70 Spring worm
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71 Mind-reading
letters
72 _ Cruz, CA
73 Nose
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1 Waterston or
Donaldson
2 Exist
3 Came to rest
4 Wood-eating
pests
5 Blackthorns
6 Last part of a
sonnet
7 Coach
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20 Track gathering
22 Bearlike
24 Handrails
29 Up and about
30 Tons and tons
31 Flights
33 Roamed
35 Horse's pace
36 City near Fort

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row there are 9 slots,
some ofwhich are empty and needto befilled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to 9. You must
follow theserules:
? Number can appear only once in each row
? Number can appear only once in each column
? Number can appear only once in each 3x3box
? The number should appear onlyonce on row, column orarea.
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8 Roll of bills
9 Genesis twin
10 Disavowed
11 Lets in
12 Collectible baby-?
13 Apple drinks
21 Aliens, briefly
23 Retirement grp.
24 Saloons
25 _ vera
26 Classic Chevy
27 Snitch
28 British knights

32 Decay
34 Intervening
spaces
37 Morgue letters
38 Flubs it
40 Entered the net?
41 Fisherman's
decoy
42 Label on some
sale items
43 Mailed
45 Approx.
47 Undergo genetic
change
48 Morals
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49 Kept occupied

50 Marksman
51 First name in
soul
52 Chop off
56 Gets closer
58 Arp's art

62 Storage

receptacle
63 Legendary Giant
65 Seller's $$
equivocation
66 Brief life?
67 Way in, in brief

"Hey, Rosie. Gimme a small grape

"Before giving, I
always look for the
Humane Seal."
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The Humane Charity Seal of Approval
guarantees that a health charity funds
vital patient services or life-saving medical
research, but never animal experiments.
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harming animals. >*£V
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Council on Humane Giving
Washington, D.C.
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www.HumaneSeal.org
202-686-2210, ext. 335
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"Hey, Pop! How's the rheumatism today?"
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Aim higher.
At Ernst & Young, we encourage you to shoot for the sky.
You'll gain invaluable experience helping us deliver quality
services to world-class clients, and with each new challenge,
you'll take another step towards a great future. Next stop: the top.
Move on up to growth and success.

Visit us at ey.com/us/careers and our Facebook.com group.
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